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Chapter 12 

 

Lloyd Tahmatoh kneeled in a catcher’s stance and held a worn-down mitt in front of his knees.  His older brother, 

John—lean and lanky as though born to be a Major League pitcher—wound up and threw a fastball that made a 

whipping sound through the air before popping into Lloyd’s glove.  Lloyd effortlessly caught it, rocked forward 

onto his knees, and lobbed the ball back to his brother.  Lloyd wasn’t nearly as athletic as John, who had just 

graduated high school and had led the Watsonville High School baseball team into the Santa Cruz County 

championship (only to lose when Mitchell Bryant allowed one of John’s devastating curves to skip off his glove to 

the backstop, permitting the game winning run to score; John didn’t speak for two months thereafter and only 

snapped out of it after winning his first game in Spring ball).  But Lloyd could routinely catch the ball and return it 

without too many errant throws and was just happy that his older brothers let him join in the fun. 

 The oldest of the three brothers, George, was sitting on the front deck of the orchard’s packing shed.  

George had graduated high school four years earlier and was preparing to begin medical school in San Francisco 

the following day, but every summer since he had gone to college he had dutifully returned home to help his 

father tend to the family’s apple orchard.  All three brothers had inherited the prominent cheek bones and thick, 

dark eyebrows of their father, but George in particular had received Lucien’s stern demeanor.  The three brothers 

had finished their daily chores of propping up branches and digging out drainage ditches and now waited for their 

father to send the seasonal pickers home so they could call it a day.   

 As John fired another fastball into Lloyd’s glove, a black pick-up truck pulled up the driveway and onto the 

dirt parking area, stopping just short of Lucien, who was hammering a nail into the wooden frame of an outer wall 

for what appeared to be a small house.  Two men, both younger than Lucien but who had been tackling small jobs 

around the orchard for nearly a decade, held the wall in place.  When the truck pulled to a stop, Lucien turned his 

head suspiciously and then continued to hammer one more nail into the top corner.  He signaled for the two men 

to let it go to ensure it was secure, nodded his head, and then walked toward the truck as the two men walked the 

other direction. 
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 The truck, which had long rounded fenders around the front wheels and two seats contained in a small 

boxed cabin, belonged to Frank Gavrich.  Frank opened the door and stepped out of the cabin to meet and shake 

hands with Lucien, and then a smaller boy, maybe Lloyd’s age, exited out the other door and joined his father. 

 “Say, who’s that with father?” George asked in English.  Lucien insisted they speak English outside of their 

home. 

 John caught the return throw from Lloyd and then turned to look.  “That’s Frank Gavrich and his son, 

Peter.  Lloydie knows him, don’t you, Lloydie?” 

 “Ah, yeah, I s’pose I do,” Lloyd said in a slow drawl.  “Got band practice with him during the school year.  

Plays trumpet, if I recall correctly.” 

 “Any good?” George asked. 

 “Better than Lloydie, that’s for sure,” John said to George’s amusement. 

 “Well, now, hang on, he, ah, hell, yeah I s’pose he’s better than me.”  Lloyd shrugged his shoulder and 

made an accepting facial expression. 

 “You should stick to baseball, Lloydie,” John said.  “Least you might have a future there.” 

 “Baseball?” George asked.  “Baseball?  Nah, Lloydie needs to stick to his chores.  He’ll be runnin’ this place 

some day when Pa’s too old.” 

 Lloyd looked at the hundreds of apple trees that surrounded him.  They were mature trees and had 

initially been planted in rows, but as Lucien expanded his property and added trees, he planted them wherever 

they might fit.  The packing shed, dirt parking lot, and house under construction was the central hub of the two-

hundred-acre orchard.  Every other patch of dirt had been filled with apple trees.   

 “Well, I don’t really wanna run this place.” 

 “Best not let Pa hear you say that,” George said.  “He’s counting on you.”  He looked back at Lucien 

speaking with Frank.  “What you s’pose they talkin’ about?” 

 John shook his head.  “Jobs, ya idiot.  You been gone at school too long.  They lost their apricot farm about 

a year back.  As though Pa doesn’t have to worry bout all the Okies askin’ for jobs, has to worry about the Slavs 

now too.” 
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 “Lloyd!” Lucien yelled across the parking lot.  His voice carried in the wind that blew across the orchard 

and sounded menacing.  He raised a hand and motioned for Lloyd to come over. 

 “Ah, hell,” Lloyd said. 

 “Ha!” John bellowed. 

 “Go on then, Lloydie, don’t keep Pa waiting,” George said. 

 Lloyd looked at George and began to protest but thought better of it.  He threw his catcher’s glove on the 

deck and began to meander over, his slow pace offering the only form of protest he could muster. 

Lucien had started his orchard a year after running into Mary and her father in Aptos.  Either out of 

respect or comfort, he had begun with a few dozen olive trees, and at one point, added a large section of pears, 

but as soon as he planted some apples, he knew he had found his cash crop.  The apples grew better than the 

others and to win contracts, he needed bulk, so he began to focus solely on apples and within five years or so had 

made a name for himself among the Croatian community as a quality farmer and a man whose character was 

beyond reproach.   

 “Lloyd, hurry along now,” Lucien said.  Lucien had aged gracefully since he had left San Francisco, but 

twenty-five years—a quarter of a century—had taken a toll on his face and body, which had begun to show signs of 

wear and tear.  “Lloyd, this is Frank and I believe you know his son, Peter.” 

 “Yes, Sir.” 

 “Frank and Peter are going to be helping us out around the orchard for the next few weeks.  Tomorrow 

morning, I want you to take Peter up to the northside and begin proppin’ those branches, ya hear?” 

 “Yes, Sir.” 

 “Good boy.” 

 “Lucien, that’s,” Frank began as he got choked up.  “I’ve heard about your decency, but sometimes it still 

catches me off guard.” 

 “Well, now, just wait awhile,” Lucien said as Lloyd looked on in wonderment at his dad.  Lloyd hoped one 

day men would gaze upon him the way they gazed upon his father.  “I know that you gave Dick Gregoravich a job a 

few years back and I know you’d be doing the same for me if you could and our circumstances were switched.” 

 Frank nodded. 
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 “All right, that’s enough then for the day.  You two meet me back here in the morning and we’ll get you 

set up.” 

 Frank nodded again and then shook Lucien’s hand before taking his son and departing in the pick-up.  An 

hour later, Lucien and his boys did the same, with Lloyd and John sitting in the bed of their own pick-up.  Lucien 

drove the fifteen minutes to their house in Watsonville, where apricot orchards still dominated the scenery.  They 

all got out when Lucien pulled the truck into the short, paved driveway and entered their three-bedroom ranch.  

They all took off their dusty shoes and sweat-stained long-sleeve shirts and headed to the kitchen where Mary was 

preparing the food and sixteen-year-old Mirna was setting the table. 

 “Well well, if it isn’t the most handsome boys in Watsonville,” Mary said in Slavonian.  While Lucien 

insisted on English outside the house, Mary insisted on Slavonian inside the house.  So much so that ever since she 

and Lucien had George twenty-two years earlier, she had practically forgotten English altogether. 

 “Hello, my beautiful wife, we are home,” Lucien replied, dipping her as he planted a kiss on her lips. 

 “Oh!” Mary gasped.  When Lucien let her back up, she was beaming from ear to ear and playfully slapped 

him on the shoulder.  “You vile man, kissing me without showering.  I’m trying to raise a lady here.” 

 “I am positively the luckiest man in the world.  You hear that, Lloyd?”  He accepted a bottle of beer from 

Lloyd and took a sip.  He wiped his mouth on the back of his hand and then said, “Had I not been forced out of my 

country, I never would have met your mother.  Had I not nearly died from a fever, your mother never would have 

had to take care of me.  Had an earthquake not destroyed my business, I never would have found her again.  

Sometimes you make your own luck, sometimes the world makes it for you.” 

 “And maybe if an earthquake hadn’t destroyed your business, I would have married a man that brought 

home apples when he said he would.  Sorry, kids, no dessert tonight.  Blame your father.”  She took Lucien by the 

chin so he couldn’t look away sheepishly.  “Why don’t you go get the pig out of the oven and make it up to me.” 

 “Pig?  What’s the occasion?” 

 “Your oldest son is going to medical school tomorrow.  We’re celebrating.” 

 Lucien’s face shifted from joy to irritation.  “The world has enough doctors.  It needs farmers.” 

 “It doesn’t have doctors like your son,” Mary said. 
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 Lucien against felt sheepish, but he still didn’t like the idea of the family breaking apart.  He heard through 

a chance encounter with a man he once knew as a boy in Korcula that both of his parents had passed away and his 

brother had been drafted and forced to fight in the Great War.  He thought he had survived and possibly married a 

woman in Dubrovnik, but he couldn’t be certain.  Lucien never made the effort to track him down. 

 “You’re right, as always,” he replied. 

 “Everyone to the table,” Mary commanded. 

 The three brothers and their sister, Mirna, took their designated spots that hadn’t changed in years while 

Lucien took the pig’s head out of the oven and brought it to the table.  Mary followed with the wine and the 

nightly newspaper that she placed beside Lucien’s plate.  In addition to the pig, there were rolls and potatoes and 

green beans, a true feast that Lloyd would talk about to friends on the street.  Only the apple crisp as missing, 

which fell squarely on the shoulders of a forgetful apple farmer. 

 “Lloyd, do the honors,” Lucien said, handing the fork and knife to his youngest son. 

 Lloyd’s face lit up.  “Really?” 

 Lucien nodded once.  “Who do you serve first?” 

 “The women.” 

 “Good man.” 

 Lucien pulled out the newspaper while Lloyd began to carve away at the pig’s head.  As he read, Mary 

said, “Maybe we can all play some bridge afterward.”  When Lucien didn’t respond, she said, “Daddy, bridge?” 

 Lucien slowly stood up as he continued to read.  His eyes widened and he turned away from the table. 

 “What is it, Lucien?” Mary asked. 

 When he didn’t respond, George stood and asked, “Pa, what’s going on?” 

 Lucien didn’t turn back.  He looked into the kitchen and took deep, methodic breaths.  “The Brits devalued 

the pound.” 

 “What?” George asked.  “By how much?” 

 “Half.  They devalued it by half.” 

 They all remained silent for a moment.  A majority of Lucien’s business consisted of shipping apples to 

Great Britain. 
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 With a knife and fork inside the pig, Lloyd asked, “Now, wait, wait awhile, what does that mean?” 

 “It means we lost half of our profits,” Mirna said. 

 Lloyd looked at his sister who had a much clearer understanding of the business and economics of the 

orchard.  He didn’t know why the devaluing affected their profits.  He had never actually thought about the 

customer before or how they pay for the apples. 

 “So what do we do?” George asked as Lloyd slid the knife out of the pig and put it on the table. 

 “I have no idea,” Lucien responded.  It was the first time Lloyd had ever heard his father express 

uncertainty and did not have the answer. 

 “Ok,” George said assertively.  “Ok, I’ll take the quarter off.  I’ll start late or take the year off.” 

 “You’ll do no such thing!” Mary declared.  “Lucien, tell him.” 

 Lucien looked at his wife and had no intention of telling his son to pursue his dreams.  He needed his 

eldest son.  The farm was in trouble.  The family was in trouble.  Is this the decision his father had to make so many 

years ago? 

 “No, George, you go to school.  We’ll figure it out.” 

 The family ate the rest of the meal in silence and called it an early night.  Mary and Mirna took care of the 

dishes and Lucien sat outside smoking a rolled tobacco cigarette.  The three brothers retired to their bedroom, 

tired from the day’s labor and uncertain how to help their father.  They all laid awake in their single beds and 

looked at the ceiling, which was illuminated by the moon’s light.  Lloyd had his eyes closed and didn’t open them 

when he heard his brothers begin to speak. 

 “George, you’re heading to the bus tomorrow morning?” John asked. 

 “I suppose. I’m not sure what I could do here.” 

 John props himself up on an elbow.  “I’m going to go with you.” 

 Lloyd’s eyes cracked and his head rolled to look at his brothers talking.  Were they both going to leave him 

alone?  The thought terrified him.  George had left already, but John had always been around. 

 George remained on his pillow, but rolled his head.  “Go with me?  Where?  Why?” 
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 John reached under his pillow and pulled out a letter.  He handed it to George who opened it and read it 

under the light of the moon.  He was  still reading the letter when he began to smile.  “John, this is a baseball 

scholarship to St. Mary’s!” 

 “Yeah. Came about a month ago.” 

 “You’re going to college?” 

 “I told you those classes were for suckers.” 

 They’re silent for a moment, then George said, “Don’t tell Lloydie.” 

 “Ha, that little stinkbug will be here his whole life.” 

 “Have you told father?” 

 “Of course not. You know he wouldn’t approve.” 

 George’s excitement subsided and he finally pushed himself up.  He sat upright and crossed his legs.  

“John, we can’t both leave. You know what’s happening.” 

 John pushed himself all the way up as well and looked back at his older brother.  Lloyd remained perfectly 

still, not wanting them to stop talking. 

 “You think I’m going to pass up this opportunity?” 

 “John, father needs you.  The orchard needs you.” 

 “Well, then you should stick around.  You are the oldest, after all.” 

 “John, that’s so selfish of you.” 

 John nearly exploded off the bed, but he took a deep breath and gathered his thoughts. 

 “Selfish of me?  No, you have been gone for four years already.  You’re selfish.”  They both fell silent until 

John continued with, “I’m going. I’m just telling you.”  Once he had said his peace, he pushed his legs back out and 

put his head on the pillow to resume staring at the ceiling. 

 “Okay,” George said.  “Well, you need to do what’s best for you.  I can appreciate that.  You’re not going 

to say goodbye?” 

 “No,” John said.  “Absolutely not.” 
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Chapter 13 

 

Myrtle Enis looked behind her as her father, Stanley, drove the family’s 1929 Chevy sedan in between the two 

wooden posts that demarcated the end of their land and the beginning of California’s public property.  The posts 

didn’t hold up a gate yet, but Stanley had painted Private Property on old pieces of wood and nailed the signs to 

the posts.  (The sign actually had Privet crossed out and replaced with Private after Myrtle very delicately corrected 

her father’s spelling.)  It would at least let drifters know that they were entering land off limits to their drifting.  

Wouldn’t stop much until Stanley could get a fence up around the fifty acres he had recently purchased, but it 

would give him peace of mind to know he at least let the world know. 

 The car bounced along the dirt road as the wood posts faded from sight and Myrtle turned back to look 

out the dingy front windshield.  She was eight when her father came home with the Chevy, brand new and paid for 

with a promotion bonus from Standard Oil, and now the windshield lacked the shiny glean when compared to the 

new side and read windows Stanley recently had installed for the long drives out to the new land.  

 “So, what do you two angels think?” Stanley asked, struggling to keep his eyes on the road because he 

wanted to see their enthusiastic reaction.  “Nice, right?” 

 “Super nice, Papa,” Myrtle said.  “Can I help you build the fence?” 

 “Fifty acres of land.  All that whiskey’s finally got to your head.  What do we need fifty acres of land for?  

Fifty acres of land fifty miles from our home.  Now our daughter wants to build fences.  It’s not proper, you hear 

me?  It’s not proper.” 

 “Oh, brother me, Gertrude, you can be a pill, you know that?  Myrtle is a modern woman.  Who says she 

can’t build a fence?” 

 “Well, I’ll tell you, society, that’s who.  Like we’re raising a little boy.  Building fences.  What do we need 

that land for, anyhow?”  Gertrude shook her head.  “Now we have to drive all the way home.  I have no groceries.  

Me and Myrtle need to prepare dinner.  You have plenty to do in the yard, mind you.” 

 “Oh, that may be true, but we have our own land now.  Hot damn, I’ll tell you what.  Our own land.  We 

can escape the hustle and bustle, escape the damn oil fumes, cook weenies over the open fire.  Eventually, may 

even have an operating farm.  How does that sound, Myrtle?  Move there permanently?” 
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 “That’d be wonderful, Papa.  I have my studies, though.” 

 “And she’s in school,” Gertrude said as though remembering an additional transgression.  She crossed 

herself.  “God have mercy.  We’re raising a boy.” 

 “I’m not a boy, Mama,” Myrtle said.  “I just want to experience more than…”  She trailed off. 

 “More than what?  Supporting a family?  Keeping a home running?  Sewing clothes for your daughter and 

husband?” 

 Myrtle didn’t respond. 

 “Oh, Gertrude, be reasonable.  The land is a gift.  Who would have thought we’d own our own farm?  You 

know, Myrtle, your ancestors came over on the Mayflower.  The first Americans.  You trace your lineage to the 

original American settlers.  And you know why they came?  To escape persecution, sure, but more importantly, for 

land they can tend to freely and without interruption.  Land, Myrtle.  We are following in the footsteps of giants.” 

 “That’s precisely what I’m talking about,” Gertrude said.  Her admonishing tone was nothing out of the 

ordinary.  “You keep filling our daughter’s mind with nonsense.  You know why those giants succeeded in settling 

this land of ours?  Because their women kept them hardy.  They weren’t out building fences.  Fences.” 

 “Oh, that may be true.  May be true.  It also may be that they kept their men satisfied at night, but we 

certainly aren’t raising Myrtle to follow in that most honorable of roles, are we?” 

 “You are a devious man, Stanley Enis.  A devious man.”  Gertrude crossed herself again.  “I’m raising our 

daughter to resist a man’s temptations, much as I’ll resist them tonight.” 

 Stanley bellowed out a laugh from deep in his belly.  Myrtle loved the laugh.  It would fill a room with 

lightness and sincerity.  Myrtle also loved how much her father loved her mother.  The way he would look at her.  

The way he would accept her admonishments.  The line wasn’t as rigid as her mother liked to believe.  Her parents 

lived in lockstep along a flexible path of give and take.  Her father might step out of line and her mother would 

shove him away, but they would always naturally bounce back into their rhythm and flow.  Myrtle longed for the 

day that a man looked at her in that manner, but she wouldn’t dare say that to her mother. 

 They drove the remainder of the fifty miles mostly in silence, past the oil derricks that littered the 

landscape, through the small downtown, and finally pulled into the driveway of their small two-bedroom home in 

Taft, California.  Myrtle waved to a few of her friends down the street and then listened to her father talk to Mr. 
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Jones, who lived next door and worked with her father repairing the derricks when they broke down.  Once Mr. 

Jones returned to his house next door, Stanley unloaded the car while Gertrude and Myrtle walked to the local 

grocery and prepared a dinner of pork rinds and potatoes.   

After dinner, as the sun sank toward the coast, the Enis family assumed their Sunday night positions.  

Gertrude sat in her maroon sofa chair in the corner of the carpeted living room and knitted.   Myrtle and Stanley 

sat together at the kitchen table.  Myrtle had her books and studies sprawled out.  Stanley was poring over the 

family finances.  In the background, the radio softly played the nightly news.   

Stanley began to shake his head and leaned back in his chair, using his tongue to remove a lingering pork 

rind from behind his teeth.  He picked up his glass of whiskey and took a small sip, just enough to wet his mouth.  

“Times are going to be tight.” 

Gertrude didn’t look up, but said, “You mean because you spent out entire savings on land fifty miles 

away?” 

Stanley laughed.  “That would seem to contribute.  We’ll be fine.  Hear me out now, Myrtle, always 

extend yourself to the very edge of your comfort zone.  Put yourself in a position that forces you to succeed.” 

“Okay, Papa, I will,” Myrtle said. 

 “What are you studying?” Stanley asked. 

“Biology.” 

“Biology?  God almighty, I’m raising a genius.” 

“A genius,” Gertrude said, now finding reason to cease her knitting.  “Biology.  It’s not proper, a girl like 

Myrtle studying sciences.” 

“We don’t want her growing up to be an Okie do we?  Pay no attention to your mother, Myrtle.  Have you 

put any more thought into the scholarships?”    

“Papa, I’m not filling out those applications.  They don’t award them to girls.” 

Stanley couldn’t hide his disappointment.  “Well, you’ll never know if you don’t try.” 

“You know, Stanley, it’s one thing to encourage your daughter, it’s quite another to set her up for failure.” 

Stanley sighed.  “I suppose you have time.  Finish up, best way to start the week?” 

“Is with a good night sleep,” Myrtle said. 
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“That’s right.” 

“Myrtle, don’t forget to put some logs in the furnace,” Gertrude said as she returned to her knitting. 

“Oh, and that’s ladylike?” Stanley mused. 

Gertrude ignored him.  “And make sure you close and lock that furnace door when you’re finished.  Don’t 

need this house burning down.  Lord knows we can’t afford another one.” 

Myrtle smiled.  She loved Sunday nights at home.  Her parents’ endless banter and the warmth of the 

furnace as the breezes of fall turned into the winds of winter; the nights at the table with her father; the lasting 

smells of her mother’s cookies as the oven cooled.  She longed to see the world and try new things, but she loved 

home.  And above all, she loved going to school. 

The following morning, she woke up early to help her mother prepare lunches for the day and then 

showered and put on a light blue dress with long sleeves.  She had a thick wool coat to combat the chills of the 

open-aired school bus, but her mother forbade her from wearing it indoors.   

As she and her father prepared to leave the house together, Stanley said, “Are you going to have a good 

day at school?” 

“Of course, Papa.  Are you going to have a good day at work?” 

“Of course, my beautiful daughter.  You know why we’re going to have great days?  Because we rose 

early, we’re going to work hard, we’re going to take no prisoners, and most importantly…”  Stanley trailed off, 

waiting for Myrtle to complete the family motto. 

“We’re going to strike oil!” 

“That’s right.  You have a test today?” 

“Biology.” 

“You ready?” 

“Of course.” 

“Good, biology will look good on your scholarship applications.” 

Myrtle looked down.  “Papa…”  But she couldn’t finish before they heard the horn of the school bus.  

Myrtle just looked at him and giggled, her mother’s realistic assessment of her world outweighing her father’s 
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optimistic antics.  Her father put his thick canvas gloves into one hand as he reached to open the front door.  

“Have a good day, Papa.” 

“I always do.” 

Myrtle scurried out the front door and toward the school bus.  The school bus was outdated even for the 

mid-1930s.  Built in the early twenties, it had a wooden frame and no windows, and the tires weren’t much larger 

than the tires on her father’s sedan.  Kids were hanging out the windows, bundled in jackets and fur hats, 

struggling between wanting to cause mischief and remaining warm against the biting wind that flowed through the 

windows.  There was no door, so when Myrtle approached, she stood at the foot of the two stairs that led to the 

aisle and looked at the bus driver, Lewis Brown. 

“Well well, Myrtle Enis,” Lewis said.  Lewis was a black man in a white city, and loved every minute of it.  

His parents, Dierdre and Charlie Cumbers, had traveled from Atlanta when he was just a boy in the hopes of 

finding work on the farms, but whatever jobs there were went to all the white migrants from the dust bowl.  His 

parents traveled north until they settled in Taft.  Charlie worked as a fry cook at a local diner and died in a grease 

fire; Dierdre soon settled as a maid for the wife of Mr. Joffrey Brown, the director of Standard Oil’s operations in 

Taft.  Mrs. Brown took a liking to Dierdre and her son, and insisted he go to the same school as her children.  She 

legally adopted Lewis after Dierdre disappeared, leaving a note behind telling him to work hard and make 

something of himself.  Joffrey Brown had no intention of having a black boy as a son, so after Lewis took his 

adopted last name of Brown, Joffrey sent him to shuttle workers between oil derricks on an old wooden flattop, 

which gave him the qualifications to pursue his current job of driving a school bus to Taft High School. 

“Good morning, Mr. Brown,” Myrtle said. 

“Your daddy gonna strike oil on this fine morn?” 

“Says he is.  Wants me to apply for college scholarships.  How bout you?” 

“Me?  Well, between you and me, I’ve decided to run for town mayor.” 

“Mayor?  How’s a bus driver going to become mayor?” 

Lewis guffawed and dropped a hand from the wheel to better turn and look at Myrtle. 

“Same way a little girl like you gets into college.  You just go on and turn your nose down at me.  All the 

inspiration I need.” 
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Myrtle furrowed her brow in confusion.  She was confused how a little girl from Taft like herself was 

supposed to get into college, and she was confused how she was inspiring Lewis Brown to run for mayor. 

Lewis baled her out.  “All right now, you just go find a seat on the bus so we can to school.” 

Myrtle nodded politely and hopped up the two steps while Lewis turned back to the windshield.  Myrtle 

found an empty seat near the front and slid in, pulling her jacket tighter in preparation.  As the bus made its way 

through town, though, Myrtle found herself sticking her nose through the pane-less window to look at the oil 

workers begin to tend to the derricks in the distance.  As the wooden derricks rose and descended in perpetuity, 

digging ever deeper into the Earth in hopes of tapping into an oil well, they reminded Myrtle of her father’s 

boasting—which Myrtle heard as a warning—that they only operated with such consistency because of the 

constant tending to and hard work of him and his colleagues.  Myrtle had come to realize that that meant fixing 

wooden machines that were broke while digging for oil.  It meant her father engaged in exceptionally dangerous 

conditions, and even if his crew struck oil, a gusher was no laughing matter. 

She peeled her eyes away from the scenery and looked down into her lap until the bus pulled into the 

parking lot of Taft Union High School.  The high school was a freestanding structure, built for the growing families 

of oil workers.  Derricks were visible in all directions, but the high school stood as a palace, white and clean and 

majestic among the endless view of earthly destruction. 

Once inside, Myrtle was relieved to be focusing on her biology exam instead of worrying about her father.  

Mr. Semore presided over the room, nodding approvingly as he meandered through the desks and looked over the 

shoulder of his students.  He stopped walking, though, when a slow rumble began to shake the room.  The rumble 

grew, sounding like a stampede of bulls charging forward from the horizon.  Student after student began to notice 

the commotion and looked up.  They first looked to Mr. Semore, who was nervous himself, and then they looked 

out the window.  Only one thing, other than an earthquake, could shake the school.  The rumbling grew ever 

louder until it reached a boiling point and then the expected explosion shook the very foundation of the school.  

Once the shaking stopped and everyone looked around to ensure they were all right, they all jumped to look out 

the window. 

“Okay, class, okay, settle down,” Mr. Semore said as he himself looked above them out the window.  
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Sure enough, in the distance about a mile away, oil soared a hundred feet into the air, blackening the land 

around it.  Myrtle remained seated, focusing intently on her exam. 

“Okay, class, settle down!” Mr. Semore said with more authority.  “We’ve all seen a gusher before.  Be 

proud we struck oil.  Come on now, back to your seats.” 

As the students began to return to the seats around Myrtle, she allowed her eyes to glance out the 

window.  Sure as day she could see the oil.  She knew it was the direction her father worked.  Perhaps he had 

struck oil.  Or perhaps he had been killed.  She shook the thought away, bit her lip and tried not to cry, and looked 

down to finish her answers. 

When she got home, she ran off the bus and into the house. 

“Papa!” she cried out.  “Papa!  Mama!” 

Her mother came running from the kitchen.  “Myrtle?  What’s wrong?  What is it?” 

“Papa.  Is he okay?” 

“Oh for heaven’s sake, you scared me half to death.  Your father’s fine.  Rang earlier to let me know.  Big 

strike today.  Good grief.  What happened to you being a lady?” 

Myrtle sighed in relief.  “Just scared me is all.” 

“You scared me.  Now get changed so you can help me make a pie.” 

Later that night after her father had returned and after dinner, they found themselves in their nightly 

positions.  Gertrude continued to work on her knitting and Myrtle on her classwork.  The radio had a baseball 

game on that had Stanley’s rapt attention.  In between innings, Stanley rose in frustration and walked into his 

bedroom, whispering, “God almighty, sure as hell don’t bust my ass on the oil fields to listen to such nonsensical 

ball.  Trying to steal with two outs.  God almighty.” 

Myrtle smiled and watched him disappear and then she looked back down at her studies.  Stanley 

emerged a minute later and took his seat across from her.  He laid a piece of paper in front of her.   

Myrtle picked it up.  “What’s this?” 

 “Read it.” 

“Berkeley Alumni Association of Taft.  Scholarship application.”  She put it on the table.  “Papa.” 

 “Keep reading.” 
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 Without picking it up, she read, “Female applicants encouraged to apply.” 

 “Oh, ho hum,” she heard Gertrude mutter. 

 “Please, fill it out for me,” Stanley said, ignoring his wife.  “The worst that can happen is you don’t get it.  

You’ll find a nice boy around here and make pies with your mother.” 

 “And what’s so bad about that scenario?” Gertrude asked. 

 “Please,” Stanley said, imploringly.  “You’re qualified.  I don’t want you to have live in worry that your 

husband will get injured on the oil fields.  You’re too special for that.  Your future is too bright.” 

 Myrtle nodded.  “Okay, I’ll fill it out this weekend.” 

 “After your chores,” Gertrude said.  “You can indulge your father, but you’ll continue to pull your weight 

around here.” 

 “Yes, Mama.”  She sighed.  “Okay, I’m going to get cleaned up for bed.” 

 “The furnace, Myrtle, don’t forget.  It’s going to be a cold one.” 

 “I’ll do it right now,” Myrtle said. 

 Myrtle stood and filled the furnace with fuel before cleaning up and heading to bed.  Her room was chilly, 

but she pulled the covers up to her chin and slept soundly.  She dreamt of running through open fields and looking 

out at the world from the top of a mountain.  She dreamt of traveling the world and seeing new things.  She 

dreamt of smoke… 

 Myrtle awoke abruptly when smoke began to fill her room.  She coughed and could barely breathe.  She 

stood quickly, not noticing the frigid temperature.  She felt her door, which was too hot to touch.  Then she heard 

her father’s voice. 

 “Myrtle!  Myrtle!” 

 It wasn’t from inside the house.  It was coming from outside.  She ran to the window and saw her father 

trying to open her window.  She unlocked it and helped him slide it up. 

 “Come on, climb out,” he said.  “I’ll help you.” 

 She asked no questions.  Dressed in just a night gown, she put her torso out of the window and let her 

father drag her out.  Once her feet were on the ground, they ran to the front yard where her mother was standing 

on the lawn in tears.  Mr. Jones was running from next door to assist. 
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 When they all converged around Gertrude, Myrtle looked at the house and could see flames rising out of 

windows and burning through the roof.  The house was aflame and going quickly. 

 Stanley put an arm around her.  “It’s okay.  We’re going to be okay.”  As he said that, he instinctively used 

his right hand to grab his left bicep and his body tensed. 

 “Papa,” Myrtle said, noticing the change in his demeanor.  She stepped aside and diverted her attention 

to her now ailing father.  “Papa!  What’s wrong?” 

 “Stanley?” Gertrude asked, sniffling through the tears. 

 As Stanley fell to the ground, Mr. Jones caught him and set him on the lawn.  In the background, they 

could hear sirens wailing.   
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Chapter 14 

 

The packing plant was never Lloyd’s favorite place.  The loud conveyor belts, the sorting, the boxing, the shaking of 

the train, it all felt stuffy and confined.  He preferred to tend to the trees, under the warm sun and cool breeze, 

propping up branches and picking the apples to be packed and shipped.  He didn’t enjoy being called in to help 

when the hired help fell behind, and it never felt quite right to toss aside perfectly good apples because a worker 

spotted a worm hole or something of the sort.  The whole process felt inefficient and purposefully restrictive.  The 

packing plant was the one part of the apple and pear business that he could do without.  That didn’t mean, though, 

that he didn’t appreciate its significance.  Lucien bought apples and pears from all the other orchards and delivered 

them to Mills Shipping for international distribution or to local grocery stores.  The packing plant was a major 

source of revenue, but that was before bankruptcy.  

 Now standing outside the shipping dock where thousands of crates had been packed into rail cars, Lloyd 

stared at the train tracks while his father padlocked the door.  His father had negotiated with the rail company to 

have the tracks laid directly outside the back of the packing plant, enabling locally grown apples and pears to be 

shipped anywhere in the country, as far as New York where they could then be sent by ship to Europe.  The tracks 

hadn’t been used in over a year and a half.  The devalued pound tanked the European market, and the country’s 

appetite for fresh produce never returned to full health following the Depression.  As such, Lucien’s two packing 

plants became relics practically overnight. 

 “What’s going to happen to it?” Lloyd, now nineteen, asked in English. 

 Lucien shook the chain to ensure the padlock was secure and then joined his son in looking at the tracks. 

 “Bank will take ownership.”  He responded in Croatian, but he understood Lloyd just fine.  “Another 

distributor will purchase it.  One less cost for us to concern ourselves with.  Never much liked this place.” 

 “What about our apples?   We’ll pack exclusively out of the shed?” 

 “Oh I suppose so.  Won’t be so bad.  Heck, pack right off the trees if we have to.  I remember picking 

olives on my father’s farm and tossing them onto a blanket that we’d just carry to the press.  No packing required.”  

He started laughing fondly.  “Once I dropped the blanket and sent olives stampeding down the hill.  My father 

whooped me good.”  He thought a moment.  “Course my father was never a distributor.  We’ll take a hit.” 
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 “You know, I’d like to go to Croatia at some point.  Seems like a really interesting place.” 

 “Someday, son.  Now, you just need to focus on your responsibilities.  Won’t be traveling if we don’t have 

a successful farm.  Have I ever told you about my store in San Francisco?” 

 Lloyd smiled.  “Oh, ha ha, yes, ha ha, yes.  Yes, father.” 

 “I did?  Well, now you just hold on a while.  I told you about the earthquake?” 

 “Ha ha, yes, father.” 

“Hard times, what I went through, hard times.  We’ve hit a bit of a rough patch, a lot like then.  Nothing 

we can’t overcome.  This is government-driven, though, you understand that, right, son?” 

Lloyd twisted his lips back and forth, considering the question.  As he matured into a man, his dark 

Croatian features became more pronounced, with thick eye brows and high cheek bones.  His calloused fingers had 

perpetual dirt under the fingernails, and he rivaled Lucien in size, although his sun-worn skin lacked the 

permanently dark pigment-spots of an old ranch hand. 

“Yeah I suppose so.” 

“The government is no friend of ours, son.  When I left Croatia, I thought it would be different…  Ah, 

forget it.  No need to get into that, I suppose.  Just feeling bad for myself.  We’ll get back.  We still have the apple 

orchard.  It’s what started this all, you know.  That one orchard led to the first packing shed, and then your 

mother’s father set me up with the pear orchard.  Then we expanded to the Mulrich property, you remember?  

But it all started with the orchard.  We won’t lose that.  It’ll keep us going and get us back.  And it will be yours 

someday.” 

Lucien and Lloyd looked at one another awkwardly.  They didn’t share many moments of sentimentality, 

and while this wasn’t technically sentimental, Lloyd considered it as such. 

“I’m going to miss the pear orchard.”  It was all Lloyd could think to say. 

“You like the apples too.” 

Lloyd twisted his face.  “You know you really oughtta leave the apples to John or George.  They’re much 

better farmers.” 
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“Now you just hold on awhile.  Your brothers left, Lloyd.  They’re not like you.  They’re…”  Lucien looked 

down.  The wounds of his sons leaving were still deep and unhealed.  “It’s important to continue the family 

business.  I’m proud of you.” 

They stood in silence analyzing the train tracks. 

“You know, I’ve been thinking, though, I’ve been thinking that maybe I could go to college myself.”  The 

intonation of his voice stressed myself.  He continued to twist his mouth back and forth and shrugged his 

shoulders.  “I just thought maybe.” 

Lucien looked at him for the briefest of moments before bellowing out in laughter.  “Oh, son, I admire 

you, but a man has to know who he is.  George is smart, I’ll hand him that, makes for a fine doctor.  John is dumb 

as a doornail, but the boy can pitch.  You, well, you’re a farmer.  There’s no shame in that.  When my dad sent me 

to America to continue the family business, it’s because he knew I could do it.  He didn’t send my brother.  He 

knew it had to be me.  This, this has to be you.” 

Lloyd stood on the deck of the packing plant and looked up at the blue sky.  It was a warm morning in late 

May and Lloyd wondered how many times he had stood in that exact spot and stared at the sky.  Too many to 

count.  He felt a sense of sorrow that he probably never would again.  Those moments would have to come from 

the apple orchard.  “I thought you were escaping.” 

“Ah, hell, would you look at that?” Lucien said, ignoring the comment.  He took two large steps across the 

deck and propped up a piece of the railing that had rotted through the screw and fallen to the floor.  “Come on, 

get my tools.  Let’s pop this back on.” 

 “Why?” 

 “What do you mean why?”  Lucien turned to him, stunned his son would ask such a nonsensical question. 

“The bank is taking ownership.  Why do you want to fix it?” 

Lucien opened his mouth to speak, but nothing came out.  He slowly rested the piece of wood atop the 

railing.  He continued to grip it with his hand, reluctant to let it go.  “Seems wrong not to fix it.” 

“Come on, father.  Mother wants us home for breakfast.” 

Lucien continued to stare at the broken piece of wood, rotten and hollow and barely worth throwing into 

a fire.  Even the termites had abandoned it. 
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“Just wasn’t supposed to happen like this.  Not here.  My father,” he gulped and didn’t finish.  He took a 

deep breath, purposely pushing the air out of his nose.  Then his sullen expression turned to a smile.  “Come on, 

you know how your mother gets if we’re late to the table.” 

Lloyd nodded.  “Yeah I know it.” 

Lucien didn’t look back at the packing plant as he pulled the truck out of the driveway and onto the two-

lane highway that connected the packing plant to downtown Aptos, but Lloyd couldn’t help himself.  He turned 

and watched it fade from sight as he had done when they signed over the first packing plant and when they sold 

off the majority of Lucien’s farms.  When it disappeared behind the trees and dropped below the horizon, Lloyd 

tried to maintain his composure.  He didn’t understand the economics of the situation.  He didn’t know why people 

who had emerged from the Depression didn’t want to buy more apples and pears, and he didn’t understand how 

the pound’s depreciation affected their orchards.  Perhaps his father was right.  Lloyd was a simple man.  He 

belonged among the trees, not behind a desk. 

Once they drove through town, Lucien veered the pickup to the left and they traversed a narrow dirt road 

into the hills to the apple orchard.  When they drove up to the gate, Lloyd hopped out of the car and unlatched a 

single chain that blocked the path.  Once his father pulled the truck through, Lloyd went to reattach the chain.  

Before he could, though, another vehicle drove up and forced Lloyd to take a quick step backward as it zoomed 

past and followed Lucien in the pickup.  Lloyd then reattached the chain and walked up the dirt driveway in a cloud 

of dust kicked up from the two cars.  Lucien stopped the pickup in its parking spot directly next to the concrete 

walkway that connected the parking lot to the small white cottage.  The second car stopped directly behind him, 

seemingly boxing him in. 

The orchard was buzzing with extra workers—Slavs, all of them—as Lucien took more men on during the 

downturn.  Lloyd ignored all of them as he quickly but calmly joined his father, who was now waiting for the driver 

to exit the vehicle.  A few of the men with undying loyalty to Lucien stopped and waited as well, prepared to step 

in as necessary.  After a minute, the door opened and a man in a suit stepped out carrying a briefcase.  He had a 

long handlebar mustache and a bowler hat that sat too far back on his head.  His gut suggested he was well-fed, 

and his black leather shoes were polished daily, barely concealing the layer of dirt above the soles acquired from 
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walking on too many dirt driveways.  Before closing the door, he looked around the orchard, sizing up the space 

and assessing its value.  He nodded approvingly and then shut his door and approached Lucien. 

“Lucien, uh, Lucien…” he paused and pulled a note out of his pocket, reviewed it, and continued walking 

as he put it back in his pocket.  “Lucien Tomato?” 

 “Tahmatoh,” Lucien corrected. 

 “Tahmatoh?  Huh.  What kind of name is Tahmatoh?” 

 “Slavic.” 

 “Ah, yes, Slavic.  Well, Mr. Tah-ma-toh, valuable property you have here.  What is it, about fifty acres?” 

 “Fifty-five.” 

 “Fifty-five?  Valuable property indeed.  Unfortunately haven’t been making your payments.”   

The man held out an official-looking document, but Lucien would not accept it.  He peered at it for a 

moment and then cocked his head to the side.  “And your name is?” 

 “Ah, apologies.”  He placed his hand over his heart and bowed.  “I’m Edmond Burke.  I work for San 

Francisco Union Bank.  At your service.” 

 “My service?  What happened to Mr. Semore?  Been working with him closely.” 

“Ah, well, Mr. Semore has been placed onto other, more appropriate, assignments.” 

“Well Mr. Burke, your bank has taken my pear farm, it’s taken my apricot farm, it’s taken my packing 

plants, and it’s taken my house, but this here is a homestead.  We’ll make our payments as we can, but you can’t 

take this land.” 

Edmond’s smug smile faded slightly.  “A homestead?  That’s a big word, Mr. Tah-ma-toh.  A big word.  Mr. 

Semore, you said?” 

 “Mr. Semore is aware of our situation.” 

 “Ah, well, the bank doesn’t take too kindly to missed payments.  So unfortunately…” 

 “According to California law, a homesteaded orchard cannot be claimed by a bank for defaulting on a 

payment.  I have the paperwork inside if you’d like me to go over it with you.” 

A few workers in the crowd, which had grown to well over a dozen people, snickered at Lucien’s overt 

arrogance.  Edmond seemed less amused. 
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“You God-damned immigrants will think of anything, won’t you?  Come into our country of decent 

Americans and take, take, take.  This isn’t over, you hear me?” 

 Edmond waved a large finger in front of Lucien’s face, but Lucien calmly smiled.  “I do.  Thank you for 

coming out.  My apologies for your inconvenience.” 

Edmond wanted to shout obscenities, but he had run out of further arguments.  He turned on a toe and 

got back in his car.  The car again spit up dust as the tires spun in place before catching their grip and veering out in 

reverse.  Lucien looked to his side to get someone’s attention, but a man was already running toward the 

entrance.  He unsnapped the chain and let it fall to the ground just as Edmond’s car reached it.  The man jumped 

out of the way as Edmond zipped past. 

Lucien shook his head.  In Croatian, he shouted, “All right, back to work!”  The crowd separated and 

disappeared into the trees or into the new wooden shed that Lucien had erected to continue packing operations.  

Once they dispersed, Lucien put his arm around Lloyd and led him down the walkway to the house.  “Lloyd, I don’t 

want to raise you to despise the government.  You need to make your own choices.  But sometimes it seems like 

they’re out to get me.  It’s hard not to…”  He paused and gulped.  “It’s why I’m so insistent on you taking over the 

orchard someday.  We can’t allow them to take it from us.” 

 Lloyd didn’t respond.  He had listened to his father speak about the ills of government his entire life, but 

never had it hit so close to home.  Lloyd chewed on his bottom lip as they approached the house.  Lucien reached 

for the small wooden doorknob attached to the green wooden frame of the screen door.  Lloyd stepped inside and 

walked along the linoleum hallway, past the two small bedrooms and into the kitchen.  As soon as he entered the 

doorway, he immediately crashed into his mother, who spilled a bottle of milk. 

 “Mergatroid!” she bellowed.  She stood over the spilt milk and looked past Lloyd’s shoulder to Lucien.  

“This house is too small!  I can’t live like this.” 

 Lloyd stood motionless as Lucien gently walked past.  He stopped in front of Mary and placed his hands on 

her shoulders.  “Marija,” he said, “you are the most beautiful woman in the entire world.  Beautiful and magical.  

The only house we need is one where you and I and our kids are.” 

 “That’re true.”  She kissed him.  “Doesn’t mean I don’t want a house with enough bedrooms for my kids.  

A house where you can leave work.  A kitchen big enough to cook and eat in.” 
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 “This is temporary.” 

 “Is it?” 

 “We’ll get back.  It’ll take some time.  We’ve always made it back.  Isn’t that right, Lloyd?” 

 Lloyd nodded from the entrance and then said, “I’m starving.” 

 Lucien laughed and moved to kiss Mary, who “pfffed” and playfully shook him away.  She shook her head 

and walked to tend to the bacon that was spattering on the stove.  Lucien continued to the kitchen table that 

Mirna was setting.  He picked up the newspaper, pulled off the rubber band, and shook it out as he did before 

sitting for breakfast every day since moving to the orchard.  Unlike other days, though, the frontpage headline 

read, “Tahmatoh Files For Bankruptcy!”  He stared at it silently, his muscles remaining perfectly still. 

 “What is it, Father?” Lloyd asked. 

 Lucien folded the paper up and handed it to him.  “Get rid of that.  Apparently it’s not enough to take 

away a man’s land, it has to be aired across the county.” 

 Lucien unrolled it and read it quickly.  He crushed it back up within a few seconds and threw it in the 

trash.  He and Lucien sat at the table as Mirna began placing friend eggs and toast on their plate. 

 “So the packing shed is no more?” Mary asked. 

 “We don’t need it,” Lucien responded. 

 “Perhaps.  When will they figure out how to kick us off of this land?” 

 Lucien looked at Mirna. 

 “I’m scheduled to drive to San Francisco on Monday to deliver the late payments to the bank,” Mirna said. 

 “Good girl,” Lucien responded.  “We make our payments, get square with the bank.  And until then, 

seems like the homestead plan is working.” 

 “You shouldn’t be sending your daughter to San Francisco,” Mary said. 

 “Your father sent you across the Atlantic.” 

 Mary turned from the bacon.  She paused.  “That was different.  You can send Lloyd.  Or wire George.” 

 “George is busy.  And Lloyd…  Lloyd belongs here.” 
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 They ate the rest of their meal in silence and then Lloyd finished off his daily chores in the orchard.  When 

Lucien went into town to play Bridge with his friends, Lloyd and Mirna huddled at the desk in her bedroom.  Mirna 

stared down at a College English 101 textbook.  Lloyd, though, looked at the window. 

 “Lloyd, you have to study for this test,” Mirna said with exasperation.  “You want to go to college but you 

don’t study anything but math.” 

 “Ah, I know it,” Lloyd responded.  “I know it.  You know, I really think I’m good, though.” 

“You think you’re ready?” 

Lloyd nodded.   

“And then what?” Mirna asked. 

“Well, I was hoping you could give me a ride.” 

“A ride?” 

“To Berkeley.  When you go to San Francisco.” 

Mirna looked down at the textbook and tapped it with her finger.  “Cal Berkeley?” 

“Yes.” 

“Lloyd, don’t be ridiculous.  You’re not going to Berkeley.  To do what?” 

Lloyd looked down at the textbook.  “Well, ha ha, I was thinking I might enroll at the university.  You 

know.  I was just thinking.” 

“You were just thinking?  You haven’t even taken your finals of your first year of junior college, Lloyd.  You 

weren’t thinking.” 

“Yeah, I know it.  I know this stuff, though.  It’s not really that hard once you look at it.  I’ve been thinking, 

I need to go.” 

“You haven’t told Dad?” 

“No.” 

 “It’ll kill him,” Mirna said.  She didn’t say it to Lloyd.  She whispered it to herself as though it were a 

foregone conclusion.   

“I’m not a farmer.  At least not right now.” 
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Mirna nodded.  “Okay then.  Let’s keep studying.”  Mirna flipped a page but then looked up.  “But tell 

George.  Maybe he can help you.  He’ll understand.” 
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Chapter 15 

 

Myrtle pulled the family’s truck up to the curb about half a block from the entrance to Standard Oil and waited.  In 

a moment, the workers would come streaming out with black faces and soiled clothing after a long day manning 

the rigs.  Among those oil-stained faces would be one clean face belonging to her father.  Myrtle had gotten the 

timing down pat over the past few months, ending class at three in the afternoon, studying in the library until 4:45, 

and then arriving promptly at 5 o’clock.  Two minutes later the first faces would emerge.  Sure enough, this day 

was no different than the rest. 

 The first man turned down the sidewalk with a lunch pale and sauntered past Myrtle in her car.  At first, 

the image of her driving was a sight too far for many of the men.  Most gave her double or even triple takes.  One 

tapped on her window to ask if everything was all right.  Eventually, though, as the days passed and Myrtle showed 

up with her truck, the stares faded until they disappeared altogether.  Myrtle watched as more faces emerged.  

After a few minutes, she saw her father.  His face was clean and his suit was pressed, although it was about three 

sizes too big since it belonged to Mr. Jones.  They lost everything in the fire and Stanley had not yet had the time 

or inclination to repurchase entire wardrobes for the family.  So he wore Mr. Jones’ suits—on loan, of course—but 

he was four or five inches taller than Stanley. 

 Today, unexpectedly, her father was grinning and walking alongside his old coworkers.  As they 

approached the truck, one of the men pretended to wipe his dirty hand on Stanley’s suit, to which Stanley feigned 

a look of horror.  When they left him, Stanley opened the passenger-side door and slid inside. 

 “Hello, my daughter.” 

 “Hello, my father.” 

 “You know what I’m not cutout for?” 

 “A desk job?” 

 “A desk job.” 

 Myrtle laughed and looked out the window before stepping on the accelerator and pulling the truck out 

into the road.  She had gotten accustomed to driving, even though she didn’t have an official license.  The first few 

weeks were tough, but she found it far more enjoyable to be driving the car than sitting along for the ride. 
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 “Think we’ll make it by six?” 

 “Always the optimist.  Your mother’s going to be pissed.” 

 “I don’t think she likes the farm as much as we do,” Myrtle said coyly. 

 Stanley laughed.  “I think she’d rather be in the German trenches.”  He looked down at his suit as the 

truck slowly chugged along the highway and headed east.  “Look at me in this suit.  I belong out in the field, not 

behind a desk.” 

 “It’ll happen soon enough, Papa.  Any update from the doctor?” 

 “What does the doc know?  Not much, seems like.” 

 “What’d he say?” 

 “Said I’m lucky to have a daughter that is able to drive.”  He laughed, refusing to let his condition drop his 

spirits.  He sighed to strike a serious note.  “The doc said it’s too soon.  My heart needs to heal up before I can put 

it into action.” 

 “And it’s a big heart, so lots to heal.” 

 “You know, Myrtle, I’ve been mighty proud of you these past few months, helping out with the driving 

and helping out on the farm.  I know it hasn’t been easy, I just hope you know it’s appreciated.  We couldn’t have 

made it through all this without you.” 

 Myrtle nodded.  He had said that to her routinely since they relocated to the farm where they now lived 

while they waited for the insurance company to deal with cleaning up the ashes of their burnt-down house.  

Stanley’s co-workers drove out each weekend to help them erect a small house on the land, but to date only a 

foundation and frame stood; the Enis family was living out of tents and tarps in the meantime. 

 “Course probably wouldn’t have happened if not for me as well, so, ho hum.” 

 “Don’t you say that, young lady!” 

 “Papa, your heart.” 

 “Don’t you mind my heart.  You’re my heart and don’t you say that again.  This was not your fault.  This 

was the fault of a crummy furnace that I should have had replaced years ago.  This was the fault of the Lord 

Almighty, and you need to accept that.” 
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 Myrtle hadn’t seen him get so worked up.  With shaking hands, he reached into his suit pocket and pulled 

out a box of cigarettes and matches.  He put one in his mouth and lit it, blowing the smoke out the window.  

Myrtle watched him with intrigue.  She knew he smoked, but he usually kept it at work on his breaks.  On occasion 

he would sneak one in the backyard, but her mother didn’t care for them. 

 “Can I have one?” she asked. 

 “A cigarette?  Don’t be ridiculous.  Your mother would kill me.” 

 “I can drive you but I can’t smoke?” 

 “Don’t be smart.” 

 As they drove the fifty miles to the farm, the sun got lower in the sky, not quite setting but not shining 

enough light to comfortably see the road.  Stanley had three cigarettes along the way, loosening his tie and resting 

his eyes as the cool air washed across him. 

 Myrtle turned into the private drive, now blocked by a newly constructed wood gate.  She hopped out 

and pushed the gate open and then let the car roll through before hopping back out to latch the gate shut.  She 

took the car up the dirt path to the tent compound.  The compound consisted of two large tents serving as 

bedrooms and a canvas-covered living space.  A fire pit surrounded by wooden chairs was a short distance away.  

Beyond it all was the wooden frame of a house and a temporary outhouse for their bathroom needs.  Myrtle 

showered in the locker rooms at school, but helped her mother haul water from the nearby creek every morning 

for drinking and cooking. 

 Myrtle parked the car and turned off the ignition.  She and Stanley sat together in silence and watched 

Gertrude put a black pot on the makeshift stove over the open flames of the fire.  She looked at the car and lifted 

her eyebrows.  It wasn’t a “hello” so much as a “move it along.” 

 “I’m beginning to believe you’re right about your mother not liking it here so much,” Stanley said. 

 Myrtle laughed.  “She hates it.  And she hates when I’m not around to help her.” 

 “I forgot to ask, how was school today.” 

 Myrtle nodded silently.  “It was fine.” 

 She didn’t wait for Stanley to inquire further.  She opened the door and walked toward her mother.  She 

loved the air at the farm.  Away from the city and far from the oilfields.  It felt more like the way she was intended 
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to live her life.  Her mother hated the farm, but Myrtle could see herself living there forever.  Running water would 

be nice, but out among the stars, the fresh air and the open space, far from the mayhem and close to her family, 

Myrtle was at peace. 

 “Good evening, Mama,” she said. 

 “Hmm, is it?” Gertrude replied, pouring spices into the pot.  “I imagine school went well.  Young girl 

learning science instead of helping her mother prepare dinner.  It’s not right.” 

 “I know, Mama.” 

 “Stop nagging the girl, will ya?” Stanley said as he strutted up and plopped into one of the chairs.  “Myrtle, 

grab me a beer.” 

 “And driving her father to work.  Unbelievable.  Move us out here and then leave me all day.  You know, 

this isn’t pleasant for me, trying to run a farm like a household.  Alone.  It’s not right.” 

 “Oh, brother me, you are a chore, you know that?  But I love you.  Myrtle, how can that be?  How can I 

love someone so much who is such a chore?” 

 “Don’t be mean to Mama, Papa,” Myrtle said as she handed him a beer.  “And this is your only beer.  

Doctor’s orders.” 

 “What do doctors know?” 

 “Enough to convince you to let your daughter drive you to work.” 

 Stanley laughed and shook his head.  “You have to admit, it is very peaceful out here.  I’m thinking we 

should just stay here forever.” 

 “Are you trying to give me a heart attack?!” 

 Stanley laughed again as Myrtle took over the task of stirring the stew.  “Myrtle, you were saying about 

school.  What does fine mean?” 

 Myrtle demurred.  “Oh, well, I’ve been meaning to tell you both, I’m thinking of dropping out.” 

 “It’s about time,” Gertrude said while Stanley simultaneously responded with, “You’ll do no such thing!” 

 Myrtle looked back and forth between her parents, waiting for them to settle this for her. 

 “Stanley, this dream has to end,” Gertrude said.  She wandered to the makeshift kitchen and begin 

seasoning chunks of beef.  “We have no home.  Standard Oil is taking mercy on you.  What happens if you don’t 
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make it back all the way?  You’re no good to them moving files around.  We just got out of a depression, if you 

don’t recall.  You’re lucky to have a job at all.  We can’t have Myrtle believing she can go be a college student.  She 

belongs at home, with me, where she can find a nice boy, and she can take care of us.  Lord knows, it doesn’t seem 

you will.” 

 “Gertrude,” Stanley responded in a calm voice, “Myrtle will be more than a house wife.  She will get a 

college degree.  She will be whatever she wants to be.”  He smiled.  “Why don’t you show her the gift you got her.” 

 “What gift?” Myrtle asked.  “I don’t need no gift.” 

 “And no daughter of mine will speak like an Okie,” Gertrude said.  “Use proper English.” 

 Myrtle furrowed her brows and raised the grill to move the stew farther from the flames.  “But isn’t 

school where I’d learn proper English?” 

 “Excellent point,” Stanley said. 

 “I speak properly and I didn’t attend school past third grade.  It’s about good parenting.” 

 “Gertrude, show her the gift.” 

 Gertrude hesitated and rolled her eyes.  “I didn’t want to give this to you willy nilly, but I suppose to prove 

my point.” 

 Gertrude disappeared into her tent and emerged with a book.  She walked to Myrtle and stopped.  

“Stanley, stir for a minute.”  Stanley did as directed and once her hands were free, Myrtle accepted the book from 

her mother. 

 “Selected Poems from the Nineteenth Century.”  Myrtle’s eyes lit up.  “Mother, this is wonderful!  Where 

did you get this?” 

 “It was my grandmother’s.  We used to read them together.  It survived the fire in storage under the 

house.  Frankly, I forgot I had it, but, do with it as you will.” 

 Myrtle threw her hands around her mother.  “This is so thoughtful.  Can we read some together?” 

 “Well, I personally find poetry to be for fools, but, I suppose if it helps straighten out your English.  Course 

you’ll have to be around to read them together.” 

 Myrtle looked at the book, with its faded maroon cover and broken spine.  She flipped it open and saw 

the serif font of an old block-stamped printing press.  The press used too much ink, which made the letters blurry.  
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To Myrtle, it all added to the wonderment of the words themselves.  The stories that these poems told and the 

stories of the poets themselves, all captured within the pages of this old tome, like a real-life treasure that just 

waited to be discovered each day.  It was the nicest thing Gertrude had ever given to her daughter, or at least 

that’s how Myrtle viewed it.  And the fact it belonged to her grandmother meant her mother was entrusting her 

with a family keepsake, which under the circumstances of Myrtle’s overpowering guilt from her involvement in the 

fire was a gesture that she would never forget. 

 “Well are you going to read it now or are you going to help me cook?” 

 “Of course, Mama.  Sorry.”  Myrtle scurried off to put the book in her tent, keeping it on a tall stool she 

kept inside to avoid any potential water damage. 

 When she returned, her father had retaken his seat and had pulled out the daily newspaper.  Her mother 

was stirring the stew and was grilling the beef over the open flames.  The smell of grease boiling into the fire made 

Myrtle’s stomach growl.  She brought a long fork to begin sticking the cooked beef into the stew where it would 

take on the taste of the spices her mother was so adept at adding.  “Lessons our family has taken down the 

generations since cooking America’s first meals in Jamestown,” she would often say. 

 Once all the ingredients had been tossed in, all three of them took the opportunity to relax before dinner.  

Myrtle pulled out her homework and began making some notes. 

 “I thought you weren’t going to school anymore,” Stanley said. 

 “Oh.  Well, I mean, I have to drive you into town and pick you up anyway.  I might as well go to school.” 

 “Makes sense,” Stanley said with a curt nod, returning to his paper.   

 Myrtle smiled and glanced at her mother, who shook her head as she began to knit.  Myrtle didn’t mind.  

She could spend every night under the stars, food over the fire, living each day with her family.  It was heaven. 

 The next morning, before the sun rose and with a light frost on the dirt of the farm, she helped her 

mother prepare breakfast and then packed lunches for her and her father.  As the sun began to peak over the hills, 

Myrtle and Stanley climbed in the cabin of the truck and Myrtle pulled it out of the gate and onto the road.  She 

had mittens on her fingers to grip the frozen steering wheel.  Once the engine warmed, though, it provided enough 

residual heat to keep them toasty against the elements of the morning, even with the strong winds that blew 

across the plains from Bakersfield to San Luis Obispo on the coast. 
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 After completing the fifty miles mostly in silence, she came to a stop in her spot half a black from the 

entrance.  Men in Levi’s jeans and thick wool coats were trudging past to start the day.  Stanley watched them and 

smoothed out his tie. 

 “You’ll be back out there soon, Papa.” 

 “Yeah, but soon enough isn’t a very concrete term.” 

 Myrtle laughed.  She loved when he talked like that.  “Soon enough is soon enough.” 

 “Yeah.”  He leaned over.  “Okay, my daughter.”  He kissed her on the forehead.  “Are you going to pick up 

the post before school begins?” 

 “It’s my next stop.” 

 He nodded, proud as ever, and hopped out of the truck to join the masses streaming to work.  He stuck 

out like a sore thumb until he turned the corner and disappeared. 

 The post office was only a few blocks farther down the street in the middle of town.  She parked directly 

out front of the modest square brick building, which had Kern County Post Office emblazoned in an arc over the 

doorway in large block letters.  An American flag flew off of the corner and the green lawn in the front was as stark 

a contrast to the golden hills surrounding Taft as were the oil derricks.  

 Myrtle exited her truck and walked the short distance to the entrance.  She pulled open the wooden door 

and walked to the front of the empty line. 

 “Well well, Ms. Enis,” the man behind the counter said.  The man, Tyler Morehound, had orange hair and 

bright freckles that dotted his face.  He was only a few years older than Myrtle, but with the professional job came 

a healthy dose of arrogance.  “Shouldn’t you be in school, young lady?” 

 “I’m on my way.  Just picking up the mail.” 

 “Ah, well, nice girl like you, probably should be helping out around the house, don’t you agree?” 

 “My house burned down.  Can I have my mail please?” 

 “Manners, missus.  It’s what got me to where I am today.”  He turned and pulled out a stack of letters 

bound with twine.  “Say, who do you know from the University of California?” 

 Myrtle’s eyes widened, but she didn’t speak.  She took the stack of mail and turned and walked out.  She 

thought she heard Tyler scolding her for not giving a proper hello, but appeasing Tyler’s needs wasn’t her concern 
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at the moment.  Once safely back in the car, she threw the stack of mail in the passenger seat and held the letter 

from Berkeley in front of her face.  She tore the envelope open and pulled the letter out. 

 “Dear Ms. Myrtle Enis,” it read, “Congratulations on your acceptance to the University of California at 

Berkeley.  The Berkeley Alumni Association of Taft is proud to offer you a full academic scholarship.”  Myrtle 

skipped ahead to the end, which said, “Welcome to the class of 1943.” 
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Chapter 16 

 

Lloyd drove the pickup through the trees and stopped at a collection point.  Twenty boxes sat neatly stacked, filled 

to the top with fresh apples.  Lloyd put the truck in park and leaned out the open window.  He tapped the outside 

of his door and two men who had been smoking cigarettes under a tree quickly jumped into action.  As they began 

placing the boxes in the back of the truck, Lloyd opened the door and stepped out.  He walked under the branches 

of the nearest apple tree and pulled a branch down. 

 The apple trees on Lucien’s orchard were fully mature, with branches growing into a large green sphere 

that reached twenty feet into the air.  The branches were thick and twisted and could often not support the weight 

of the abundance of apples they grew.  One of Lloyd’s first jobs on the orchard was to bolster these bumper crop 

branches with long two-by-two wooden beams.  Now he held onto one of these beams—called props—as he 

extended his arm and pulled off a ripe Red Delicious apple.  He polished it between his two hands and then put it 

to his nose, taking in the scent of the fruit that gave his family its livelihood.  He loved the smell of apples, more 

than pears and apricots.  The apples evoked a nostalgia of childhood and a reminder of the fond memories he had 

growing up among the trees; trapping gophers, picking the fruit, picnics over open fires, playing tag or baseball 

with his brothers, learning to be a farmer and a man. 

 He pulled a pocket knife out of his pocket and sliced the apple into two halves.  He looked for any sign of 

worms or rot, but all he saw was a moist white center, perfectly shaped and contained within the red and green 

skin.  He bit into it and felt the juices roll down his chin.  He took another bite, feeling the meat of the fruit 

between his teeth. 

 “You really heading out, Lloyd?” one of the men asked. 

 Lloyd turned.  “Ah, well, yeah, you know I think it’s just the best thing.” 

 “College.  What you gonna do with all that schoolin?” 

 “Well they say college is the best way to make a good living.  At least that’s what they say, ha ha.” 

 “They do go sayin’ a lot, don’t they?  Well, shucks, Lloyd, we’re gonna miss you, you know?” 

 “It’s not like I’m dying, ha ha.  I’m not dying.  Here, have this apple here.” 

 Lloyd handed him the other half of the apple he hadn’t bitten into.  The man obligingly accepted. 
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 “You’re a good man, Lloyd Tahmatoh, like your pops.  You be on your way now.  Don’t come back without 

no college dee-gree.” 

 “Now, now, wait awhile.  You finished loading the truck?  Ha ha, ah, would you look at that.  Well, all right 

then.  I should be gettin’.” 

 Lloyd slid back into the driver seat and continued clunking along the dirt paths between the trees.  The 

tires had formed grooves in the soil over the years, so it almost felt like he was on a track.  Rogue branches sticking 

out in his path clanged against the windshield, but after a few minutes, he drove into the clearing of the dirt 

parking lot and stopped the truck in front of the shed. 

 When he got out, he saw his father ignoring him as he gave instructions to a group of four or five men.  

Mirna and his mother were discussing bags on the concrete walkway.  When the men broke away from Lucien, he 

strolled toward Lloyd and the truck. 

 “All right, help me unload these,” he said. 

 “He can’t!” Mirna shouted.  She walked over as Lucien strained his eyes to look across the parking lot.  

“We have to go.  Lloyd, come on.” 

 “What?” Lucien said, turning.  Lloyd couldn’t tell if his father was upset or smirking.  “Lloyd has his chores 

to do.  He can’t just up and leave without a care.” 

 “Oh, honey, you just stifle up,” Mary said in English.   

 Lucien looked at her and then back at the crates of apples.  He began to tap his finger against his thigh.  

He didn’t look at his son as he said, “You’re lucky you have such a beautiful mother.” 

 “Oh for Pete’s sake, honey, you left home when you were sixteen.” 

 “I was escaping!” he bellowed.  “We had nothing left.  No options.” 

 “And you were escaping for opportunity,” Mary said calmly as though she had used these exact words in 

the past.  “Now you’ve given your son more opportunity.  You can’t hold him here forever, daddy.” 

 “I made this for him,” he said, speaking to his wife without acknowledging Lloyd’s presence.  “He needs to 

take this orchard over.  This is the last one.  If he doesn’t take it over, what good is it?” 

 “I don’t need to go,” Lloyd said suddenly.  “You know, I just thought it was a good idea.  But I don’t need 

to go.” 
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 Mary smiled charmingly at her husband and popped an eyebrow.  “No, Lloyd, you’re going.  Do you know, 

Lucien, that your son has been going to junior college for the past year?  Done remarkably well, too.  You might be 

proud if you’d pay attention.” 

 Lucien put his hands on a crate.  He clenched his jaw and fought a smile as he yanked the crate off the 

back of the truck.  “No, Lloyd, your mother’s right.  You run on now.  Mirna has a bag of apples for you to take.  I’m 

sorry I can’t offer much more.” 

 Lloyd stepped toward him and held a hand out.  Lucien acknowledged the hand but brushed it off and 

pulled his son in for a hug.   

 “You take care of yourself, you hear?” he said in Croatian.  “You go straight to the admissions office when 

you get there.  Don’t leave until they let you in.” 

 “Yes, Father,” Lloyd said. 

 They ended the embrace but Lucien kept a hand on his shoulder.  “George is in the city.  Maybe send him 

a telegram.  I’m sure he’d like to know you’re close.  John, well, who knows with that boy.”  He looked at Mirna.  

“You have the deposit?” 

 “Yes, Father.” 

 “Good.  You know, I haven’t been back in the big city since…”  He trailed off.  “Once that deposit is made, 

we’ll be in good shape.  Get your brother to Berkeley safely.” 

 That was all Lucien could muster.  He picked up a crate of apples and disappeared into the shed. 

 “Pay him no mind,” Mary said.  “No father wants to see his son leave.  You be good.  Meet a nice girl and 

bring her back to me.” 

 Lloyd smiled.  Meeting a nice girl had never been high on his list of priorities.  The idea actually made him 

blush.   

 “That’ll be the day,” Mirna said.  “Come on, I need to get there before the bank closes.” 

 Lloyd hugged Mary and then followed his older sister into the family truck.  The drive over the Santa Cruz 

mountains in 1938 was not yet a paved, connected highway as currently exists.  The patchwork of sideroads that 

were mish-mashed together alongside the railroad allowed free passage, but it took time and patience to endure 

the inevitable wrong turns.  It wasn’t as treacherous as when Lucien made the passage south from San Jose—at 
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least, it wasn’t as treacherous and didn’t require the apparent derring-do of the journey that is currently inscribed 

in the folklore of Lucien’s memory—but it also wasn’t easy.  Lloyd certainly had no interest in being behind the 

wheel.  Mirna, though, had made the drive dozens of times as Lucien’s official financial representative when his 

bank loans got transferred to San Francisco Union Bank.  She had dropped off George when he first moved away 

for medical school and even drove out to pick up John when his first season ended and he couldn’t afford the 

summer dormitory payments at St. Mary’s.  She knew the roads well enough that she didn’t need a map and had 

developed a formidable habit of blaring the horn at fast-moving male drivers who didn’t show her the proper 

respect or space. 

 “Lloydie, how did you decide you want to go to college?” Mirna asked after they reached the peak and 

began descending into Saratoga.  “You never liked school.” 

 “Oh, I know it, ha ha.  Yeah, I know it.  I don’t know, I just, seems like college opens up some doors for 

guys like me.”  He sat silently for a moment and then looked at his sister.  He let out a laugh from deep in his belly.  

“Ha ha ha.” 

 “You and that laugh,” Mirna said, shaking her head and giggling.  “How the heck did you end up with that 

laugh?  Don’t let the girls hear it or they’ll know you’re a farm boy for sure.  Now tell me, how much money do you 

have on you?” 

 “Oh, I don’t know, maybe twenty dollars or so.” 

 “Twenty dollars?”  She sighed.  “You should have come to me earlier.  Twenty dollars won’t get you far, 

Lloydie, for crying out loud.  I had a feeling you’d be unprepared so I sent George a telegram already.  I think he 

might be willing to help you out.” 

 “Ah, now what’d you go and do a thing like that for anyhow?  I can find a job.” 

 “Lloydie, don’t be dense.  I didn’t say you can’t find a job.  You need to be focusing on your studies if 

you’re going to university.  Don’t let father down.  Or mother.  Don’t let her down neither.” 

 They drove the rest of the distance in relative silence.  All in all, it took two stops for gasoline and a total 

of five hours of driving time, but by mid-afternoon, Mirna pulled the truck down Shattuck Avenue in downtown 

Berkeley.  Berkeley was the largest bustling town that Lloyd had ever seen.  Cars and people everywhere; nothing 
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like Aptos and the orchards.  Large oak trees filled every inch of undeveloped air and golden hills rose up from 

behind the buildings. 

 “Just drop me off here,” Lloyd said, pointing to the street corner. 

 Mirna asked no questions as she pulled the truck over and put it in park.  “Here?” 

 “This seems like a good spot.” 

 “I suppose it is.  Admissions will be right on the other side of these buildings in the quad area.  Just ask 

around.  Don’t be a stubborn ass, you hear?” 

 Lloyd nodded and stepped out of the car.  He grabbed a potato sack full of clothes and a smaller bag full 

of apples out of the back seat and slung them over his shoulder.  He closed both doors and then saw that Mirna 

had gotten out to see him off. 

 “Oh, ha ha, hi, Mirna.” 

 “What, were you seriously just going to walk off?  Lloydie, do you even have emotions?  Good grief.  

Come give me a hug.” 

 Mirna threw her arms around him.  It was the first time Lloyd could remember hugging his sister and it 

had a feeling of closure to it. 

 “I’m not going to be all that far you know, ha ha.” 

 “You take care of yourself, Lloydie.  This is a big scary world.  This ain’t Aptos no more.  People won’t be 

speakin’ Croatian and people ain’t farmers up here.  They don’t much like folks like you.  This is a war town.  

Berkeley has its hands in all the weapons around the country.  I’ve been readin’ the papers.  Berkeley is a war 

town.  Don’t go gettin’ mixed up in war politics, you hear?  You come back now.  You hear me, Lloydie?” 

 “Yeah, Mirna, I hear you.” 

 Mirna nodded her head rapidly, accepting Lloyd’s acknowledgment.  She wiped a tear away and then 

turned and walked around the truck.  She had never turned it off, so she simply shifted into first gear and merged 

back into traffic, leaving Lloyd on the sidewalk with his bags.  Lloyd watched her go and then found an alley to walk 

through the buildings to the Berkeley campus.  Like the city itself, the Berkeley campus was a new world for Lloyd.  

It almost remined him of an orchard, but instead of trees, there were students, and instead of sheds, there were 

large white buildings.  Everything was pristinely maintained and the air seemed cleaner, more prestigious.  It was 
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then that he realized how much he stuck out like a sore thumb.  The men walking by with books all had on nice 

suits; the women had on dresses, their hair done up in bows.  Lloyd looked down at his dirty Levi’s jeans and his 

sweat-stained flannel shirt that he rolled up past the elbows.  His eyebrows were thicker and blacker than anyone 

else and even his tanned skin complexion and dark features stood out from the relatively white population. 

 “Excuse me,” he asked one man as he passed. 

 “Yes?” the man responded in an oddly friendly manner.  Most men on the orchard would have responded 

with some kind of curse. 

 “I was hoping to sign up for some classes.” 

 The man looked Lloyd up and down.  “Okay.” 

 “Where might I do that?” 

 “You mean admissions?  Across the quad.  Can’t miss it.” 

 “Thank you.  Oh, would you like an apple?”  Lloyd quickly opened the bag and offered it to the man.  “I 

have a lot, as you can see.” 

 The man looked in the bag like a man being offered a bag of snakes.  When he saw it was just apples, he 

shrugged.  “Sure, why not?”  He reached in and took one out, held it up to say thanks, and then continued on his 

way.  Lloyd watched him take a bite of the apple and then stop to examine it.  He turned back to Lloyd and held it 

up again as if to say, “That’s incredible.” 

 Lloyd again threw the bags over his shoulder and proceeded to walk across the immense quad until he 

found himself in line at the admissions office.  He was the only one with a potato sack full of clothes and the only 

one in jeans.  The line was intimidating.  Several women sat behind individual desks and many were engaged in 

heated exchanges with the students.  Lloyd questioned his decision to try to enter such a prestigious university.  It 

wasn’t too late to step out of the line and quietly walk out the door.  In a  way, it felt a little like he’d imagine 

signing up for the military would feel.  Wait in a long line and then sign away your fate. 

 “You also get a telegram saying there’s a problem with your tuition?” the man in front of Lloyd asked as 

he turned.   

 “Now, now, now wait awhile.  Tuition?” 

 “Yeah, you get a telegram.” 
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 “I can’t say that I did. I’m just hoping to enroll.” 

 The man looked at Lloyd as though he had spoken gibberish. 

 “You haven’t enrolled yet?” 

 “No.” 

 “So why are you here?” 

 “To enroll.” 

 “Did you apply?” 

 “No.  That’s why I’m here.” 

 The man nodded, finally wrapping his head around Lloyd’s position.  He looked him up and down again 

and saw Lloyd for what he was, a farm boy with no clue what he just walked into. 

 “All right then,” he said.  “Well, my name’s Johnson.  Alex Johnson.” 

 Alex extended a hand, which Lloyd accepted.  Alex had on a sport coat and slacks, and had let the peach 

fuzz of his mustache grow into stringy hair that extended just over the edge of his top lip.  He was about Lloyd’s 

height, but his hands lacked the callouses that Lloyd’s had and his shoulders didn’t fill out the shirt in any sort of 

noticeable manner. 

 “Lloyd,” Lloyd said, getting confused about having to say the last name first.  “Lloyd Tahmatoh.” 

 “Tomato?  You from Ohio?” 

 “No.  Aptos.” 

 Alex had never met someone like Lloyd before, but he was intrigued. 

 “All right, Lloyd Tomato from Aptos, what major are you going to study?” 

 “Major?” 

 “Yeah.  What classes are you going to take?” 

 “Well, I suppose at Cabrillo College I took farm management.  But I was thinking about law.  Study land 

use rights.” 

 “Land use?  Farm, what?  No, that’s not a thing.  What subject you good at?” 

 “Good at?”  Lloyd considered and then said, “Oh, I guess math.” 

 “Math?  Well hell, boy like you, engineering.  Get a degree in engineering and you’ll be employed for life.” 
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 They both turned when they heard, “Next!” shouted from an admissions receptionist. 

 “That’s me,” Alex said.  “Nice to meet you, Tomato.  Don’t be a stranger.” 

 As Alex wandered off and took a seat at a booth, Lloyd heard another, “Next!”  He quickly tried to track 

down the source and then scurried to take a seat for fear of being thrown out of the building if he delayed too 

long.  He set his bags next to the chair and then sat as upright as possible.  Lloyd stared at the woman across the 

desk, who stared blankly back.  The woman was slight in stature, but her horn-rimmed glasses and tight ponytail 

were imposing and her age made him pay her the same deference he might give his own mother. 

 “How can I help you?” she inquired when she realized Lloyd wasn’t going to speak first. 

 “Hi, I’m Lloyd Tahmatoh.  I’d like to enroll as a student.” 

 “May I see your acceptance and enrollment papers?” 

 “Acceptance letter?” 

 The woman didn’t fully understand the question.  

 “You have been accepted to attend this university, correct?” 

 “I suppose not.  I was hoping you could help me with that.” 

 The woman sighed.  “Well the only option for late enrollment is if you have the requisite courses from a 

junior college.  Since you likely do not have…” 

 “Now, wait awhile, I have those right here.” 

 Lloyd fished his transcripts out of his bag and passed them to her.  She reluctantly accepted it and 

reviewed the classes.   

 “Well I’ll be damned.”  She put the paper down and began to pull out documents.  “You know, I think it’s 

criminal they let you Okies enroll like this.  But who am I?  Just a woman who dutifully follows university policies.  

Start filling these out.  How do you propose paying for your tuition?” 

 “Tuition?” 

 “You have to pay to attend college here.  This is a world-class institution.  You can’t just attend for free.  

You youngsters these days, think you can have things for free.  Don’t have to work for it and earn it like your 

parents did.” 

 “How much is tuition?” 
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 “Twenty-five dollars a term.  Plus room and board.” 

 Lloyd began to chew on his lower lip and nodded as he considered the prices. 

 “Having a change of mind, are we?” she asked. 

 “No, Ma’am.”  He pulled his wallet out and began counting out the money.   

 “Just give that to me when you turn in your paperwork.  Next!” 

 “Oh, Ma’am, is there a place I can find work?” 

 She sighed again.  Student jobs are posted in the student center.  Probably find something washing dishes 

or something.  Course won’t make enough to pay the bills, but it should help.” 

 Lloyd nodded and rose.  He walked to the wall where there were standing desks so he could fill out his 

paperwork.  He got past step one, but he’d have to find a job as soon as possible or his college experiment would 

only last one semester. 
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Chapter 17 

 

“Poetry?” Judith Ezra asked Myrtle as she applied a fresh coat of red lipstick.  “What kind of a field of study is 

that?” 

 “Oh, ho hum,” Myrtle responded, her nose remaining directed toward her paper.  “Those who rule this 

world do so by dazzling us with eloquence and well-spoken verse.” 

 Judith shook her head.  She had voiced her discontentment with her roommate’s choice of studies from 

the day they first met, but had ceased amusing her by laughing at Myrtle’s short quips.  “Well, why you’re busy 

trying to rule the world, I’ll be wooing Keith Anderson at the dance tonight.” 

 That did get Myrtle to break away.  She rotated on her seat and looked at Judith, who was inspecting her 

lips a few inches from the small vanity mirror they put up in their room.  “Keith Anderson?  That boy has no honest 

intentions, and you know that.” 

 Judith turned and smiled broadly.  She began to bat her eye lashes and crooned.  “Who said anything 

about honest intentions?  Myrtle, we need to have a serious conversation.  You’re at a university.  You’re out on 

your own.  I’m worried if you spend so much time in those books, studying poetry no less, you’re going to miss the 

whole experience.” 

 “I didn’t get a scholarship to cavort around town with unscrupulous men.  I need to focus.” 

 “You and that scholarship,” Judith said, returning to her preening.  “I doubt the Alumni Association 

intended for you to join a sorority either, but here we are.”  Judith put the lipstick away and pulled out her blush.  

“My color has been absolutely wretched these days.  What are you doing today?  There are no Saturday classes, so 

don’t even try to make that claim.” 

 “Oh, brother me.  No classes, but I have to finish this poem and then I need to study for my mathematics 

examination.” 

 “Exams aren’t for another week.”  Judith reached for her cigarettes and took one out.  She struck a match 

and lit it, blowing the smoke out like a Raleigh’s cigarette advertisement. 

 “If I don’t get a good score, I could lose my scholarship.” 
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 “You should be careful.  If you let it out that you’re a well-spoken scribe who can add and subtract, the 

military might offer your services to France to help in the war against the Krauts.” 

 “I wish you wouldn’t call them that.” 

 “What?  Krauts?  The Nazis are horrific.  You watch, Roosevelt is crazy enough that he’ll figure a way to 

get us involved.  My father always told me the Great War wouldn’t bring lasting peace.  Now the Nazis are 

marching across Europe.  You aren’t concerned about that?” 

 This again got Myrtle’s interest.  “You think America will get involved?  What would we do a thing like that 

for?  This is Europe’s war.” 

 “Oh, Myrtle, don’t be so naïve.  You mean to tell me you haven’t thought about this.  Soon all our men will 

get shipped off to fight in the trenches again and then you’ll be begging for a man like Keith.  This is why poetry 

does you no good.  Teaches you to speak fine, sure, but doesn’t teach you to think.  There’s a big world calling, 

Myrtle.  Much bigger than Shaft, or Thraft, or wherever it is you’re from.” 

 “Taft.” 

 “Whatever.  Now get over here and let me do you up.  I’ll even share Keith with you.  There’ll be plenty to 

go around tonight.” 

 Myrtle began to blush and then smiled and joined Judith at the mirror.  “Do with me what you will.” 

 “Really?”  Judith’s eyes got wide and she began to bounce on her toes.  “You’ll let me make you up?  Oh, 

Myrtle, I’ll make you so beautiful.  That hair, though, let me start on your hair.  Oh, this is so exciting.  Mary Lou!”  

She looked to the door and waited before shouting again.  “Mary Lou!  Beverly!” 

 After a second, two young women ran in the room, one with curlers in her hair.  “What is it?” 

 “Mary Lou, Beverly, Myrtle has agreed to let us make her up.” 

 Myrtle waited for the comment to sink in and then watched as all three women got giddy with excitement 

and began jumping up and down together. 

 “Let me go get my extra curlers,” Mary Lou said. 

 “Is this for the dance?  I have the perfect dress!”  Beverly followed Mary Lou out the door. 

 Judith looked at Myrtle in the mirror.  “You’re in the minority, dear.” 

 “Once we’re done, you’re going to go to the library with me.” 
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 Judith brushed her comment off with a flip of her hand and took out another cigarette and placed it in 

Myrtle’s mouth.  She lit it and watched as Myrtle fumbled with the inhale and then coughed out the smoke.  

Laughing, Judith began applying blush to Myrtle’s cheeks.  As Myrtle watched her work, she couldn’t help but feel 

guilty.  Her father was back tending to the oil rigs and her mother had to keep up the house on her own.  And what 

was Myrtle doing with her free tuition and room and board?  She was getting made up to go to a party.  Over the 

past year and a half, she and Judith had become best friends, first meeting as roommates in a dormitory and then 

joining the same sorority a year later.  She envied Judith in many ways.  Her care free approach to life.  Her priority 

of having fun over succeeding at classwork.  Her wealthy parents from San Francisco.  Judith was raised in a more 

sophisticated culture than Myrtle’s upbringing, attending galas and mastering the decorum of being a lady at a 

young age.  Whereas Myrtle was expected to be a housewife—bucking her town’s tradition when she left for 

college—Judith came from a world where she was expected to obtain a higher education and know how to discuss 

things like war and politics. 

 “Judith,” Myrtle said, “when you’re finished with Berkeley, where will you go?” 

 “You mean, which wealthy man will I marry?  Or what will I do if I don’t find a wealthy man to marry?” 

 After a moment of feigned seriousness, Judith laughed and Myrtle said, “Oh, never mind you.” 

 “Well now I’m serious,” Judith countered.  “I have no expectation of working.  I want to find a man to take 

care of me, but I want to cast an educated vote and have meaningful conversation with him.” 

 “You mean… after?”  Myrtle smirked. 

 “Hopefully we won’t be able to talk afterward!” 

 The two women broke into hysterics.  When they settled down, they both took drags of their cigarettes 

and Judith asked, “How about you?” 

 “I don’t want to be a housewife.  I want to be… something.  A professor, maybe.  Or the mayor of Taft.  

Or, I don’t know, something.  I sure as heavens hope we don’t get dragged into another war, though.” 

 Before Judith could answer, Mary Lou and Beverly entered with their supplies and the three ladies began 

to transform Myrtle into a modern female.   

 Later that night, before the four of them left for the Honor’s Ball, they sat together for dinner in the 

sorority’s dining area.  The dining room was just past the building’s foyer and doubled as the sorority’s social area.  
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It was currently set up—as it was every morning and every night—with six large brown table covered in white table 

cloths, twenty or so young women eating and laughing, and a house attendant who helped prepare the food and 

clear the dishes. 

 Myrtle, Judith, Beverly, and Mary Lou were sitting together poking delicately at their servings of meat loaf 

and carrots.  Their faces were fastidiously prepared with makeup and their hair no longer had curlers.  Other than 

the fact they were dressed in their white dinner dresses, they were prepared for the ball. 

 “I think Myrtle should ask Keith Anderson to dance,” Judith quipped, before pushing her plate away and 

lighting another cigarette. 

 “Me?” Myrtle asked.  “You said you wanted to dance with him.” 

 “Eh, I’ve decided otherwise.” 

 “It’ll change six more times before we even leave,” Beverly joked. 

 “As is my right.” 

 “Myrtle, you should feel right at home,” Mary Lou said.  “All the men should be top notch, being invited to 

the Honors Ball and all.” 

 “Very good point,” Judith said in happy agreement.  “Very good point indeed.  Myrtle, you should have no 

qualms about taking home two or three of them.” 

 As they all laughed, a young man approached the table.  The young man—the house attendant—was a 

college student himself, but wasn’t as fortunate to have wealthy parents or a prestigious scholarship.  He had to 

work to pay for his schooling, which meant he had to keep the sorority house clean and the women well-fed. 

 “May I take your plate?” he asked Judith. 

 “Do you not see that I pushed it out of the way?” 

 “Ma’am,” he said.  He had grown accustomed to the abuse and took the plate with no further question.  

In fact, he looked numb to it all.  “And you, miss?”  He directed the question to Myrtle.  Their eyes locked for a 

moment until Myrtle nervously looked at her plate. 

 “I’m finished.  Thank you.” 
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 The man, who some of the women knew as Lloyd, took the two plates and hurried away to drop them in 

the kitchen.  Myrtle watched him go out of the corner of her eyes, ensuring her friends saw no trace of a budding 

attraction. 

 

 

Lloyd picked up the two plates and began making his way back to the kitchen.  As he walked through the doorway, 

he paused and looked back at Myrtle, even though he didn’t know her name, yet.  Per regulations of the job, Lloyd 

was prohibited from fraternizing with the girls of the sorority.  He couldn’t help himself from growing fond of 

Myrtle, though, and he tried to eavesdrop on conversations to hear what she may like or figure out what her name 

could be.  He imagined her as a Mary, like his mother, or a Veronica.  Whatever it may be, she was beautiful.  Not 

as prim and proper as the other girls of the house who put more time into their appearance, but naturally pretty.  

She was polite as well, always thanking Lloyd for his services and never haranguing him for missing a spot on the 

carpet or taking too long to clear away dishes.  She reminded him of a girl he might have met back at the orchard, 

a girl he could bring back home and proudly present to his parents.  She had dark features as though she were of 

the same eastern European heritage as his family, and her low-key demeanor reminded him of someone with a 

rural upbringing as opposed to the big city girls she associated with. 

 As he turned the corner, he thought he might have seen her looking his direction, but he had to hurry into 

the kitchen to offload the dishes before pulling out the next two meat loafs for the later crowds.  He shook her out 

of his mind.  By the time he returned to the floor, she would have departed.   

 “Tomato!” he heard from the kitchen.  “More meat loaf!” 

 The voice belonged to Mrs. Marjorel.  She was the house mother and ran the house with an iron fist.  

Lloyd’s best friend, Alex Johnson, liked to call her a Nazi, even though Lloyd didn’t fully understand what that 

reference meant.  When he dropped the two plates in the sink to soak in the soapy water, he said, “Ah hell, I 

suppose I should pull those out of the oven now.” 

 “Mrs. Marjorel.” 

 “Yes, Ma’am.”  They stared at each other for a moment before Lloyd said, “Should I pull them out, or did 

you have something to say?  Ha ha.” 
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 Mrs. Marjorel huffed in exasperation, rolled her eyes, and walked out.  Lloyd assumed that meant he 

should continue with his duties, so he moved to the oven.  Lloyd didn’t find the work very difficult—not nearly as 

difficult as running the apple orchard—but he missed being outside.  He still wasn’t convinced he’d be able to 

make the tuition payments after barely squeaking by for the first three terms, but he was enjoying life away from 

his family and away from the orchard. 

 A few hours later, once his responsibilities were complete and every girl of the sorority had eaten her fill, 

he wandered out the front door and followed a path the house.  He turned down an alley and the took concrete 

steps to a door that led to a small apartment in the basement.  The apartment had no direct access to the house 

and Lloyd was not given a key that worked for the deadbolt to the front door of the sorority, locked promptly at 

eight every night. 

 He never locked his door—very few people even knew the secretive door existed—so he wasn’t surprised 

to find Alex laying on his bed eating an apple and flipping through an engineering book. 

 “Lloydie, seriously, these apples, top notch.” 

 “Now, wait awhile, ha ha, those were sent for me.” 

 Lloyd saw the wooden box of apples on his desk.  It was late for an apple shipment, but the Pink Lady and 

Fuji varieties could stay ripe on the trees into December.  This must have been some of the remaining few that 

Lucien found hidden behind leaves. 

 “I gave myself a commission for bringing the box in before anyone stole them.  You have some post as 

well.  On the desk.” 

 Lloyd looked at the letters and collapsed into his desk chair.  He began flipping through them and settled 

on one with a return address from San Francisco.  It was from his brother, George.  He tore it open and pulled the 

letter out.  Out of the trifold, he removed five crisp ten-dollar bills. 

 “Hello,” Alex said.  “Looks like someone’s buying tonight.” 

 Lloyd opened the letter and read it.  Lloydie, how are you? How are your studies? I would like to come 

see you. Let me know when. I know you have been struggling with money. Mirna telegrammed me. Don’t drop 

out. Father is fine. Here is $50. I will send it to you every month until you graduate. I’m proud of you. Don’t 

argue. Your brother - George. 
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 Lloyd refolded the letter and held the cash in his hand, fanning out the ten-dollar bills to feel the paper 

and ensure there were no tricks involved.  He had refused to ask George for help, but feeling the cash in his fingers 

nearly brought tears to his eyes.  He felt conflicted between Mirna’s betrayal and George’s gratitude.  Everything 

his father taught him told him he should return the money, but he wanted to finish college, as selfish as that may 

have been. 

 He opened his desk drawer and pulled out a small shoe box.  He removed the lid and pulled out a brown 

notebook and an envelope.  He flipped to the page in the notebook where he had been working on his finances.  

Next semester’s tuition was going to cost him $125.  He quickly counted the money he had saved up in the 

envelope and—as expected since he counted it every night before bed—he had seventy-five dollars and forty 

cents.  The fifty dollars meant he would be able to attend for another semester.  Not only that, if he accepted the 

fifty dollars every month, he could cut back his hours and focus more exclusively on his studies. 

 “Good Lord, Lloyd, you mean to tell me you keep all of your cash in your desk drawer and you don’t even 

lock your door?  Remind me on Monday and I’ll take you to my banker.” 

 “I can afford next semester’s tuition now,” Lloyd said out loud.  He was saying it to himself, but Alex 

assumed it was meant for him. 

 “Hey, that’s fantastic!  I was worried I’d be left all alone in this bleak city.” 

 Lloyd turned to him.  “I even have sixty cents left over.” 

 Alex laughed.  “Whoa, big spender.  Okay, fine, I’ll pay for tonight.” 

 Lloyd put the cash in the envelope and pulled out sixty cents.  He put the coins in his pocket and then 

carefully stashed away the envelope and notebook in the box, and placed the box in the drawer. 

 “Although I don’t know why you’d want to stick around here and study this God-awful topic.  Seriously, 

Lloyd, what are you going to do with an engineering degree?  Don’t answer, because I’ll tell you.  You’re going to 

get sucked into the war.  Military’s always looking for engineers.  Now, go into business and you’re no longer 

desirable.  Go into business and you’re suddenly of more benefit to the economy then to the military.  You have to 

think these things through, Lloyd.” 

 Lloyd looked at his friend laying on his bed in his standard slacks and jacket and laughed. 

 “Now, wait awhile, you’re the one that told me to go into engineering.” 
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 “I told you that?  I never would have told you that.” 

 “Ha ha, well we were in the same classes our first term.  But then I suppose you switched to business.  Ha 

ha, now why would you go and do a thing like that?” 

 “Because I want to make money, Lloyd.  Stock broker.  You hear me?  That’s the ticket to a bright future.  

Invest in stocks and retire on the dividends.  You heard it from me first.” 

 “Oh I suppose that would be smart.  I don’t know much about stocks, though.  Turns out I’m pretty good 

at this engineering.  Who woulda thought?  Ah, hell, what do I know.” 

 Lloyd took an apple from the box and took a bite.  The taste never got old.  It immediately transported 

him back to the orchard.  He was never sure if his dad sent him the apples through his own goodwill or if his 

mother coerced him into sending them, but he liked to think his father was watching out for him and wishing him 

the best. 

 “Besides,” Lloyd said through his chomping, “we’re not in a war, so the military won’t be bothering us.” 

 “Cheers to that, friend.  Now, for the real reason I stopped by.”  Alex stood up and walked to the 

bathroom.  He emerged with a suit.  “I know you have no suit, but tonight we’re going to the Honors Ball and I 

can’t have you looking like you grew up on a farm.” 
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Chapter 18 

 

The Berkeley Honor’s Ball was a gala that had the campus abuzz.  The finest students of the university coming 

together before Christmas to dance and laugh and drink.  Lloyd was taken aback when he learned he had made the 

list—and thus, received an invitation—even though Mrs. Marjorel was loathe to deliver him the letter.  “Don’t go 

dancing with my girls,” she had said.  “Rules are still rules and you aren’t to fraternize with my girls, you hear?”  As 

she walked away, she mumbled, “Must not take much to make the Honor Roll these days.” 

 “You look sharp, my Croatian farmer friend,” Alex said as they stood outside the gymnasium.  “Sharp 

indeed.  A suit, I’m sorry to say, suits you.” 

 Lloyd smiled abashedly.  “I don’t really know how to dance.”  He put the emphasis on dance, shrugging his 

shoulders as though having a conversation with himself. 

 “Don’t worry, Lloyd, as long as you’re moving no one much cares.  Come on.” 

 They walked into the gymnasium and were greeted with name tags and punch.  Free punch.  Lloyd took 

two.  The party was already hopping by the time they arrived.  A band was playing swing music and Lloyd was awe-

struck at how everyone moved on the dance floor.  Had they choreographed their dance moves?  How did they not 

run into one another when they were swinging around the floor? 

 “Now, wait awhile,” he said. 

 “Relax, Lloyd,” Alex  said, cutting him off.  “Even you can find a nice lady to take home in a place like this.” 

 But Lloyd didn’t want to take home any nice lady.  He had one in mind.  He didn’t know her name, but he 

knew her face.  He scanned the floor but didn’t find who he was looking for. 

 “Okay, Lloyd, looks like it’s my turn,” Alex said, slapping him on the chest.  “Wish me luck.” Lloyd watched 

as Alex sauntered off into the crowd and tapped a girl on the shoulder.  They began to dance immediately. 

 Lloyd watched in innocent wonderment.  His father had told him about escaping an Empire and his 

journey to America.  He had told him about his grandfather’s adventure to the Arctic.  He told him about surviving 

the earthquake and watching his store get dynamited.  But at no point had he described the art of asking a woman 

out.  And to discover it was as easy as tapping them on the shoulder? 

 Lloyd’s eyes continued to scan until they settled on the only woman he wanted to see. 
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As Keith twirled her around the floor, Myrtle tried to enjoy herself.  He had come to her.  He had bypassed Judith 

and all the others and came to her.  Now he was swinging her to and fro and Myrtle couldn’t hide the smile on her 

face.  She didn’t find anything about Keith particularly inspiring or attractive, but she enjoyed dancing and the 

music was fun and it was worth the look on Judith’s face when Keith asked her to dance instead of her. 

 When the music stopped, Myrtle laughed and said, “Thank you.  That was just fine.” 

 “Well hold on there,” Keith said in a surprisingly burly voice.  It didn’t match his body and Myrtle couldn’t 

determine if his body had yet caught up with his voice or if he purposely lowered his voice to sound manlier.  Her 

father used to do that when he would playfully seduce her mother.  It was a joke, though.  “I had hoped for more 

than just one dance.” 

 As he said that, the band dialed it down a notch and started playing a slower tune.  Men and women 

paired off and began to sway together.  Some women dropped their curled hair onto their men’s shoulders.  

Myrtle gulped and nodded obligingly.  Keith tried not to look eager as he placed his hand on Myrtle’s hip and took 

her other hand to begin slowly spinning her backward. 

 They had only taken a couple of steps when Myrtle felt a tap on her shoulder.  They both stopped and 

looked at the culprit.  Myrtle knew the face, but had never seen it out of context. 

 “May we help you?” Keith asked. 

 “Oh, ha ha, well I wanted to ask this lady if she’d dance with me?” 

 “She’s spoken for.” 

 “No, that’ll be fine,” Myrtle heard herself saying, staring at the face.  She dropped Keith’s hand and 

rotated away from him.  She looked at the face, the face of the man who served her at mealtimes and cleaned up 

after her sorority sisters.  “I know you.” 

 “Well yes I imagine you do.” 

 “I didn’t realize you were a student.” 

 “Ah well, I’m not much of one.” 
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 They continued to look at one another.  Myrtle had never taken the time to look at him closely before.  He 

had stark dark features and large eyebrows.  He was taller than her, but not too tall, and she could tell the suit he 

was wearing didn’t belong to him. 

 “You’re at the Honor’s Ball.  You must be as much of one as the rest of us.  Doesn’t seem right knowing 

you serve us our food, but, here we are.  Ho hum.” 

 The man didn’t ask her to dance, he simply stepped closer to her and awkwardly took her hand in his.  He 

placed his hand delicately on her hip, gulping as the guilt on his face suggested he thought he was doing something 

wrong.  They began to sway back and forth.  The man didn’t rotate her, he just held her lightly, like he might break 

her if he squeezed too tightly. 

 “You can twist me, you know?” 

 “Can I twist you?” 

 “Yes.” 

 The man held his hand out and Myrtle circled around slowly before placing her hand back on his shoulder. 

 “I’m not much of a dancer really.” 

 “I think you’re doing fine.” 

 After a few more seconds, the man said, “Would you like to go for a walk with me?” 

 “Now?” 

 Myrtle had never been asked to leave a dance so quickly.  She twisted her head and noticed her friends 

staring at her, almost certainly wondering why she was dancing with the help.  Judith was now dancing with Keith 

and both watched Myrtle closely, either for entertainment or to quickly move in when the strange man did 

something strange. 

 “It’s a nice night.  I like walking when it’s nice out.” 

 “Okay,” Myrtle said.  She thought about her father in that moment.  She thought about the advice he 

would give her.  Strike oil!  That’s what he would say.  “I like walking when it’s nice out as well.” 
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As Lloyd led the lady from the dance floor, he saw Alex look at him as though something were wrong.  Alex was 

dancing with the same woman—it had only been a couple minutes—and assumed something was wrong since 

Lloyd was leaving.  Lloyd paid him no attention.  Still holding the lady’s hand, he led her from the crowd and out of 

the gymnasium into the cold December air. 

 “Oh, you should really take my jacket.” 

 He quickly slipped his jacket off and draped it around her shoulders. 

 “Thank you.  I left my shawl inside.” 

 They walked in silence for a moment down the sidewalk going nowhere in particular. 

 “I’m Myrtle, by the way.  You never asked for my name.  I’m Myrtle.” 

 “Oh, ha ha, can you believe that?  I’ll be damned.  I never asked for your name.  I just assumed I knew it, 

really.  Myrtle.  That’s a nice name.  I’m Lloyd.” 

 “Lloyd.  Now I know.  I had been wondering.” 

 Lloyd considered her comment as they walked.  She had been wondering?  Meaning, she had noticed him 

in the sorority? 

 “So, Lloyd, what is it you would like to do with me?  Just walk?” 

 “I hadn’t really thought that far ahead.  A walk just sounded nice.” 

 “Well, there’s a picture showing at the theater just down the street if you’d care to see it.  Gone with the 

Wind.” 

 “A picture?”  Lloyd again considered her comment.  A picture.  A picture cost twenty-five cents per ticket.  

He had sixty cents.  He could afford to take her.  He wasn’t so sure it was wise to spend the only disposable money 

he currently had to take a woman he scarcely knew to a picture, but he didn’t want to be wise at the moment.  He 

wanted to take Myrtle to see Gone with the Wind.  “I would actually really enjoy that.” 

 They walked the few blocks to the theater learning a bit more about each other.  Myrtle from Taft.  Lloyd 

from Aptos.  Lloyd an apple farmer.  Myrtle’s father an oil-man.  They never stopped holding hands, but Myrtle’s 

free hand remained firmly behind her back, a lesson her mother taught her to improve her posture. 

 When they arrived at the box office, Lloyd said through the glass, “Two for Gone with the Wind.” 

 “One dollar,” the attendant said. 
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 Lloyd’s heart sank.  One dollar?  That couldn’t be right.  “One dollar?” 

 “Yep, a dollar.  Long movie.  Two reels.” 

 Lloyd bit his lip and turned to Myrtle.  “I’m sorry,” he said.  “I don’t have the money for that.” 

 “Lloyd, it’s 1940.  I can buy my own ticket.  How about you buy yours, and I’ll buy mine?” 

 Lloyd gulped.  He was embarrassed, but what could he do.  He nodded, ashamed.  “It’s just the rest of my 

money is set aside for next term’s tuition.” 

 “What’ll it be?” the attendant asked.  “You’re seeing the picture or not?” 

 “One for me,” Myrtle said. 

 “And one for me,” Lloyd said. 

 They both placed fifty cents on the counter and accepted their tickets and then entered the theater.  

Lloyd quickly scanned the concession.  Coca-Colas still cost five cents each.  That would clear him out.  He looked at 

her.  She was even more beautiful up close.  Her lipstick highlighted her perfectly formed lips and dark-brown hair 

curled around her perfect ears, framing the face of a petite body.  He guessed her dress didn’t belong to her, but 

the mint-green gown lightly batted her tiny ankles and made Lloyd crazy as he focused on being a gentleman.  Her 

hips made it more of a struggle than he’d imagined. 

 “I’ve never heard of a picture that cost more than twenty-five cents.  Isn’t that something?” 

 “Let’s hope it’s worth the price of admission.” 

 Lloyd laughed.  “I certainly hope that.  Can I buy you a Coca-Cola?”  

 “I was going to suggest I buy one for you, but since you asked first, that’d be just fine.” 

 

 

The movie let out well past one in the morning, blowing past Myrtle’s midnight curfew. She didn’t mind, though. 

She also didn’t mind buying them popcorn during the intermission. There was something charming about a man 

who couldn’t afford the date on his own, whose money was tied up in paying for university. Lloyd was different 

than the other men she had met and wouldn’t have even registered on Judith’s list of suitors.  

Judith. Throughout the entire picture, holding hands with Lloyd and eating sharing popcorn, she hadn’t 

thought about Judith’s impending reaction. It would be swift and fast. But not as swift and fast as Mrs. Marjorel’s. 
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“Mrs. Marjorel must be worried sick about you,” Lloyd said as he started to walk Myrtle back to the 

sorority house. 

“Oh, I suppose she is. You know, I’ve been so good, never had one transgression. I think she’ll give me a 

slap on the wrist. How about you?” 

“Me?  Oh, ha ha, no, I don’t have a curfew.” 

“I don’t mean a curfew. What happens when Mrs. Marjorel finds out about…” 

Myrtle stopped herself. Was she being too presumptuous? 

“Yeah I suppose I’ve been told not to fraternize with the girls.  Ah hell, the hell with it.  You know, I really 

enjoy fraternizing with you, so, I think I’m just going to continue with doing that.” 

“You’d like to see me again?” 

“Oh, was I being presumptuous.  Ha ha, sometimes I get presumptuous.” 

His laugh made her blush.  He had a slow, drawn out laugh as though he was still talking.  It was pure and 

genuine and made Myrtle weak at the knees. 

“It’s not presumptuous.  I’d like that.  I’m just worried about you is all.  I don’t want you losing your job on 

my account.” 

“Well, to tell you the truth, it’s not the greatest job in the world.  My brother George just sent post over 

to help with tuition so I can focus more on my studies.  So other than a place to stay, I don’t much need the job.  I 

think I’d rather see you, if that’s all right.” 

“It’s definitely all right.” 

“Did you like the picture?” he asked. 

“I loved it!  The romance, the war.  There’s something about Scarlett O’Hara.  She’s so independent, so 

strong.  I appreciate that.” 

“Ha ha, you know I didn’t consider that.  That’s a good point.”  He again put the emphasis on the last 

word, as though he wanted to say something further, but he simply sat on it, considering the point he found so 

good.  “That’s a really good point.” 

As they walked, Myrtle’s hand slowly drifted up his arm until she clasped it and she leaned her head on his 

shoulder. 
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“I wanted to tell you,” he said, “I think you look really nice in that dress.” 

Myrtle laughed.  “It’s not mine.  I think I look silly.  I prefer jeans.” 

They walked until they reached the front steps of the sorority.  

“Okay then,” she said.  “I had a really nice time.” 

“I’d like to see you again,” he replied. 

“I’d like that.  Perhaps you’d like to come in for breakfast tomorrow.  We’re allowed to have visitors for 

breakfast.” 

Lloyd nodded and Myrtle realized she had put him in an uncomfortable decision. 

“Sorry,” she said.  “You probably need more time to work out the details and make arrangements.” 

“No, I don’t need any time,” he said.  “I’ll be there for breakfast.” 

As he said that, the front door opened and Mrs. Marjorel walked out.  “Yes you will be here for breakfast, 

serving the ladies as usual.  And you, Myrtle, get straight to bed.  We’ll discuss your punishment in the morning.” 

“Mrs. Marjorel,” Lloyd said.  “I’m deeply sorry, but I won’t be able to work tomorrow morning.  I have a 

date.” 

Myrtle again blushed and waved as she walked into the house. 
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Chapter 19 

 

“My father thinks it’s crazy,” Alex said, reading the paper with rapt attention at the kitchen table.  “Unbelievable.  

Trade embargoes on the Japs.  You know, Lloyd, George Washington specifically advocated staying out of foreign 

affairs.  Did you know that?  Yet here we are, dabbling in disputes thousands of miles away.  It’s madness.  Who 

gives a shit if the Japs torture a bunch of Chinks?  There’s a billion of ‘em.” 

 “Now, wait awhile, I’m not sure that’s right,” Lloyd said. Since moving into an apartment together after 

being removed from the sorority, Lloyd had taken to cradling his chin between his thumb and pointer finger as 

they engaged in deep philosophical conversations.  At the moment, he nodded his head, but his chin remained 

firmly entrenched.  “I would argue that America has a moral imperative to step in.” 

 “Against the Japs and the Krauts?  Nazis are running over Europe.  I have to believe you feel even stronger 

about joining that fight.” 

 “Ha ha, well, yeah, I suppose it’d be two fronts.  That would be tough.”  Lloyd’s eyes bounced back and 

forth as he considered these factors. 

 “Tough?  We’re not prepared.  Roosevelt wants to keep our military weak for just that reason, so we can’t 

get ourselves caught up in this mess.  Then he goes and throws a trade embargo into the fray just for the hell of it.  

Man is out to lunch.  My father says so every day and I’m inclined to believe him.” 

 “I don’t necessarily think we should get involved with the war,” Lloyd said. 

 “What does your father think?” Myrtle asked as she cleared away Lloyd’s breakfast. 

 “My father?  Oh, ha ha, I haven’t really talked to him about it.  I suppose he’d want to stay as far away as 

necessary.” 

 “Even with Yugoslavia involved?” Myrtle asked.  Myrtle frequently had to remind Lloyd of the various 

moving pieces of the growing global conflict.  “Must be difficult for him to understand.” 

 “I know it.  I know it.  My father hated the government then and probably hates the government even 

more now.  He’d probably encourage a complete overthrow of the current regime.” 

 The three sat silently as a family.  Alex read the paper, Myrtle did the dishes, and Lloyd sipped his coffee.  

The war had begun to permeate every conversation they had and every conversation they heard around campus.  
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A new alert system had been installed and tested a few times, blaring warnings to seek cover.  Cal Berkeley was in 

the thick of new weapon research and had already begun gathering world-class engineers and even a couple of 

physicists.  Lloyd had even taken Myrtle to a couple of presentations on new technology. 

 “Do you want anymore?” Myrtle asked. 

 “Hmmm?” Lloyd asked. 

 “No, thanks, honey,” Alex said quickly without a hint of irony.   

 “Ha ha, she was asking me.  No, I’m full.” 

Myrtle tossed the dish rag on the counter.  “Honey,” she said, “Lloyd, we have bridge club and then II 

need you to carry my books to class.  We can talk about the break.” 

“Bridge club?”  Alex asked.  “God you two are old.  You two heading home?”  

“Yes, she’s going to meet my parents,” Lloyd said. 

“Your parents?  Wow, big step.  How do you think that will go?” 

 “Not well,” Lloyd said.  “My father won’t be happy I’m bringing home a girl that isn’t a Slav.” 

Myrtle laughed.  “Ah, well, ho hum.  It’ll be fine.  I’ve been in more uncomfortable situations than that.  

Certainly not marrying a man without meeting his parents first.  I don’t care how much they might despise me.  I’m 

a good, decent American woman.” 

Now Lloyd laughed.  “I think that might be the problem.” 

“Speaking of family, another letter from George arrived,” Alex said, losing interest in the family drama.  

“Can’t believe you’re still getting money from him.” 

“Your father’s paying your entire tuition,” Myrtle said, reminding Alex he shouldn’t judge Lloyd. 

“And the rent of your fiancée,” Alex replied.  “Lest you forget.” 

“I’m just saying, a bit disingenuous in my taste to be giving him a hard time for accepting help from family.  

Lloyd, let’s go.” 

Alex shook his head with a devious smirk, taking great joy in riling up Myrtle.  Lloyd stood up and pushed 

his chair in and followed Myrtle out of the kitchen.  She put her coat on while Lloyd gathered up their books.  They 

walked out together and into the frigid December air.  It was a cold morning in Berkeley and the student body was 
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beginning to dress for winter.  The mood was somber, as though the university was a microcosm of the country in 

general.  War seemed imminent, but Roosevelt continued to keep the United States on the sidelines.   

“Did your father serve in the Great War?” Myrtle asked as they entered the quad. 

“My father?  Oh, no, he wouldn’t do a thing like that.  I would never tell Alex, but he supports the trade 

embargoes.  Says the Japs are as bad as the old Austro-Hungarian empire.” 

“So he’d support the U.S. getting involved.” 

“No, not directly I don’t think.  You know, these Oak trees are really fascinating.  Some of the biggest roots 

among trees.  I’ve always liked that about Berkeley.  You don’t get many of these down in Aptos.  They grow on the 

orchard, but never very big.  I suppose it’s because my father has them bulldozed, ha ha.  I guess I hadn’t 

considered that.” 

“Lloyd, honey, don’t change the subject.” 

“Oh, am I changing the subject?  Ha ha.  Sorry.  Well, you know, I don’t think we’re going to get involved in 

this war.  It’s across two oceans.  I don’t think we’ll get involved.  And if Roosevelt says we are getting involved, we 

can just go stay on the orchard.  No one will come look in Aptos for soldiers.” 

“Lloyd, I do love you, but you are as simpleminded as my father.  Unreasonably optimistic.” 

Lloyd shifted their books into one hand so he could hold her hand in the other.  “I think it’s better to be 

optimistic.  A year ago I was working at your sorority house and you didn’t know I existed.  Now we’re engaged.  I 

like being optimistic.” 

“Ah well, you are the best thing that ever happened to me.  That’s why I get so nervous about this.  If we 

go to war, you could get drafted.  I would have to return to Taft.  And if you don’t get drafted, your father will 

never accept me.” 

“Oh I don’t know about that.  And what about what you were saying to Alex?” 

“I was just trying to shut that boy up.” 

“He’ll accept you.  He won’t have a choice.  And once he gets to know you, he’ll know how wonderful you 

are.” 

“I’m not Croatian.” 

“Neither am I, Myrtle.  I was born right here.” 
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“You know what I mean, Lloyd.” 

They were in the middle of the quad, making their way to Myrtle’s advanced poetry workshop, when the 

air-raid siren suddenly began to blare.  They both flinched as the sound reverberated among the buildings.  

Students everywhere stopped in their tracks and looked to the sky. 

“Ah hell, that alarm is a nuisance to high hell.” 

As the siren continued to blare, though, Lloyd and Myrtle noticed a difference.  There was no voice 

shouting above the alarm that this was a drill.   

“Oh my God,” Myrtle said.  “This isn’t a drill.” 

“I know it,” Lloyd responded.  “Come on.” 

The students around them began to come to the same conclusion and the screams soon mixed in with the 

sirens, creating a chaotic scene of fear.  Lloyd took Myrtle’s hand and they started to run back the way they came. 

“What do you think is happening?” Myrtle shouted?  They instinctively kept their heads low. 

“Must be some kind of attack!” 

They ran all the way home until Myrtle was gasping for air and Lloyd was sweating through his flannel 

shirt.  They entered the apartment and found Alex sitting in front of the large wooden radio.  He didn’t turn when 

they opened the door and looked ashen when Lloyd and Myrtle sat next to him. 

“Pearl Harbor is under attack!” the radio personality declared.  “This is not a drill!  Pearl Harbor, the 

Pacific hub of the United States’ Navy, is under attack in a brazen and cowardly Jap attack.  Casualties are 

mounting, that’s the latest bulletin this station has received.  Pearl Harbor is under attack.  Wait, what’s this, yes, 

U.S. sailors are returning fire against the Jap planes.  There is a fire fight in Hawaii!  Again, Pearl Harbor is under 

attack!  What does this mean?  Where else will the Japanese Empire strike at the United States?  Will this be the 

final straw that draws America into this global conflict?” 

Alex switched off the radio, unable to listen any longer. 

“They hit us, Lloyd, you hear that?  They hit us.  The God damn Japs hit us.” 

“Maybe it’s just a warning for us to stay out,” Myrtle said, her voice hopeful. 

“Don’t be so naïve, Myrtle.  This is why war is a man’s profession.  They knew we were coming in and 

wanted to take us out first.  God damn Roosevelt.  How’d he allow this?” 
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“Well now wait awhile, I don’t think this is Roosevelt’s fault,” Lloyd said.  “This was a surprise attack.” 

“Jesus Christ, Lloyd.” 

They all turned when there was a knock at the door.  Lloyd and Alex looked at one another as they both 

had thoughts that the attack had come all the way to the door of their apartment.  They remained absolutely silent 

until a second knocking made them all jump. 

“Alex! Lloyd, you in there?” 

The voice belonged to Jack Matron, the building’s superintendent. 

Alex walked to the door and answered it.  Lloyd couldn’t hear what they were discussing, but he saw Alex 

nod and softly close the door.  Alex then flipped off the lights.  It was only about noon so there was plenty of 

sunlight, but Alex closed the blinds and began to gather lanterns and candles. 

“What’re you doing?” Myrtle asked. 

 “The whole campus is going dark so we aren’t targets,” Alex said.  “Jack just told me.” 

 “Are we targets?” 

 “The University of Berkeley?  Absolutely.  If they could hit Pearl Harbor, they’ll know about our work for 

the military.  We’re a target.” 

 Lloyd had never seen this side of Alex.  Alex was habitually cool, never under duress.  And yet, he was 

panicking.  Lloyd and Myrtle continued to sit near the radio while Alex sat at the table, looking at the supplies he 

had gathered. 

 “We should get some rations,” he said.  “In case they attack, we should have some rations.  My dad is 

always talking about being prepared.  Food, toilet paper.  Do you two have all your medications?” 

 “Okay, Alex, ha ha, you’re, you know, I think you might be panicking.  We are not under attack.  The Japs 

could never hit us in California, especially now that we’ll be on high alert.” 

 “If the entire Pacific Fleet is destroyed, nothing is standing in their way.” 

 “We don’t know the entire fleet was destroyed,” Myrtle said.  “And if it’s so dangerous here, Lloyd, maybe 

we should go to your parents’ house.  You can show me the orchard.  At least until this is sorted out.” 

 “You know, that’s not such a bad idea.  I wonder what my father is thinking.  He probably hasn’t heard 

yet.  I wonder what George is thinking.” 
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 “What about final exams, though?  We can’t leave yet.” 

 “Final exams!?” Alex exclaimed in exasperation.  “There won’t be final exams.  My father is probably going 

to pull me out of school.  God damn Japs.” 

 They all sat—mostly in silence—and listened to the story of the attack on the radio.  As the sun went 

down, Myrtle lit candles and they used lanterns to move around.  Lloyd peaked through the blinds and saw 

darkness.  The street lamps had been shut off.  No cars were on the road.  Berkeley was dark.  Around seven, 

Myrtle cooked them all spaghetti, using whatever she could find in the cupboards. Final exams were indeed 

cancelled.  Myrtle had to send a telegram to her sorority letting them know she was hunkering down with her 

fiancée.  The three remained together and locked in the darkness for the next four days.   

The declaration of war against Japan on December 8 shocked no one, but the December 11 declaration of 

war against Nazi Germany sunk the Berkeley campus even further into a shuttered melancholia.  No one seemed 

to suffer from this new reality more than Alex.  

On that night, when Lloyd and Myrtle were lying awake in their bed, the single candle providing light was 

flickering and slowly dying.   Alex, unshaven and needing a shower, entered Lloyd’s bedroom without knocking.  He 

didn’t apologize for the intrusion.  Lloyd didn’t know why the Pearl Harbor attack and subsequent lockdown of the 

university was taking such a toll on his friend, but he hadn’t spoken much since the pronouncement of war with 

Germany. 

“Alex?” Lloyd said softly when he saw Alex sitting at the desk.  Lloyd propped himself onto an elbow.   

After a second, Alex said, “Lloyd, when my father telephoned this morning, he told me he insisted that I 

enlist.” 

“What?” Lloyd said.  He looked at Myrtle, who pulled the covers up to her chin and rolled the other 

direction to let the two friends speak.  As he propped himself up further, he said, “Why would he do a thing like 

that?” 

 “He wants me to go into politics, Lloyd.  Says I can’t go anywhere if I don’t join the war effort.  And if it’s 

like the Great War, we’ll get drafted and then thrown in the trenches.” 

Lloyd thought about this.  The trenches.  “So what are you going to do?” 

 Alex’s head sunk into his lap.  His words failed him.  No one knew what the war effort would entail, but 
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the war machine was revving up and would be fought on two fronts across two oceans.  Many wouldn’t be 

returning if this were like the Great War. 

“I’m going to enlist.”  He sat silently as the words reverberated around the room along with the candle 

light.  “Lloyd, I want you to enlist with me.  I want to do this together.” 

Lloyd didn’t know what to say, but Myrtle turned, no longer willing to give the friends their privacy.  

“That’s a death sentence,” she said.  “Both of you need to stay as far away from this nonsense as possible.  Lloyd, 

tell him that’s crazy.” 

Lloyd didn’t say a word.  He sat with his head against the wall and contemplated what it would mean to 

enlist.  The war in Europe and the chaos in Asia had been abstract, nearly mythical.  This suddenly made it 

concrete. 

“I need to sleep,” Lloyd finally said.  He didn’t look at Myrtle or Alex as he slid back down and placed his 

head on his pillow.  He closed his eyes, feeling Alex and Myrtle staring at him.  Eventually, Alex stood and walked 

out, closing the door behind him.  Then Myrtle kissed him and slid down next to him, resting her head on his 

shoulder. 

“I have to do it,” Lloyd whispered. 

“I know,” Myrtle said back. 

A week later, after Alex had departed to go work out the details of his life with his father, Lloyd and 

Myrtle took the four-hour bus ride to Aptos.  Along with Lloyd’s parents and Mirna, George and John had returned, 

making the small cottage on the orchard over-populated.  Lloyd slept on the couch while Myrtle shared a bed with 

Mirna. 

That night as they all sat around the dinner table, Lloyd broke the news of his decision. 

“Father, family,” Lloyd said, “I’ve decided to enlist in the Army Air Force.  I’m going to finish my final term 

in the Spring and then join.” 

The table was as silent as Lloyd was when Alex first asked him to join alongside him. 

Eventually, his mother said, “What about the wedding?” 

“We’ll wed after the term finishes,” Myrtle said.  “I can’t be married for my scholarship.” 
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After more silence, George said, “Well damn, Lloydie, I’m honored.  What a man you’ve become.  I think 

my investment in family had paid off.” 

George and John both grabbed his shoulders.  Mirna smiled from across the table.  The three siblings 

looked upon their younger brother who struggled in school and spoke slowly, but became a refined and educated 

soldier with a beautiful wife. 

“And an engineer, no less,” Mirna said.  “To Lloyd and his future wife, Myrtle, a poet and someone I’m 

proud to call sister.” 

Everyone raised their wine glasses, but Lucien said, “And you chose to tell us about both at the same 

time.” He threw his dinner roll on the table and took a gulp of wine as he rubbed his eyebrows in disgust.  “Which 

one are you hiding?  The fact you’re going to go die for the government?  Or the fact you’re marrying an 

American?” 

“Lucien Tahmatoh!” Mary said.  “Of all the vile things you have said over the years.  Who have you 

become?” 

“I’m the same man escaping tyranny,” Lucien said calmly.  “Tyranny that claimed my family.  Now my son 

willingly gives his life away for the same tyranny.” 

“Father, if this is like the first war, I’m going to get drafted.  I’m an engineer and the right age.  If I get 

drafted, I’ll be on the ground.  I’ll be in the trenches.  I’m enlisting in the Army Air Force.  I’ll be in the air.” 

“What do you know about flying?  You’ll die.  You’ll die for America.” 

“He’d fight for freedom,” Mary said.  “He’d fight tyranny.” 

“Don’t be so naïve.  He’d give his life for a foreign country.  He wouldn’t be fighting for his own country.” 

“Yes I would, father,” Lloyd said defiantly.  “I might come from Croatian blood, but I’m an American.  And 

America has treated me well.  I am an American and I will go fight.  I’m sorry if that disappoints you.” 

“It doesn’t disappoint me, Lloyd.  You disappoint me.”  Lucien looked at Myrtle once more and then stood 

and walked out of the room. 
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Chapter 20 

 

Myrtle could hardly concentrate.  Her last final as a student of the University of California at Berkeley and her mind 

was elsewhere.  As her family was arriving into Berkeley, having made the long trek from Taft, she was writing a 

comparative analysis of German and English poetry produced during the Great War.  She had already done enough 

to receive a high grade in the class, her overall GPA ensured that she’d be graduating with honors.  She didn’t have 

it in her to turn in poor work, though—that’s not who her father raised—so she used the majority of the two-hour 

time limit to make a well-thought-out argument that the poetry showed the shared fear of the trenches.  Germans 

and English alike were scared of dying, most had no interest in killing their alleged enemies. 

 When she finished, she rushed to the front of the room and placed her paper on the professor’s desk. 

 “Finished?” the professor asked her. 

 “Yes, sir,” she responded. 

 He looked at the class and then looked at myrtle and whispered, “I hope you’ve considered my offer.  

You’d make a great associate professor.” 

 “I’m still considering it,” she said.  The idea of being a professor certainly flattered her.  She had other 

things on her mind, though, and began inching toward the door. 

 “Please do.  But don’t wait too long, these opportunities don’t come along too often for girls like you.”  

She wasn’t processing the words and was already making her way to the door when he once again became her 

professor and said, “I imagine your final will be as strong as your other…” She disappeared out the door before he 

could finish.  She began to walk as fast as possible down the hallway without actually running, a couple of times 

skipping for extra speed.  The day was timed to the minute, and Myrtle had no intention of missing any more of 

her wedding day than she already had to.   

 By the time she reached the door, she reached an all out run.  She made her way across the quad and 

down the hill off of campus. It was a pleasant day in late May and the flowers and trees were in full bloom.  The 

campus had calmed down from the initial fear of attack.  Lights were now on into the night and life was again 

bustling as the weather turned warmer.  War had still taken over every aspect of society, though, and more and 

more of Lloyd and Myrtle’s friends had left university early to enlist in the effort. 
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 Lloyd and Alex both worked out an agreement with the Army that they be allowed to finish their degree 

requirements before reporting to boot camp.  Myrtle’s only requirement before her fiancée ran off to war was that 

they get married.   

  Myrtle ran into her apartment and found Judith, Mary Lou, and Beverly in her bedroom as they were 

smoothing out the modest wedding gown.  They were already dressed and made up in preparation of getting 

Myrtle ready for the ceremony, which would occur in less than hour. 

 “Only you would actually take your final exam on the day of your wedding,” Judith said.  She shook her 

head in annoyed exasperation.  She had already stated her displeasure with Myrtle’s decisions over the past few 

months—marrying a man like Lloyd was at the top of her stated horrors—but she still had to take one last dig at 

Myrtle for her unbecoming dedication to her schooling. 

 “Oh ho hum,” Myrtle said.  “It’s over.  I can’t believe it’s over.” 

 “Well come on, don’t just stand there reminiscing about your poetry,” Judith said.  “Come step in.  Take 

your clothes off.  Let’s get this on you.” 

 Myrtle did as she was told and removed her clothes down to just her slip.  She stepped in front of a mirror 

and allowed Judith and Mary Lou to slide the gown over her head.  As soon it sat on her shoulders, Beverly began 

applying makeup. 

 “Little Myrtle, all grown up,” Mary Lou said.  “First of us to get married.” 

 “To the house boy!” Judith bellowed. 

 They all laughed, but Beverly said, “All the same, she and Lloyd make a fine fit, if I should say so.” 

 “Lloyd Tahmatoh,” Judith said, making sure everyone understood.  “The house boy.” 

 “Myrtle’s husband,” Beverly corrected. 

 They all smiled and said together, “Myrtle’s husband.” 

 In half an hour, the girls had transformed Myrtle from a college student into a bride.  Myrtle was still 

thinking about her poetry final when they whisked her out of the apartment and down the street to St. Mary’s 

catholic church.  They were so rushed that Myrtle didn’t have the time to panic or concern herself with the gravity 

of the day.  She stepped into the church and into a side room without a thought of how she’d feel in another hour.   
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 In the side room, though, Myrtle found her parents.  The four girls stopped in their tracks, their giggling 

and chatter coming to an abrupt halt. 

 As the six of them stared at one another, Judith stepped forward with an outstretched hand. 

 “Mr. and Mrs. Enis, I presume?” she asked.  “I’m Judith, your daughter’s best friend.” 

 Stanley smiled and took her hand.  “Pleasure to meet you.  Thank you for helping out my Myrtle all these 

years.” 

 Judith beamed.  “My pleasure.”  She turned to Gertrude.  “Mrs. Enis.” 

 “You run along now and let me speak with my daughter,” Gertrude said.   

She left no room for debate.  Judith nodded once and led Mary Lou and Beverly out of the room, leaving 

Myrtle with her parents. 

“Hot damn, Myrtle,” Stanley said.  “Look at the woman you have become, God almighty!  Can you believe 

it, Gertrude?  Our daughter.  A college degree and gettin’ married.  I am proud, let me tell you.” 

“Thanks, Papa.”  They hugged, but Myrtle wasn’t concerned with her father.  When they broke their 

embrace, she looked at her mother.  “Mama, are you going to say something?” 

 “I knew this happen, sending you off to some fancy city and high-priced university.  I knew it.  I knew 

you’d find a man and never come home.  I knew it.” 

“Mama, I’ll still come home.  Heck, Lloyd is heading off to war after this.  Where do you think I’m going to 

go?” 

“Heading off to war.  Of course you’d find a man who won’t even be around.  You’re marrying this man, 

and what’s he going to do?  Take care of you?  No.  Abandon you.  Likely die out there in the trenches.” 

“Ah hell, Gertrude, you’ll find a reason to criticize God himself.  ‘Sides, there are no trenches in this war.  

This is a tank war.  An air war.  Nasty stuff.” 

“And he’s probably going to die.” 

The three of them sighed together and looked at the ground.  Myrtle didn’t like to think about her soon-

to-be-husband immediately dying in the war, but she had grown proud of him for enlisting.  He was a man of 

conviction and principle and Myrtle wouldn’t let her mother take that away from him. 
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“Lloyd is a find man, Mama.  I’m sorry if you don’t see that.  I sure hope he doesn’t die in this horrible war, 

but he’s going to keep us safe from the Japs and Nazis.  I’m proud of him.” 

Myrtle could see that her mother felt bad about her comments.  “Well,” Gertrude said, “I suppose I’m 

happy to see that you didn’t grow up to be the little boy your father hoped you’d be.  If this will make you happy, 

to marry a man that…” she stopped.  “Well, if this will make you happy, then I suppose I’ll be happy for you.” 

 Myrtle smiled and threw her arms around her mother’s neck.  “Thank you, Mama.” 

“Alright now, Stanley, we need to get to our seats.  Ceremony’s about to start.” 

Before they walked out, Stanley said, “Hey, Myrtle, been talking to Mr. Davies over at the public library.  

He said he can get you a job as a librarian if you’re interested.  Supposing you move home, that is.” 

Myrtle nodded.  “That sounds nice, Papa.  That’d be a good fit for me.” 

“Mighty proud of you.” 

Once they left, Judith poked her head in and quickly touched up Myrtle’s makeup.  She gave her a once 

over and then nodded her approval.  “Okay,” she said, “I’ll tell them you’re ready.” 

 Myrtle took a moment to look at herself in the mirror.  She flattened the dress along her belly and pulled 

her veil over her face.  She didn’t know what would come after she married Lloyd, she just knew she wanted to 

marry him.  She wanted him and she wanted to find a good job.  She didn’t want to be a librarian.  A professor, 

though.  She could be a professor.  And what?  Get pregnant and miss an entire school year?  She sighed and 

smiled, happy to have found a great man.  Her foolish ambitions would need to take a back seat to her burgeoning 

family. 

 Stanley was waiting outside the door and walked her down the aisle.  There was no music and the crowd 

was sparse, but it was as magical as she ever imagined it would be.  She watched Lloyd shake her father’s hand.  

Stanley grabbed Lloyd by the shoulder and whispered something in his ear, but Myrtle couldn’t hear.  Lloyd 

nodded and they shook again before he took Myrtle’s hand. 

 “Hi,” he said. 

 “Hello,” Myrtle said. 

 “You know, you look really pretty.” 
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 Myrtle laughed, which turned into a deep breath.  She sighed.  She couldn’t help but notice that he looked 

very handsome in his suit.  “Well, thank you.  Ho hum.  Do you have on a new suit?” 

 “I bought it.  Or, well, George bought it for me.”  They both turned and saw George sitting in the front 

pew.  “But it’s new.” 

 They smiled at each other and then turned to the priest. 

 

 

Lloyd lay quietly next to Myrtle, his wife, and stroked her dark black hair.  They had only been married for a few 

hours, but after a quick lunch between their two families, Lloyd was eager to consummate the marriage. 

 “You know, I think I wouldn’t mind if we stayed here forever, ha ha,” he said, breathing in her scent. 

 “Ah, well, that’s out of your control now,” she said.  Myrtle was in love, but she would not hold back on 

her words of tough love.  “You go on and be a soldier, you just come back to me, okay?” 

 “Yeah, I suppose that’s true.” 

 They laid together in silence, youthful and naked and married for eternity. 

 “What’d my father whisper in your ear?” she asked after several minutes. 

 “Your father?  Oh, ha ha, your father.  Well, you know, he said I need to take care of you.  He said I need 

to do my duty, but don’t forget my real duty.” 

 “Which is?” 

 “You know, I don’t know, ha ha.” 

 Myrtle playfully slapped him on the chest. 

 “What will you do?” he asked her. 

 “I suppose I’ll return to my parents and work at the library.  I’d like to come join you when I can.” 

 “That’ll be good.  I’ll send for you when I get through boot camp, when I get my long-term posting.  I think 

you’d make a very nice librarian in the meantime.” 

 Myrtle propped herself up on an elbow.  “And what happens if your long-term post is in Europe?  Or the 

Pacific?” 
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 Lloyd sighed.  “I suppose that could happen.  But it’ll be temporary.  Long-term will be a post in the U.S.  

Plus, I might not even deploy.  I’ll be part of the engineering corps.  A lot of the work is here on bases.  At least 

that’s what Alex says.” 

 “Alex is a first-class idiot, Lloyd Tahmatoh.  Don’t go following that fool’s advice when you’re at war.”  

Myrtle put her head on Lloyd’s chest and hugged his body.  Lloyd embraced her back.  Never in his wildest dreams 

did he think he would find a woman as amazing as Myrtle, but he did and she loved him as much as he loved her.  

And now he was willingly going to fight in the second great war.  “It’s approaching eight o’clock.” 

 Lloyd craned his neck to look at the clock.  At eight, he and Alex would take a taxi to the Oakland train 

station and begin the long journey to Miami Beach Eastern Technical Training Center in Florida for basic training.  

The war was only beginning and the Army had not yet built the infrastructure for such rapid expansion in men and 

resources.  There was no training center in California yet.  The Army would not pay the costs for their travel, 

though, so the two would have to purchase tickets once they got to the station to make the journey.  That killed 

off another half hour Lloyd could have spent with Myrtle. 

 He leaned down and kissed Myrtle on the top of the head.  He could sense her beginning to cry, but there 

was nothing he could do. 

 “It’d be nice if you could spend a couple extra days.” 

 “I know it,” he said.  “It’s already cutting it close trying to get there.  I don’t want to be a deserter before I 

even begin, ha ha.  I wanted to marry you, though.  I wanted to marry you and make sure you kept your 

scholarship.  And I was hoping your father would like me, so now you’re a graduate, you’re married, and I can 

make boot camp.” 

 “Well you’re leaving your wife,” she said.  “Don’t be too happy.” 

 He kissed her again.  “I’m not happy.  We’ll be together soon.” 

 They heard a rap on the door.  “Lloyd.”  Alex was whispering as loud as possible.  He didn’t want to disturb 

them, but it was time to go. 

 “You know,” Myrtle said, “when we’re together again, I want to live alone.  Alex isn’t invited.” 
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 Lloyd laughed.  When he stopped, the tension settled around them like a knife.  It slashed at them and 

their reality.  They had known this was coming, but now the moment had come.  Lloyd was heading to the second 

great war.  Lloyd felt panicked and he could feel Myrtle squeeze him tighter.   

 Neither of them shed any tears. 

 “Okay,” he said.  “Alex is right.  It’s time.” 

 A few minutes later, Lloyd and Alex slid into a taxi.  Lloyd looked out the window at his wife, standing 

there in the night on a Berkeley sidewalk.  He saw her gulp and wave.  He never had a moment of getting out and 

running away.  He had signed a contract and he knew in his heart they’d see each other again. 

 “Ballsy,” Alex said.  “Very ballsy, Tahmatoh.  Leaving your wife on your wedding night.” 

 Lloyd turned and looked at Alex when Myrtle faded from view.  Alex looked pale.  He looked like he was 

about to be sick.  Lloyd realized Alex was talking to himself when he made his comments.   

 “Remember the first time we met, Tahmatoh?” he asked. 

 “Yes, I remember.  At the registrar’s.” 

 “Yeah.  You were such a farm boy.  Had no idea what you were getting yourself into.” 

 “Now, wait a while,” Lloyd said.  He laughed, lost in nostalgia.  “Yeah, I suppose that was true.” 

 “Yeah.” 

 Alex didn’t speak any further and Lloyd didn’t press him on the point he was attempting to make.  

Perhaps the two had come far from the boys they had been; perhaps that was the point.  Or perhaps Alex suddenly 

remembered that day.  Either way, here they were, in a taxi and headed to war. 

 Fifteen minutes later, Lloyd and Alex exited the cab, each took their single duffle bag, and wandered 

through the train station.  Crowds swarmed the entrances to the platforms and moved hurriedly in every direction. 

Lloyd and Alex both craned their necks to look up at the board of departures.  White numbers flickered next to city 

names.  After a moment, Lloyd saw New Orleans flash at the top.  His eyes followed the line and saw that it was 

scheduled to leave from platform six in twelve minutes. 

 “Ah hell, we’re going to miss it!” Lloyd said. 

 He slung his duffle bag over his shoulder and took off running.  He sensed Alex close behind him.  He 

bumped several people, shouting apologies as he went. 
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 “I thought we had another half hour!” Alex shouted, trying to keep up with Lloyd.  “Lloyd, we can’t get on 

the train without buying tickets first!  Lloyd, we don’t have tickets!” 

 Lloyd didn’t respond.  As they got closer to the platform, the crowd grew denser.  Many people were 

seeing off family members, others were businessmen smoking pipes.  Paper boys were hawking the nightly news 

and preying on passengers by selling them black market cigarettes at twice the value of the permanent newsstands 

that lined the walls. 

 As they reached the platform, pushing their way through the wall of people, Lloyd could see the massive 

steam engine in the distance as it began to spout clouds of smoke.  The brakes popped and wheels began to 

screech and squeal on the iron train tracks. 

 “We missed it,” Alex said, the defeat in his voice masked by the apparent relief. 

 “Now, now wait awhile,” Lloyd said, “we can’t miss the train.” 

 Lloyd took off running again as the train picked up momentum.  He didn’t have to move as fast as when 

he ran through the crowds, but he grabbed the railing around the outside of the back walkout and began to pull 

himself up.  The door to the walkout opened and a black porter in a service uniform stepped out.  He looked down 

at Lloyd as he tried to jump on. 

 “Toss me your bag!” he shouted. 

Lloyd flipped his duffle over his head, which landed in the porter’s arms.  The porter set it down and 

extended a hand to Lloyd.  Lloyd accepted it and stepped up, throwing a leg over the railing and landing on both of 

his feet.  He immediately turned to look for Alex.  The porter had already taken possession of Alex’s bag.  Lloyd 

reached for Alex, who was not as accustomed to manual labor.  He clumsily wrapped an arm around the railing and 

put a foot on the railing.  Lloyd and the porter both yanked him by his clothes onto the walkout, where he landed 

with a thud on his side.   

Safely onboard as the train officially left the train yard, Lloyd took a step back and relaxed against the 

railing.  The porter assisted Alex to his feet.  Alex tried to catch his breath, and once he realized he was safe, he 

smiled at the excitement.  The smile quickly faded. 

 “Lloyd,” Alex said, breathing heavily.  “Lloyd, we don’t have tickets.” 
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 “I know it,” Lloyd replied, looking through the window at the seats filled to capacity with passengers.  “I 

know it.” 

 They both looked at the porter, wondering if he would begin throwing them back over. 

 “Where ya both headed?” he asked in a mild tone. 

 “Trying to get to Miami.  Both just enlisted.” 

 “Listed?” the porter asked.  “Why they sendin’ ya to Flo’da if you list in Cal’fonia?” 

 “Ha ha,” Lloyd said.  “I know it.  It’s early, I suppose.  No boot camps set up in this state.  So we have to 

get to Florida.” 

 “Well, I thank ya all fa your suhvice.  Don’t worry none bout the tickets.  I can least get ya to Nah’lins.  

Have ya sit in the porta lounge off fuss class till the conducta comes through.  Come on.” 

 The porter turned and opened the door.  He picked up both of their bags and led them onto the train. 
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Chapter 21 

 

“Just wait in here,” the porter said. 

 The porter stood in front of the open door.  Lloyd looked past him and saw chests of luggage.  The chests 

were large and made of leather with fancy nameplates plastered on the front.   

 “Now, wait awhile,” Lloyd said, “I don’t think we should be in here.  What is this place?” 

 “This is first class storage, Tahmatoh,” Alex said, regaining his confidence.  “It’s pefect for a journey across 

this great country.” 

 “Doubles as the portas’ lounge,” the porter said.  “Conducta won’t come he-uh.  Some benches ya all can 

use.  Should be comfable nuff.” 

 “Now, wait awhile,” Lloyd said again.  “We’re going to be in here all the way to New Orleans?” 

 “No, Suh, just till the conducta comes through.  Then I’ll send message.  You can roam the train.  Few 

seats vailable in fuss class.  Can get sem fine food ya sit up he-uh.” 

 “That sounds like some royal treatment, eh, Tahmatoh?” Alex said.  “Say, what’s your name, my good 

man?” 

 “Name’s Pierre.” 

 “Pierre?  What kind of name is Pierre?” 

 “It’s French.  From Nah-luns.  We all French.” 

 Alex smiled and nodded.  He shook Pierre’s hand while Lloyd looked dubiously into the luggage car.  

“You’re a good man, Pierre from New Orleans.  This here is Lloyd, and I’m Alex.  Lloyd was petrified about this train 

ride, but see here, Tahmatoh, God sent us an angel from Louisiana.  I’ll tell you what, Pierre, when we get to New 

Orleans, I’m taking you out for a drink.  How about it?” 

 Pierre looked at Alex like he had spoken blasphemy.  He waited for Alex to deliver the punchline, but 

when no punch line came, he nodded suspiciously.  “Ya two gents take cay now.  I’ll send word when ya can move 

bout.” 

 Pierre gave them one more look, trying to gather the game they were playing, and then he closed the 

door as they departed.  Alex smiled at Lloyd. 
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 “First class, eh, Tahmatoh,” Alex said.  He wandered farther into the luggage car and tossed his duffle atop 

the chests.  “I knew we’d be traveling in style.  Wouldn’t have it any other way.” 

 Lloyd carefully hoisted his duffle beside Alex’s and looked around the quarters.  Space was limited, but 

there were plenty of wooden seats and benches.  Cigar smoke from first class wafted through the cracks in the 

door, giving the space a debonair feel.   

 “Well, you know, I’m awfully tired.  I might lay on one of these benches and close my eyes.  Hopefully the 

conductor won’t come in here.” 

 “Sleep!?  Don’t be ridiculous, Tahmatoh.”  Alex took a seat and pulled a flask out of his jacket pocket.  He 

unscrewed the top and took a sip, cringing at the taste.  “I’ve never been such a brigand before.  Stowaways.  My 

father would piss himself.  I wonder if all war will be this exciting.”  He took another sip and then held the flask out 

for Lloyd. 

 “You seem to be in a better mood,” Lloyd said. 

 He accepted the flask that Alex held out for him.  He took a small sip and handed it back.   

 “I have to say, Tahmatoh, not many men can leave their wives on their wedding night to run off to war.  

My hat’s off to you.  You are a patriot.  Or something.” 

 As he said that, he leaned his head back.  The whiskey had gone to his head and the adrenaline wore off.  

He began snoring as he drifted off to sleep. 

Lloyd nodded as the words sunk in.  He had left Myrtle; he had left his wife.  He wondered what she was 

doing at this very moment.  He would write to her from New Orleans and try to call her at her parents.  He would 

tell her how he missed her and how much he loved her.  He would tell her about New Orleans, the first city outside 

of California that he would ever set foot in.  He would reassure her that they would be together sooner rather than 

later.   

He sunk his head and walked around the luggage.  He sat on a long wooden bench and laid down, resting 

his head on the railing.  Leaving Myrtle had consumed him, but he was also leaving his family, possibly forever.  He 

hadn’t put much thought into the idea he wouldn’t see his father or mother or siblings again, but as he drifted off 

to sleep, images of each of them appeared rolling through his mind.  The thought he was taking a train to war, to a 

place he could die, forced itself into his consciousness, making him open his eyes in fear.  Eventually, though, he let 
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the gravity of the situation seep out of him, letting the meditative rhythm of the train soothe him as it chugged 

along the track and out of California.   

He awoke to laughter and cigarette smoke.  He sucked in a deep breath and looked around in a start, 

forcing himself to remember why his bed was moving beneath him.  He grabbed at the crick in his neck that had 

developed from the bench railing and sat up.  The sight of luggage brought him back to the situation. 

He sat up and continued to rub his neck.  His breath was stale and smelled like dry whiskey.  His eyelids 

were crusted with sleep and his muscles ached.  He was still on the train.  The luggage room had no windows, but 

he couldn’t see any light seeping in from under the door. He heard more laughter.  He rubbed the sleep from his 

eyes and looked at his watch, which told him it was two in the morning.  He considered putting his head back 

down, but he instead stood.  Alex was no longer sitting where Lloyd had left him, so Lloyd walked the other 

direction, farther into the car.  He weaved around some more chests and came upon two porters he didn’t 

recognize playing dominos.  Alex was sitting and watching them, smoking a cigarette and holding his flask. 

When Alex saw Lloyd, his eyes lit up.  “Tahmatoh!  Rise and shine.  I doze off for one minute and I catch 

you sawing logs.  My Lord.  Must be how they do it down on the farm.” 

“Well, you know, I think it’s good we get some sleep.” 

“Nonsense, Tahmatoh.  This here, this is a man’s game, not like your Bridge.  I’m too smart to get involved 

in a game like this.  These fellas here, they’re the type that just sit and prey on a coupla ignoramuses like you and 

me.” 

Lloyd wiped the whiskers on his chin as he watched one of the porters put down a domino.  It didn’t look 

that hard.  “Ah, hell, I’m too tired for this.  Do we know if the conductor came through yet?” 

“Came by coupla hours ‘go,” one of the porters said.  “Won’t be back till after Nah-luns.” 

“These gents here, Tahmatoh, tell me first class has a food cart just for those rich folks.  They all happen 

to be asleep if you’re hungry.” 

Despite the hour, Lloyd was hungry.  He nodded and indicated he was going to look around.  Alex smiled 

and sipped his whiskey, but continued to watch the game.  Lloyd wandered back through the car and cautiously 

opened the exit door.  He peered out into the first-class cabin.  Velvet seats with fine wood lined the aisle.  The 

seats were more spacious than on the rest of the train, but there were no women.  The car was about half full with 
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men in suits.  Some had bow ties and a couple had top hats.  One man was awake toward the front, but he was 

smoking a pipe and reading the paper.  Lloyd stepped out and softly closed the door.  The food cart was near the 

center.  There no attendant at this hour, but there were muffins and steaming coffee, as well as some dried jerky 

and salted nuts.  Lloyd helped himself to the food and poured himself some coffee.  A bottle of brandy with clean 

glasses sat on top of the cart, so Lloyd poured some into his coffee mug.  He didn’t want to push his luck, though, 

so he stuffed some jerky and an extra muffin into his pants and then returned to the luggage car. 

For three days Lloyd and Alex lived in such a manner.  On the second night, Alex convinced Pierre to take 

some money and purchase them all dinners of corned beef and mashed potatoes, but Pierre thought it raised their 

profile and recommended against it on the third night.  It was no matter.  The train soon pulled into the New 

Orleans train station and as promised, Lloyd and Alex left their luggage aboard in order to take Pierre out for a 

drink. 

“We don’t have much time now,” Pierre had said. 

“Nonsense,” Alex said.  “There’s plenty of time for you to take us to a fine local establishment.” 

“Really don’t think tha’ sech a good idea.  I’ll be sure ta watch yeh things.  Ya all be back in a hour.” 

After a few minutes of back and forth, Alex finally relented.  He and Lloyd joined the crowd and exited the 

train.  They followed Pierre’s instructions and made their way out of the train station and onto a main 

thoroughfare lined with restaurants. 

New Orleans in 1942 was unlike anything either of them had ever seen.  They had expected to see a 

different world by enlisting to go fight America’s enemies, but they hadn’t expected to see such a different world 

within their own country.  The gothic architecture painted an exotic picture of a clash of cultures, with mixes of 

French, American, and Creole.  Men wore suits with pant bottoms hiked up to their knees and women wore large 

dresses with necklaces that honored voodoo deities.  Groups of black men played brass instruments on the street 

corners and white women in college dresses giggled as they wandered in and out of barrooms.  

“Wow,” Alex said, once again retreating from the confident façade he typically wore.  Lloyd half-expected 

him to turn around and take shelter on the train, but Alex recovered and said, “Come on, time is short.” 

Lloyd again rubbed the whiskers on his chin and nodded.  The shock faded and was replaced by 

fascination.  Aptos to Berkeley was jarring, but this was an entirely new reality. 
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“You know, this is really very interesting,” he said, although Alex had already begun walking into the 

crowd of freaks, strangers, and oddities. 

He accepted that what he had known as normal ended in California.  He didn’t need to travel across an 

ocean and go fight in a war to see exotic locales, they were right here in America.  He took a few quick steps to 

catch up to Alex, who was making a beeline to the nearest bar.  The bar had a large balcony over the entrance 

where people shouted and smiled at passersby.  Two large men in suits barred the entrance, determining who 

could enter and who could not.  A large sign on the window read, “No Coloreds Allowed!” 

“Now, now wait awhile,” Lloyd said as they approached the men and saw the sign.  “Why aren’t coloreds 

allowed?” 

“The hell you talking about?” one of the men said.  “We don’t want no coloreds up in here.  You crazy or 

something?” 

“Well, I really don’t see why not,” Lloyd responded.  He had never seen signs of the sort.  Berkeley didn’t 

have signs dictating where coloreds could go.  Aptos didn’t have any signs to begin with. 

“Just drop it, Lloyd,” Alex said, seeming to accept it was better not to disturb the issue.  “We can try 

another one.” 

“Won’t find no establishments on this street that allow coloreds,” the man said.  “These are fine 

establishments, meant for high-class people.  You want a colored bar, head on out of town.  Don’t want your type 

around here.” 

Alex and Lloyd were both speechless, but as they walked slowly down the sidewalk, they saw that the 

man had spoken the truth.  Similar signs lined every window.  Only white folks were allowed inside. 

“You know,” Lloyd said, “I don’t really need a drink.”  He threw his hands at the street, dismissing their 

plan. 

“I guess I understand why Pierre didn’t want to come,” Alex said. 

Lloyd nodded solemnly, his first foray into the world outside of the Bay Area a crushing blow to his hopes 

of seeing new and exciting places. 

“I suppose we’re here to join the military, not have fun,” Lloyd said.  Lloyd didn’t understand.  No coloreds 

allowed.  He enlisted in the Army Air Force to fight for his country.  The Army wouldn’t pay for his passage to 
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report for duty across the country, and now he saw firsthand the true values that he was about to fight for.  He 

was fighting for freedom, and he now realized that that freedom meant one group of Americans could openly 

repress other groups of Americans.  Why would he want to fight for that?  He had read about Sam Crow and 

segregation, he had just never seen it firsthand, had never tasted it in his mouth or felt it in his veins. 

They didn’t speak as they made their way back to the train, and when they arrived, the saw Pierre 

standing outside with a group of porters, smoking and laughing.  When Alex and Lloyd approached, Pierre blew the 

smoke out of mouth and smirked. 

“How was’t?” 

“Very interesting,” Alex said. 

“Get your drink?” 

 Alex looked at the ground and shook his head. 

“You know, I just didn’t like it,” Lloyd said. 

Pierre shook his head.  “Just as well.  Ya all didn’t half the time ta see real nah-luns.  Nes time, mebbe.” 

They all stood silently as noise from the bustling crowd in the station serenading their solitude with 

raucous laughter and conversations.  Pierre handed both of them cigarettes.  Lloyd didn’t smoke, but he accepted 

and he allowed another porter to light it.  He had smoked before, so it didn’t burn his lungs.  He never enjoyed it 

before, but today it felt cleansing.   

As he blew it out, he said, “Myrtle would have liked to have seen this.  I want to bring her back here 

someday.” 

“Is Myrtle yer wife?” Pierre asked. 

“Sure is!” Alex bellowed through the smoke.  “Lloyd here left her on their wedding day.  Now we’re off to 

war.  Can you believe that?  Left her on their wedding day.” 

Lloyd knew what Alex was doing.  He wasn’t trying to be insensitive, he just needed to make fun of Lloyd 

to take his mind off of what he had seen.  Lloyd didn’t mind.   

Regardless, Pierre said, “Must have been tough.” 

Lloyd nodded.  “It still is, you know.  She would have liked to have seen this city.” 
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They all let the words sink in.  Lloyd wasn’t alone.  They were all men and Lloyd realized most of them had 

a woman somewhere, whether that be in New Orleans or another city along the train route.  They all left their 

women at home. 

“Porters!” Lloyd suddenly heard from behind him.  He turned and saw a man in a black uniform—he 

guessed the conductor—hanging out the door and staring at the group.  “Get on board and get things ready.  

Passengers coming soon.” 

Pierre and the other porters wasted no time.  The all dropped their cigarettes and began walking toward 

the train.  Lloyd and Alex instinctively followed.  The conductor had already retreated to the engine, so Lloyd and 

Alex boarded without a second glance, just a couple of porters out of uniform. 

As soon as Lloyd reentered the luggage car, he walked to the back and sat at the table where the porters 

had been playing dominoes.  He pulled out a piece of paper and pen and began to write his first letter to his wife, 

who he missed terribly.  He explained what he had seen and how upset it had made him.  He had never even 

realized he had feelings about equality before, but now that it was present before his eyes, he felt ashamed and he 

told her that he knew she would understand.  He finished the letter by writing, “I love you, my wife.  I’ll write the 

second half of this letter when I get to Florida.  I cannot send it right now anyway.” 

He folded it in half and stuck it in his jacket pocket.  He didn’t even notice Alex had come and sat next to 

him, quietly contemplating their brief excursion. 

“Writing to Myrtle?” he asked. 

“You know, I am.  I just feel like I should write to her, ha ha.” 

Alex smiled.  “Yeah.  You’re lucky.  It’s nice to have someone to write to.” 

The two friends left it at that. 

The journey from New Orleans to Miami took nearly five days, mainly because there were multiple stops 

along the southern border.  Alex and Lloyd stuck to their routine, stealing food from first class and occasionally 

getting Pierre to buy them a dinner.  As the train began to head south down Florida and Pierre informed them 

there were no more stops, Lloyd—unshowered and stinking—left Alex sleeping on the bench and sauntered out to 

the first-class cabin.  He sat in a plush velvet seat and ran his fingers along the smooth mahogany.  The car was less 

than a quarter full of passengers and most looked at the young man who didn’t belong.  No one said anything, 
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though, when they accepted he wasn’t going to upset their lifestyle and returned to their morning smokes and 

papers. 

As Lloyd leaned his head back and looked out the window, enjoying the sun upon his face and allowing his 

vitamin D deficiency to recalibrate, a man approached and stood over his seat. 

“Enjoying the view, son?” the man said. 

Lloyd immediately sat up and straightened his back, upset with himself for letting his guard down.  Not 

when he was this close to his goal.  He looked at the man and before answering noticed he was in a military 

uniform.  He had two stars on his chest and a fresh haircut. 

“Sorry, sir, am I in your seat?” 

The man looked him up and down and then took the seat opposite him.  He was holding a cup of coffee 

and set it on the table separating the seats.  He pulled out a pipe and packed it, lighting it and blowing out the 

smoke before responding. 

“Where are you headed?” 

 “Miami, sir.” 

“Miami, huh?  What for?” 

 “Um, well, sir, my friend and I enlisted in the Army Air Force and we’re trying to report to our duty 

station.” 

The man with two stars on his chest analyzed him, searching for the truth. 

“You enlisted?” 

“Yes, sir.” 

 “Where are you coming from?” 

“California, sir.” 

“California?”  The man looked impressed.  “Long journey.  I suppose they don’t have their bases 

established for your training.” 

“Yes, sir, that’s right.” 

They looked at each other.  Lloyd was convinced the man was about to toss him off the train. 
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“Damn shame what they do to you young fellas.  I bet they didn’t even pay for you to make this trip.  Why 

you’re sitting up here in first class like a tramp.  Damn shame.  You get any coffee, son?” 

“Um, no sir, not this morning.” 

“My name’s General Todd Mackenzie, I have good reason to believe you’re on your way to my base.”  He 

didn’t say whether or not Lloyd should go get some coffee.  “I’m very impressed you’ve managed to make it as far 

as you did.  Mind if I ask how you pulled it off.” 

“Just found nice people along the way, I guess.  Just knew where I needed to get.” 

“Finding nice people is important.  What’s your plan for getting from the train station to the base?” 

Lloyd looked at the table.  “I guess I hadn’t planned that far out.” 

“Well, no problem.  Go get yourself some coffee and find that friend you’re traveling with.  You’ll be 

traveling with me now.  As good a time as any to start your training.  Get me a muffin before you come back as 

well.” 

Lloyd again sat up straight.  His eyes grew large.  “Yes, sir,” he said.  “Yes, sir.”  He got up and hurried off 

to find Alex.  He didn’t look, but he could swear he heard the general chuckling. 
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Chapter 22 

 

“Did I hear it right, Tahmatoh?  You got a lieutenant’s house so you can live with your wife?”  

 Lloyd looked up and saw Dick Pollard pointing a fork at him from across the mess hall.  Since graduating 

boot camp eleven months ago, the engineering unit had sat listlessly at the United States Army Air Forces Eastern 

Technical Training Command, the exception being a four-month stationing at Harvard to learn about radar 

technology.  Lloyd joined the Army Air Force to stay off the ground, but most of the command was trained 

primarily to service vehicles mainly on the ground.  Lloyd’s unit—including Dick Pollard and Nathaniel Bunson—

specialized in new radar technology.  It seemed futuristic, but while most of the command was immediately 

shipped off to Africa, Lloyd’s unit stayed behind.  The Army deployed the technology sparingly.  Most of the work 

happened behind the scenes; there was no need to deploy.  Myrtle expressed her happiness through her letters, 

but Lloyd couldn’t help but feel a sense of disappointment.  They didn’t enlist and go to boot camp to remain at 

the training facility.  They wanted to deploy and see action.  The whole unit wanted to deploy.  Sitting at the base, 

they grew restless.  They were a tight unit, but they ragged on one another.  There was no easier target than Lloyd, 

despite his status.  Lloyd’s unit of sixteen people was just one of three units of a battalion.  Lloyd had been 

assigned as his unit’s enlisted commander. 

 “Yeah, ha ha, yeah you heard right.  It’s a nice little place.” 

 “Must be nice to be the general’s pet,” Dick said.  “You all remember that?  Rolling in with the C.O.  

Conquering fool first gets sent to Harvard for four months and now he gets conjugal visits.” 

 “You went to Harvard too, you dumb ox,” Alex shouted as he carried his tray to sit next to Lloyd. 

 “Uh oh, contracts in the house,” Nathaniel said. 

 “Man, I thought you were out in Africa or something,” Dick continued. 

 “For a stint.  Someone has to help win this war we’re in.  I didn’t enlist to go to Harvard, like all you high 

and mighty fellas.”  Alex and Lloyd had grown apart after boot camp once they got placed in different career fields, 

but now that Lloyd was back from Harvard and Alex was back from forward deployment, they fell right back into 

their friendship.  Alex had a tight haircut, not like Lloyd and the others who had grown theirs out to fit in with the 

Harvard crowd. 
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 “Oh, boy, you were in London, all snug in HQ,” Nathaniel said. 

 “I flew to Africa!”  His feigned exasperation quickly faded into a smirk.  “Had to make sure you engineer 

folks didn’t trade all the equipment I acquired for you for smokes.”  He looked at Lloyd.  “Talk to me, Tahmatoh.  

How’s Myrtle?” 

 “Now, wait awhile,” Lloyd said. 

 “Now, wait awhile,” all three said mockingly.  Through more laughter, Nathaniel squawked, “Now, now, 

now wait awhile.  Lloyd, why in God’s green Earth do you say that?” 

 “Oh, ha ha, you know, I just say it.”  Lloyd saw Alex make a sour face and then fork some sausage off of 

Lloyd’s plate to his own.  “And you saw Myrtle last night.  We had you over for dinner.” 

 “Was that just last night?  I’ll be.  Well, I happened to have a date afterward and she kept me up all night, 

you know?” 

 “You were with a girl last night?” Dick asked.  “Bull.” 

 “No lyin’,” Alex said.  “Scout’s honor.  A husky gal.  Works in the machine shop building pipes.  I’m telling 

you, gents, these women now, doing manual labor, mm mm mm.  She just had her way with me and I enjoyed the 

ride.  Oh, but dinner was great, Tahmatoh.” 

 Nathaniel and Dick burst out laughing and even Lloyd let out a chuckle.   

 “So you saw Lloyd’s palace, huh?” Dick asked. 

 “Hell, this boy rolled in with the C.O. right next to Lloyd.  He’s got a place right next door.” 

 “How’s that possible?  You ain’t got no wife.” 

 “Fellas, remember this, and I always tell Lloyd, I tell him, money talks.  I control the money.  I get the 

house.  You all might be smart and making big fancy future machines, but I’m the one who makes sure you have 

the equipment and the parts.  Money talks, and I get the house.” 

 It started as a joke, but Alex spoke the truth.  He wasted no time making the right connections and 

working his way to get the things he wanted.  This for a time meant straying from Lloyd, who never had the 

ambition or conniving instinct of his college roommate.  Lloyd actually admired that about his friend.  Regardless, 

they viewed each other as brothers, and even when one brother moves to see the world, he always returns, as 

Alex had.  Lloyd was grateful they went through boot camp together, but the stint at Harvard had been a 
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challenge.  Now he had Myrtle and his best friend back.  He had for a time longed to see the world and even got 

sent to the Philippines for two weeks, but now he was settling into life as a married soldier supporting the war 

effort from the homeland.  The scary prospect of war dissipated and his life was suddenly sweet. 

 “Tahmatoh!” The voice boomed across the mess.  Lloyd and the others tensed and looked toward the 

entrance.  Lieutenant Drexel meandered through the tables looking for Lloyd.  Drexel was Colonel Wessler’s 

personal aide, but while Colonel Wessler was a professor from MIT who joined the Army to support America’s 

competitive superiority in technology, Drexel was a stocky high school dropout who barely knew how to spell 

technology.  “Tahmatoh!  Where’s Tahmatoh?”  Lloyd saw people begin to point his direction.  Drexel followed the 

fingers and spotted him, moving down the aisles as he inadvertently elbowed other soldiers in the head. 

 “You’ve gone and done it now, Lloyd,” Dick said.  “Not even the general can save you now.” 

 “Ah hell, what does that fool want?” 

 “Hell, Tahmatoh, when I call for you, you come,” Drexel shouted.  “Now let’s go.  Colonel Wessler wants 

to see you.  All you spit wads, get up, eat later.  You too, contracts, this can’t wait.” 

 The whole table looked at Drexel and then waited for Lloyd.  “Well, I suppose we should go and say hello, 

you know,” Lloyd finally said.  He stood and everyone followed.   

 “Keeping Wessler’s shoes nice and shiny?” Nathaniel asked. 

 “The colonel’s shoes are none of your business,” Drexel said. 

 “Wow, now I see how climbed all the way to lieutenant in sixteen years.” 

 Drexel fumed, but had to keep rallying the troops.  “All you rejects, too, let’s go,” he yelled, looking at the 

next table.  Drexel was calling them all, but had begun with Lloyd.  “Don’t you forget Tahmatoh, guard duty 

tonight.” 

 “Yes, sir,” Lloyd said out of a sense of duty. 

 Lloyd led them all in bussing their trays and then followed Drexel through the base to a briefing room.  

Colonel Wessler was waiting.  Wessler was everything Drexel wasn’t.  Tall, lean, smart, and distinguished, he cared 

only about the advancement of technology, not about the mission of defeating the Nazis.  The Army, he had told 

Lloyd in confidence, offers limitless resources to do just that.  His contacts were the catalyst for Lloyd learning 

about radar technology at Harvard. 
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 Lloyd sat in the front of the briefing room, flanked by Nathaniel and Alex. 

 “Gentlemen,” Wessler said, pacing in front of them.  He stopped, his hands clasped behind his back.  He 

looked tired, as though he had been up all night.  “Gentlemen, I know you’re all antsy.  I know you want to get out 

there, but I don’t have anything to offer right now.  Radars are the future, but the market is small.  Eisenhower just 

doesn’t understand…”  He stopped himself, realizing he was about to act insubordinate.  He composed himself.  

“Makes no difference.  Makes no difference when we’re called, we will be ready.  In the meantime, we have the 

best engineers in the whole damn Army sittin’ on our thumbs.  So I want to bring something to your attention.  

What I’m about to tell you is classified, so Alex, don’t go running your mouth.” 

 Everyone in the room laughed as Alex feigned innocence. 

“There’s a project currently taking place.  Starting in Berkeley, possibly heading over to New Mexico.  A 

big project.  A big need for engineers.  If I play my cards right, I just might be able to get this battalion reassigned to 

take part.” 

Wessler waited for a response.  Unlike Drexel, he had a more informal style with the men.  He encouraged 

questions and cross talk. 

“Sir,” Lloyd finally said.  “Now, what does this project entail?  You know, I think we’d like to know if you’re 

trying to get us assigned to New Mexico, ha ha.” 

Lloyd’s laughter eased the mood of the room, which had soured at the thought of going farther into the 

United States instead of to Africa or Europe. 

“Well, Tahmatoh, I know you all might not understand what this means, but there are currently 

experiments underway to split an atom.”  Wessler’s eyes widened in excitement.  “I know that might not sound 

too exciting to all of you, but gentlemen, if I know anything about anything, that sort of thing changes the war.”  

He smiled and looked at each of them, settling on Lloyd.  “You’re from Berkeley, aren’t you Tahmatoh?” 

 “Well, I’m actually from Aptos.”  He shrugged as he said this, showing that he considered it close enough. 

“Aptos?  What’d you do in Aptos?” 

 “My father owns an apple orchard.” 

“An apple orchard?” 

“Yes, sir.  We grow apples.” 
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“Right.  Well how about you help this country make an atomic bomb?” 

 

 

Miami wasn’t what Myrtle had expected it to be.  Lloyd’s letters spoke of the ocean and the sunsets, but while 

Lloyd had discovered a gift for mathematics at Berkeley, his English never improved past the abilities learned in a 

predominantly Croatian-speaking household.  She had expected paradise but got humidity and a poorly 

constructed house.  She preferred living in a tent on her papa’s farm, or in the sorority house, or in a small 

apartment with Lloyd and Alex.   

 But she was in Miami.  At least she was reunited with Lloyd.   

 “So, Myrtle, is it true Lloyd left on your wedding day and you didn’t see him until four months ago?”  

Myrtle turned and saw Ruby Milford slathering frosting on a cupcake and looking at her with wonder.   

Myrtle laughed.  “Oh, ho hum, yes I suppose that’s true.” 

“And that’s all it took, huh?” 

Myrtle rubbed her belly.  “Life is full of surprises.  Army wasn’t going to move me out until Lloyd 

mentioned I was with child.” She laughed again and let out a slow, “Awww, well.” 

“Quite a story.”  Ruby finished one cupcake and slid it onto a plate to begin another.  Myrtle delicately 

arranged the cupcake and then fixed Ruby’s haphazard frosting work.  “Willie and I never left Miami before.  I 

mean, till of course he got shipped out.  Last I heard he was in North Africa somewhere.”  Myrtle saw the reality of 

her husband’s mortality make Ruby’s hand quiver, sending the knife full of frosting to the counter.  “Oh my, you’ll 

have to pardon me.” 

“Oh that’s quite all right.  Here let me finish.” 

Myrtle took the knife from Ruby and calmly finished the cupcake, something she had grown accustomed 

to living with her parents for the previous year.  She would have to mention that she assumed similar chores in her 

next letter to her father.  She slid it onto the platter and then slid the knife into the sink.  Ruby had turned and was 

straightening out her dress and cupping her bangs with her palm. 

“Shall we bring these out to the ladies?” Myrtle asked. 

Ruby turned with a smile.  “We shall.” 
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The two carried the platter of cupcakes into the family room, where eleven other women were seated on 

couches and fold out chairs.  They were sipping tea and eating crackers. 

“Aw,” one of the women said.  “Dessert.” 

“Calm yourself, ladies, calm yourselves,” another woman said.  Myrtle looked at this woman, who was 

standing in front of the room.  She had introduced herself to Myrtle as Sharon, but unlike the other women did not 

mention a husband.  She was taller than the others, her muscles well defined.  Her hair was pulled back into a bun 

and she wore pants with a blue jacket.  Sharon continued, “We should discuss some business before we indulge 

out sweet tooth.” 

 The women giggled. 

“First,” Sharon said as Myrtle set the cupcakes down and took a seat, “let me thank Myrtle, our newest 

member, for welcoming us into her home.”  The women clapped.  “Now listen, it’s time that we accept it’s a new 

day, a new age.  Women are no longer stay-at-home wives.  We don’t have to be stricken to the kitchen and the 

bedroom.  Some of us are working in the factories.  Some of us are simply taking over the chores of our men.  

Regardless, we are proving that suffrage was a starting point, not a finish line.” 

Myrtle looked around at the women.  Some were entranced.  Others were uncomfortable.  She was 

confused.  She joined the group to make some friends, but she found most of them insufferable.  Ruby reminded 

her of her old sorority sisters, but Sharon was angry.  Myrtle didn’t understand what for.  She fought for women’s 

rights, but Myrtle had been an empowered woman all her life. 

“What do you propose we do?” Ruby asked. 

“What do I propose we do?” Sharon asked in a huff.  “I propose we demand our rights.  I propose we 

organize and get out there and convince other women to vote.  I propose we establish our own principles and stop 

kowtowing to these men.  Take Myrtle here.”  All the women turned to Myrtle.  “She worked at an oil rig, didn’t 

you?  A strong woman, working the fields.  Now you trek across the country to be with your man.  It isn’t right.” 

Myrtle looked pale.  She had never thought of it like that.  She didn’t view her decision to come to Miami 

as acquiescing to her husband, she just wanted to be with Lloyd and was happy he hadn’t been shipped off and 

killed.   
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Sharon looked around, hoping for more support.  When no one spoke up, Myrtle said, “Well, that is a fine 

idea.  How about we have some dessert to help it sink in.” 

The women looked relieved as they dug in.  Sharon looked at Myrtle as though she had been betrayed.  

Myrtle had never met a woman like Sharon and didn’t know what to expect.  She braced herself when Sharon 

began to open her mouth, but the commotion ceased when there was a knock at the door.  Everyone looked at 

Myrtle. 

“Expecting someone else?” Sharon asked. 

“I don’t believe so.  Ho hum.” 

Myrtle rose and walked to the door.  Unexpected visitors were an unwelcome sight for military wives.  

The fear of a “telegram” weighed on all of them, particularly for those whose husbands had actually shipped off 

overseas. 

“Relax, ladies,” Ruby said, “Myrtle’s husband is here on base.” 

Sure enough, though, when Myrtle answered the door, a postman in a blue uniform stood anxiously.  

Myrtle looked at him curiously.  Mail was always delivered to the box, so a hand-delivered note could really only 

mean one thing.  But how could something happen to Lloyd in the safety of the base? 

“Myrtle… Tomato?” 

“Tahmatoh.” 

“Um, no, let me see hear,” the man said, sifting through his letters.  “No, I’m pretty sure, oh, here, oh yes.  

Tah-ma-toh.  Ha, you know, I saw it and I read tomato.” 

Myrtle stared at him blankly. 

“Well, here you go,” he said. 

The postman handed the telegram over and then walked away.  Myrtle held the letter in her hand and 

looked at it as she closed the door.  The women all looked on in eager and frightened suspense.  This could be any 

of them on any day.  The war was claiming more and more men as the fronts widened. 

Ruby stood and walked to Myrtle.  They had only been friends for a few weeks, but they were all united in 

their fear. 

“It’s okay,” Ruby said.  “It will be okay.” 
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“Well, this can’t be Lloyd, for crying out loud.” 

Myrtle opened it and read.  She was right.  It wasn’t about Lloyd. 

The telegram was brief.  There weren’t many words, but that was to be expected.  Her mother didn’t say 

much, and she said even less in her letters.  Myrtle reread the note three times, hoping—praying—she was reading 

it wrong.  She finally let her hand drop and leaned into Ruby. 

“What is it?” Sharon asked across the room. 

Myrtle looked up and tried to compose herself.  “My father died.” 
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Chapter 23 

 

“Lloyd, ain’t that your wife?” Dick asked, looking off in the distance. 

 “Now, wait awhile, what’s that?” Lloyd asked. 

 “Your wife.  Ain’t that her?” 

 Lloyd turned from his post and looked into the base.  Sure enough, Myrtle and one of her new friends—

Lloyd couldn’t for the life of him remember her name—came walking arm-in-arm down the sidewalk toward the 

guard post. 

 “Oh, ha ha, that is my wife.” 

 Lloyd slung his rifle around his back and slid through the gate and began to walk toward her.  Dick quickly 

grabbed for him and stopped him from going any farther. 

 “You crazy, Tahmatoh?  The lieutenant finds out you abandoned your post and he’ll have your ass for 

sure.” 

 Lloyd stopped and continued to watch Myrtle walk toward him.  He waved and stepped back through the 

gate, but he kept his eye on her.  As she came closer, he could sense something was amiss.  Myrtle hadn’t been 

overjoyed with Miami—perhaps his letters exaggerated a bit—but she had kept a smile on her face since she 

arrived and quickly got involved with the wives’ club.  He had convinced the C.O. to open a library for the families, 

and Myrtle would soon be participating in curating the book collection. 

 “I think she might be upset,” Lloyd said. 

 “You’re real observant, Tahmatoh.  It’s no wonder you found yourself a wife, being so observant and all.” 

 Lloyd didn’t understand the joke, but he looked with concern as Myrtle and her friend approached the 

gate.  Myrtle slipped through, but her friend simply made eye contact with Lloyd, signaling the hand off was 

complete.  She solemnly turned and began to walk away.  Lloyd held a hand to help Myrtle through.  The sun had 

begun to sink beyond the land horizon, something Lloyd still wasn’t used to.  In California, the sun set on the 

ocean, but in Florida, it rose over the ocean.  It never seemed right. 

 “Hello, Myrtle,” Lloyd said. 

 “Hello, Lloyd,” she said back.   
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 They continued to hold hands. 

 “Now, what are you doing way out here?” 

 “Lloyd, my father passed away.  I received a telegram from my mother.  He died.” 

 Lloyd didn’t know what to say.  He gripped her hand tighter and split his lips, which had dried and now 

stuck together. 

 “I’m so sorry,” he finally said.  “What happened?” 

 “On the oil fields.  A truck lost its brakes, supposedly.  Crushed him against a derrick.” 

 “Oh holy hell,” Lloyd said. He didn’t mean it to lack sentiment.  He saw Myrtle nod. 

 “Lloyd, I should be there with my mother.  She’s alone now.” 

 “Now, wait awhile, she’s in Taft.  That’s back across the country.” 

 “I know.  I need to go back, though.  I’d like you to come with me.  Can you ask for a leave of absence.” 

 “Yes, I suppose I can.” 

 “Not right now,” Dick said from the other side of the gate.  “You can’t leave your post.  I’m real sorry for 

your loss, Myrtle, but you two shouldn’t be holdin’ hands neither.” 

 Lloyd looked down at their hands.  It felt right to hold onto it.  He couldn’t let it go. 

 “Oh, I know it, but I think we can just stand here together.  She is my wife after all.” 

 Lloyd turned and assumed his position, but continued to hold Myrtle’s hand.  Myrtle stepped closer to 

him and stood post with him.  This lasted for a few minutes until the first Jeep approached the gate.  Dick moved 

to open the gate, but it stopped and the driver-side door opened.  To Lloyd’s horror, Lieutenant Drexel stepped 

out. 

 “What in the name of Jesus Christ do you think you’re doing, Tahmatoh?” 

 He walked around the Jeep and stopped a foot from Lloyd. 

 “Well, Sir, my wife recently heard her father passed away, so I’m holding her hand to comfort her.  I don’t 

see what’s wrong with that.” 

 Drexel was taken aback momentarily and swallowed.  He didn’t want to berate Lloyd in front of a grieving 

wife, but he couldn’t help himself. 
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 “You don’t see?  You don’t see?  No, you don’t see shit, Tahmatoh.  I’ve been waiting for this day, let me 

tell you.  I’ve been waiting to catch you in an act unbecoming of a soldier and now it has finally happened.  I’m 

going to take you to the C.O. myself and watch him deal with you once and for all.  Now get in the Jeep.” 

 Lloyd refused to leave Myrtle, so the two of them climbed into the back of Drexel’s Jeep and soon found 

themselves sitting across from one another, holding hands and silently weeping.  Myrtle moved into the middle 

seat and rested her head on Lloyd’s shoulder.  Dick opened the gate and allowed the Jeep to enter the base.  

Drexel said nothing as he drove down the street, the sun sinking lower by the minute.  He pulled to a stop a few 

minutes later in front of General Mackenzie’s headquarters. 

 “Let’s go, Tahmatoh,” Drexel said.  He turned around.  “I encourage you to stay in the Jeep, Ma’am.” 

 “I’ll do no such thing,” Myrtle responded, sniffling away her tears.  “I personally want to see your boss 

respond when you tell him you’re punishing my Lloyd for comforting his wife.” 

 Drexel gulped.  “Let’s go.” 

 They all got out and walked into the building.  The general’s office was austere.  Most of the staff had 

deployed, leaving the deputy, an aide-de-camp, the Sergeant Major, and a small staff of support.  Colonel Wessler 

had an office next door. 

 Lieutenant Drexel marched Lloyd and Myrtle past the aide-de-camp and directly into the commanding 

officer’s office.  General Mackenzie looked up from his desk, taken aback by the abrupt entrance. 

 “General Mackenzie, Sir, pardon my interruption,” Drexel said. 

 “It is certainly that,” Mackenzie said in return, making Drexel stutter his next word. 

 “Suh, sir, um, sir, it’s just, I saw a behavior that demanded your immediate attention.” 

 “A behavior?”  Mackenzie looked at Lloyd and then back to Drexel.  “And you’re bringing this to me 

instead of the Sergeant Major because, why?” 

 “Sir, it’s just, I figured you would want to be the first to hear about it.” 

 Mackenzie sighed and took his glasses off and leaned back in his chair.  “Okay, let’s have it.” 

 “Sir, just a short time ago, I approached the base entrance, where Sergeant Tahmatoh was standing 

guard.” 

 “Sergeant Tahmatoh,” Mackenzie said. 
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 “Yes, Sir.” 

 “You have a college degree, do you not, Lloyd?” 

 “Oh, um, yes, ha ha, yes I do,” Lloyd said. 

 “Then why are you not an officer?” 

 “Oh, ha ha, you know I didn’t think about that.” 

 “Sir, if you don’t mind,” Drexel said, flustered.  “When I approached, I saw Lloyd holding hands with his 

wife, a major breach of protocol.” 

 “What protocol?” Mackenzie asked.  

 “Sir, unbecoming of an officer, to begin with.” 

 “We just established Lloyd is not an officer,” Mackenzie continued.  “So what protocol did he breach?  Can 

you show me in our guide book of proper behavior?” 

 “Sir,” Drexel said, growing more and more flustered.  “Sir, this is clearly a breach of the uniform.” 

 Mackenzie shook his head.  “Lloyd, assuming this is not typical behavior, why were you holding hands 

with your wife while you were on guard duty?” 

 “Sir, Myrtle, my wife, just found out her father was killed in an accident.  She told me just before Drexel 

approached us.” 

 “Jesus Christ,” Mackenzie said, looking at Myrtle, “Ma’am, I am so sorry to hear that.”  He looked at 

Drexel.  “Are you fucking kidding me?  You march these two into my office in search of punishment when she just 

lost her father?  Drexel, you’ve been on this base too long, we need to figure out how to get you overseas.  Take a 

hike before I knock you down a rank for gross incompetence.” 

 Drexel stood at attention, nodded curtly, and then exited the room, looking sheepishly at the floor.  

Mackenzie stood and motioned for Lloyd and Myrtle to sit.  They did and continued to hold hands and Mackenzie 

retook his seat. 

 “Where did your father live, Ma’am?” Mackenzie asked.   

 Myrtle cleared her throat.  “Taft, Sir.  That’s in the middle of California.” 

 “Good Lord.  I suppose you’ll want to be escorting her home, right, Lloyd?” 

 “Sir, that would be my hope.” 
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 Mackenzie nodded and sighed again.  “Very well.  California, huh?”  Lloyd and Myrtle watched as he 

worked through his thoughts.  Suddenly, he stood and leaned toward the door.  “Wessler, get in here!” 

 Colonel Wessler appeared a few seconds later.  “Yes, Sir?” 

 “Wessler, these boys deploying anytime soon?” 

 Wessler looked at Mackenzie, as though looking for more guidance.  Satisfied, he said, “Nope, not unless 

there’s a dramatic shift in the need for radar.” 

 “California, though.  Might Lloyd have some worth out that direction?” 

 Wessler smiled.  “I might be able to conjure up a few ideas.  Heading out that direction, Tahmatoh?” 

 “Yes, Sir.  For a little bit.” 

 “Okay, well take care of your business then.  Send notice when you’re available and we’ll set you up with 

your assignment.” 

 “I won’t be returning to Miami, Sir?”  Lloyd directed the comment to Mackenzie. 

 Mackenzie replied, “Lloyd, you remember the first time we met?” 

 Lloyd chuckled and nodded as he looked at the ground.  “Yes, yes, Sir, I do.” 

 “You’ve always impressed me, Tahmatoh.”  That was all Mackenzie said on the topic.  Lloyd didn’t know 

why he said it or what he intended.  “If we suddenly get an order to ship out, I’ll send for you.  Army will even pay 

your way across the country this time.  With that said, what’s this war for if not for preserving our good Christian 

way of life?  You get home and take care of your family.”  He looked at Myrtle and began to speak, but stopped.  

He nodded his sentiments and then to Lloyd said, “That’ll be all.” 

 Lloyd looked at General Mackenzie—his commanding officer—and Colonel Wessler—his mentor and 

teacher—and then stood and led Myrtle out of the room.  They had no ride back, so they walked the mile to their 

house, holding hands while Myrtle cried.  They had no dinner, they simply went to bed and held each other.  Lloyd 

didn’t know what to say, so he held her while she cried. 

 The next day, Lloyd stood in his uniform holding Myrtle’s hand as the train pulled into the station.  Alex, 

Dick, and Nathaniel stood behind them holding their luggage.  When they were allowed to board, Lloyd sent 

Myrtle with a porter and then turned to his friends.  They looked at him solemnly, all wondering if they’d ever see 

each other again. 
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 “You come back to us now,” Dick said. 

 “Fuck that, Tahmatoh, you just got a free ride to abandon ship,” Nathaniel said.  “Take it.  Seriously.  Take 

it, you dumb bastard.” 

 When the porter took the luggage, Dick and Nathaniel hugged Lloyd and then left him alone with Alex.  

Alex smiled, his look distant.  He eyed the train like an opportunity that he couldn’t take.  Still looking at the train, 

he took Lloyd by the shoulder and then looked at him. 

 “You lucky asshole,” he said.   

 “You know, I’ll be back.” 

 “No, you won’t be back.  Mackenzie wouldn’t send you to California and expect you to return.  Sure would 

be nice to join you, I’ll tell you what.” 

 “Well, come with me.” 

 “I can’t come with you.  You know that.” 

 “You know, I really don’t know what you’re talking about.  I’m planning to come back as soon as the 

funeral is over.” 

 “Yeah,” Alex said.  “Yeah.  Even so, I sure would love to come with you.  We came out here together, it 

would be quite the fairy tale to return together.” 

 “We will,” Lloyd said.  “I’ll come back and when the war ends, we’ll return together.” 

 “Yeah,” Alex said again.  His look was even more distant than before.  Lloyd was leaving him.  “Don’t 

forget, stocks.  That’s the ticket.  Buy United Technologies.  It’s a good starter stock.  Mark my word.” 

 That’s all they said.  The two hugged, slapped each other on the back with the appropriate level of 

masculinity, and then Lloyd boarded the train without looking back.  He hadn’t noticed the Miami humidity had 

made him sweat through his uniform until the train’s fans made him shiver.  He looked around and saw Myrtle 

discussing the luggage with the porter and a man in a blue suit. 

 Lloyd approached.  “It’s chilly in here.  We should probably do something with this luggage, right?” 

 “Lloyd,” Myrtle said, before being cut off by the man in the suit. 
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 “Excuse me, Sir.  Ma’am.  Sir, it’s an honor to have you aboard our train.  Defending our freedom against 

the Nazi scourge.  We would like to offer you and your wife a cabin in the first-class compartment, all the way to 

California.” 

 The man had a broad smile and his mustache extended past his lips until it curved down to his chin.  He 

didn’t blink as he stared adoringly at the American soldier. 

 “Now, now wait awhile,” Lloyd said.  “You want to give us a cabin in first-class?  Ha ha, now why would 

you do a thing like that?” 

 “Because we want to do our part while you’re doing yours.  It is an honor to have you aboard and it’d be 

an honor to have you travel in style.” 

 “You know, I sure would like to show you first-class,” Lloyd said to Myrtle. 

 “First class?”  Myrtle said as she sighed.  “Ho hum, what are a couple of people like you and me going to 

do in first class?  But, I suppose if you insist.” 

 “All right then!” the man said.  “Richard, get their belongings to first class.  You two are in for a treat.” 

 Richard, the porter, took Lloyd and Myrtle through the train, marching them proudly through the third-

class compartments, the restaurant car, the sleeper cars, and finally into the partially filled first class cabins.  Lloyd 

continued into the first class restaurant car.  It was almost exactly as he remembered.  He wandered in, leaving 

Myrtle in awe in the doorway, and ran his fingers along the mahogany seats and maroon felt curtains.  He peered 

toward the end and saw the entrance to the luggage compartment and then looked at the offering at the whiskey 

and coffee cart. 

 When he returned to Myrtle, Richard was showing them into their private cabin.  She looked tired and 

seemed to relish the padded seats.  Lloyd shook Richard’s hand and the slid in across from her. 

 “Can I get you some coffee, Myrtle?” 

 “No, thank you.  I’ll just sit for a few moments.” 

 “I remember that cabin,” Lloyd said.  “I rode it all the way across America in the luggage compartment.  

Me and Alex.” 

 “I know, honey, you’ve told me the story.” 

 “Oh, have I told you the story, ha ha, well, it was quite the experience.” 
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 Despite the reminder, Lloyd told Myrtle the story again.  Then she told him some stories about her father 

and her childhood in Taft.  Then he told her about his time at Harvard and then told her more stories about the 

train ride with Alex.  It was strange, having so much time to talk to his wife.  Even though she had relocated, they 

hadn’t spent a lot of time together, and they hadn’t realized that they needed to get to know each other once 

again.  Lloyd had forgotten that she received a scholarship and she smiled affectionately as he told his long-winded 

stories. They talked for nearly three straight days—a quicker ride than Lloyd remembered—until they pulled into 

New Orleans.   

 Lloyd had zero interest in exploring the city that exposed him to the rifts of America’s racial divides, but 

Myrtle hadn’t gotten the chance on her way to Miami.  When they walked out of the station—Richard assured 

them their luggage was in good hands—they were holding hands, Lloyd in his uniform and Myrtle in a simple blue 

dress.  Lloyd clenched his jaw in anticipation of again seeing the naked hatred that resided in the country, but in 

just over a year, the city had changed. 

 As they walked down the sidewalk, people stepped aside for the man in uniform.  Men tipped their caps 

and women curtsied.  Several men grabbed Lloyd’s hand, shaking it vigorously while their other hand cupped 

Lloyd’s to emphasize their deep-seated affection.  Lloyd found it hard not to get caught up in it.  The people were 

as strange and eclectic as ever, but the recognition masked the inequality. 

 “Certainly not what I was expecting,” Myrtle said. 

 Lloyd gripped her hand.  “It’s not what I remember, I’ll say that.”  He shook the hand of another man, who 

immediately wiped his nose and coughed into the wind.  Lloyd responded to his cough as he did when heard 

anybody cough by saying, “God bless you.” 

 “Thank you, young man,” the man said gleefully, coughing yet again.  “Thank you very much.  And thank 

you for your service!  Can I offer you and your pretty wife two tickets to a show?” 

 Lloyd smiled and looked up at the building beside them.  “Oh would you look at that, Myrtle?  Want to see 

a moving picture?” 

 “Oh, Lloyd, don’t be silly.  Come along now.” 

 Lloyd and Myrtle continued and the man tipped his cap, coughing yet again. 
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 They walked together for an hour, accepting a coffee at a street café.  When they returned to the train, 

Richard was waiting for them and showed them aboard.  A lunch platter of croissants and sardines sat waiting on 

the table in their cabin. 

 “Oh would you look at that?” Lloyd said.  He chuckled, which ended with a sounded-out, “Ha ha.” 

 “I don’t know, Mr. Tahmatoh,” Myrtle said, shaking her head.  “Sure seems like that uniform is going to 

your head.  Ho hum.”  As she said that, she picked up a sardine and popped it in her mouth.  “I suppose I can live 

with it, though.” 

 They both sat around the table and began to eat the complimentary meal.  Neither of them had ever been 

treated with such high-class and respect. 

 “I suppose I shouldn’t tell them I haven’t spent time on the front lines.”  Lloyd looked out the window, 

ashamed at the realization.    

 “That’s neither here nor there,” Myrtle responded.  “You’re alive, you’re my husband, and we’re heading 

to my father’s funeral together.  You’ll return, but I pray to God you never get sent to the front lines.  Barbaric and 

foolish, all of it.” 

 The comment finished the conversation.  They sat together in silence as the train departed.  The silence 

was not awkward.  They were content to be together.  It took an additional four days to get to Los Angeles, and 

then another day to get over the pass to Taft.   

By the time they arrived, Lloyd had developed a slight cough and was shivering from a fever.  Myrtle 

hugged her mother, but forbid Lloyd from touching her.  She sent him straight to bed in the newly built home; the 

room where her old bedroom used to be.  Lloyd attended the funeral, but didn’t remember much, other than 

Myrtle’s mother crying as she spoke.  He sat in the back of the church, apart from Myrtle and apart from the 

crowd.  He didn’t attend the post-funeral party.  He went to bed, shivering as he pulled the knitted quilt up to his 

chin. 

 The hallucinations began the next day and the cough made his lungs burn.  He had memories of Myrtle 

placing wet wash cloths on his forehead and had out-of-body experiences as he watched Myrtle and her mother 

bicker with one another. 
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 When he finally awoke with a clear head, he recognized his surroundings, but it wasn’t Myrtle’s home in 

Taft.  He was in his childhood bedroom.  His sheets were covered in sweat and Myrtle sat on the bed beside him.  

He saw his mother and father and a man he had never met before. 

 “Well hello there,” the man said.  “I’m Doctor Grayson.  Looks like that fever finally broke.” 

 “Fever?” Lloyd asked, his voice soft. 

 “Yes, Lloyd,” Myrtle said, gripping his hand.  “You’ve been suffering from whooping cough.  You’ve had a 

fever for nearly a month.  Welcome back.” 
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Chapter 24 

 

Lucien squeezed Mary’s hand and felt tears come to his eyes as he looked at Lloyd laying in a pool of sweat.  He 

had already lost his son once when America sent Lloyd off to war. He then had to watch for nearly a month as his 

son slowly slipped into death.  But now he saw renewed life.  Lloyd still looked gaunt, having barely eaten in weeks 

since Myrtle dragged him through their front door, and he still had a filmy layer of residue across his eyes, but his 

fever finally broke.   

“Well, Mr. Tahmatoh, looks like your boy is going to pull through.”   

Lucien looked at Dr. Grayson and nodded.  For two weeks, he had to listen to this so-called doctor explain 

Lloyd’s dire health conditions.  The doctor touted his military credentials, as though they were to make Lucien 

more sympathetic.  A military doctor?  A government-sponsored agent caring for his son?  This would be the first 

time since Dr. Grayson appeared that Lucien didn’t view him with suspicion.   

“That is certainly good news,” Lucien responded.  Mary nudged him to say, “Thank you doctor.  Thank you 

for saving my son.” 

Mary and Myrtle both broke into tears at the comment and Lloyd’s head sprang off the pillow as his lungs 

fired off a series of long, whooping coughs. 

“Don’t thank me just yet,” Dr. Grayson said.  “He’s not out of the woods.  His fever broke, that’s good 

news.  But the cough can linger, as we have seen, and it’ll be months before his strength is back.” 

Lloyd groaned and tried to press himself off the mattress, but Myrtle stopped him.  Once he relaxed, he 

said, “You know, doctor, I need to get back to my unit.  I just don’t feel that good, though.” 

Dr. Grayson laughed.  “I’ll bet you don’t.  Damn near worst case of whooping cough I’ve seen.  You’re 

tough, though, I’ll hand you that, Lloyd.  And your wife here, never left your side.  Where most good men get their 

strength, right there.  Consider yourself lucky.”  He nodded as he looked awkwardly at Lucien and Mary, and then 

to Myrtle and finally to Lloyd.  “Well, my business here is just about finished.  Must be an important man to the 

military, if you don’t mind my saying.  Got direct orders from General Mackenzie to watch over you.  Don’t much 

know why neither, seeing as your unit shipped off last week.” 

Lucien saw his son’s face drop as he again tried to prop himself up, coughing at the exertion.   
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“They shipped out?” Lloyd asked, wheezing and hacking through the words.  “They, they shipped?  Now, 

now wait awhile, no no, now, now wait, just wait awhile.” 

Myrtle soothed him and pushed him back on the bed as Lloyd’s coughing made him seize up. 

“Yes they did, two weeks ago,” Dr. Grayson said.  When he saw that this was news to everyone, he 

cleared his throat and said, “Well, that’s at least what I heard, but, I’m all the way out here in California.  Don’t 

know much about troop movements to the front.  So, Lloyd, I need you to continue to rest up.  I can’t clear you 

back for service until you’re one hundred percent, and based on looking at you, it won’t be for a while.  Your fever 

broke, though, so that’s good news.  Now, I’ll be back in a week unless I hear from you.” 

At this, he tipped his cap and turned to head for the exit.  Lucien and Mary walked him toward the front 

door of their home, leaving Lloyd and Myrtle to share a moment in private. 

 “Well, Doctor, I can’t say I trusted your good faith when you first showed up,” Lucien began. 

 “Oh will you knock it off, Lucien?” Mary said in Croatian.  And then in English, “Thank you, Dr. Grayson, 

thank you.  I just couldn’t imagine… well, thank you.” 

 “As I was going to say,” Lucien continued, “but I can’t deny you helped my son.”  Lucien sighed and held 

out his hand.  “Never much trusted you government fellas.”   

Dr. Grayson smiled and shook Lucien’s hand.  “I hear your oldest son is a doctor.” 

Lucien smiled.  “He is.  A surgeon, actually.  Said it’d be better to have a doctor come.  Medicine doctor, 

that is.” 

“Well, I’m just glad it worked out.  Course with your boy’s unit shipping, not sure where he’ll be heading.”  

Dr. Grayson opened the door and stopped. 

“Say, Dr. Grayson, what’s a well-educated doctor doing serving in the military?” 

 Dr. Grayson smiled and looked out the door.  The sky was blue and the weather mild.  Birds chirped from 

an electrical wire.  Dr. Grayson seemed to take it in before turning to look back at Lucien and Mary.  “We all have a 

role to play, you know what I mean, Mr. Tahmatoh?  My boy’s somewhere in Africa I believe, or maybe southern 

Spain.  Not too sure.  Regardless, I couldn’t much just sit back and do nothing, you know?”  Dr. Grayson looked at 

them both as he considered the situation.  He nodded his head and said, “You both have a nice day.  Looks like it’s 

shaping up to be a nice one.” 
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 When he stepped out, Lucien closed the door behind him.  Mary threw her arms around him and began to 

weep.  Lucien brought his hand to her head and began to stroke her hair.  They had both aged and Mary’s hair had 

begun to turn into gray curls, but Lucien ran his leathery, wrinkled fingers through it and was reminded of the first 

time he had seen her on the ship leaving Korcula.  Had they stayed in Croatia, they likely never would have met 

and might both be dead, forced into a war or unbearable working conditions.   

 “Come on,” he finally said, “let’s check on our son.” 

 He led her back into the bedroom where they found Lloyd and Myrtle in a nearly identical position.  Lloyd 

had propped himself up and stroking the hair of a sobbing Myrtle.  He looked at his parents and weakly smiled. 

 

 

Lloyd spent three more days in bed and finally began to regain some of his strength a week later.  Lucien helped 

walk him around the orchard and noticed that Myrtle had fallen into a routine of helping Mary in the kitchen.  She 

hadn’t had such help since Lloyd’s sister married and moved away.  Myrtle’s belly was growing larger by the day, 

giving Lucien the hope that he’d get to meet his grandson before the war once again took Lloyd away. 

 Three weeks after Lloyd’s fever broke, Lucien drove Lloyd deeper into the apple orchard, the first time 

Lloyd had driven through the trees in nearly a year and a half. 

 “Wow,” Lloyd said as he walked out into a row of Red Delicious apple trees.  “It hasn’t changed much.” 

 “That’s the beauty of trees,” Lucien replied.  “Every year they come back and are the same as they were 

before.”  He stopped to think about the comment he just made.  “Well, usually.” 

 The two walked down the row, examining the trees out of habit.  Lloyd’s strength had almost entirely 

returned, but his endurance needed to catch up.  He expected to make several put stops to say hi to old faces, but 

he recognized none of the workers.  In the place of the men he once knew, he saw brown faces speaking Spanish 

to one another. 

 “Where’d everyone go?” he asked. 

 “The war,” Lucien quickly said.  “Apparently you aren’t the only Slav to support his new country.” 

 “Where’d they come from?” Lloyd asked, ignoring the comment. 
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 “They just started showing up.  Some came from Salinas.  Some don’t even speak English yet.  I think they 

came ashore in Santa Cruz.  Who knows.  They work hard, though.  They do work hard.  My father would have 

given a limb just to have one man help out.  Here I am with a whole orchard of Mexicans.” 

 “You know, you’ve been talking about your dad a lot, ha ha, you know,” Lloyd said.  The fruit wasn’t yet 

ripe, but Lloyd reached up and rubbed his fingers around a young green apple. 

 “Yeah, I guess having you home has made me think about him.  You haven’t talked much about the war 

since you’ve been home.  Kinda surprising to me.” 

 “Ah I know it.  Not much to talk about really.  Didn’t spend much time overseas.  Besides, didn’t think 

you’d want to talk about it.” 

 “Shouldn’t have been so hard on you for going to war.  It wasn’t right.”  Lucien paused to think about 

what he wanted to say next.  “My father, he saved my life when I was a kid.  Sent me to America and I never saw 

him again.  I guess it seemed wrong to be sending my son back to the land I was escaping, and I damn sure was 

worried I’d never seen you again.” 

 The two walked together in silence.  Mexicans tipped their caps as they passed. 

 “You know, Lloyd,” Lucien continued, “I’ve made mistakes in my life, but I think I’ve lived a good life.  

Maybe not an important life, but at least a semi-important life.  And that’s because when all is said and done, I’ve 

given lots of men jobs and I’ve raised good kids.  It’s a lonely house, with all of you having moved out, but it’s been 

nice having you around.  And now with Myrtle pregnant, it changes you, having a kid.  I’d think long and hard 

before signing up to go to war again.  Just my two cents.” 

 Lucien saw Lloyd thinking.  When his son began to think hard on a topic, he furrowed his brow and didn’t 

talk until he knew the answer.  He wasn’t like his other kids—certainly not like John, who only cared about 

baseball—but after treading water through high school, Lucien never thought Lloyd would become the wise one.  

Lloyd was a simple man who appreciated the things he was supposed to appreciate, laughed at the things he was 

supposed to laugh at, and disliked the things he was supposed to dislike.  He didn’t overthink anything, which 

made him brilliant in his own unique way.  His brilliance had captured the attention of the military, which is why 

Lucien was terrified about what the coming days would bring. 
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 “I’m still not sure what the doctor meant when he said my unit shipped out,” Lloyd said.  It wasn’t an 

answer to any of Lucien’s comments in particular, but it answered them all in Lloyd’s simple-minded brilliance. 

 Lucien nodded.  “You know the reason my father sent me here is because I was his favorite.  I’m sorry to 

say it, but it’s true.  Don’t tell your brothers or sister, but you’re kind of my favorite.”  He paused and chuckled.  

“Got a letter that you have telegrams waiting at the post office.  I didn’t want to tell you until you were stronger, 

but maybe we can stop by and pick them up on the way home.” 

 Lloyd stopped.  “Now, now wait awhile, I have telegrams.  Holy smokes.  The Army must think I went 

AWOL.” 

 Lucien looked at Lloyd with dismay.  Maybe not so brilliant.  “Oh, Lloyd, just relax.  The Army has had a 

doctor watching over you.  They know you ain’t no good for them.  Now come on, I want to talk to you about 

something, unless you think I brought you down here just to go on a nice walk.” 

 “No, ha ha, no I didn’t think that.” 

 Lucien continued to walk and then stopped at a tree with a branch that hung to the ground.  “Help me, 

Lloyd.  I’m getting old.  Help me prop this branch.” 

 Lucien knew Lloyd was weak, likely too weak to take the two-by-two that had fallen to the ground and use 

it to push the apple-heavy branch high into the air.  Lloyd didn’t hesitate.  He grabbed the wood plank and expertly 

stuck it under the branch.  He pushed, but the branch barely budged.  Lucien joined and together they got the 

branch to an acceptable height and then anchored the beam into the dirt. 

 “Perfect,” Lucien said.  “Hell of a lot harder caring for apple trees than olive trees.” 

 “I missed this.  I like the orchard.” 

 Lucien smirked and saw his chance. 

 “You know, Lloyd, we just had a big sale.  Could really keep us afloat for a while.” 

 “A big sale?” 

 “Martinelli’s.  Just signed the contract.  Shipping all of our extra apples straight to their production facility.  

All those small apples that get sorted out.  The wasted apples on the ground.  We can flip them all for good cash.   

It’s a good deal for us.” 

 “Father, that’s really fantastic.  Ha ha, that’s really fantastic.” 
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 “It is, course now we have to box all these apples.  The Mexicans help.  Not quite as good as the Slavs, but 

they’re keeping us running.  I could use some help, though, I guess is what I’m saying.  I could use some help 

managing this.  I’m not getting any younger and I always dreamed of leaving this to you.” 

 Lucien looked at his son.  As Lloyd got older, he looked more and more like the memory of his father, with 

big eyebrows and soulful eyes.  He knew the conversation would make Lloyd uncomfortable, he just didn’t know if 

he’d have another opportunity. 

 “Before you answer,” Lucien said, “I want to show you something.” 

 He led his son back to the truck and pulled an item out from under his seat.  It was wrapped in a rotten-

looking rag; Lloyd guessed the brown material might have been part of an old potato sack.  Twine kept the raga 

round the item.  Lucien approached Lloyd and held it out. 

 “What is this?” Lloyd asked. 

 “Open it.” 

 Lloyd pulled lose the knotted twine and slid off the rag, revealing an aged glass bottle with a yellow 

substance.  “Is this olive oil?” 

 “That’s the last remaining bottle of olive oil from my father’s olive orchard in Croatia.  He started a 

business to bring his family’s olive oil to the American market.  When his store in San Francisco burned down, the 

business collapsed.  He kept this, though, and gave it to me.  I want you to have it.” 

 “Holy smokes, this is…”  Lloyd searched for the words.  “This is really special.  I don’t know if I should have 

this.” 

 “You’re the only person that should have it.  This is our history.  It’s important for you to feel it, to be able 

to put your fingers on it.  My dad was a farmer.  I’m a farmer.  You’re a farmer.  This is in your blood.” 

 Lucien knew he was laying it on thick, but he needed his son to understand.  Without Lloyd, he would lose 

the orchard.  He’d be too old to tend to the trees, too tired to deal with the business.  He watched as Lloyd stare at 

the bottle, taking deep breaths as though inhaling the history. 

 Finally, he looked up.  “Father, I don’t know if I want it, the orchard, the pressure to carry on the business.  

Besides, I’m still in the Army.  I need to get to my unit, wherever they are.” 
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 Lucien nodded.  He expected the answer, but he had at least said his peace.  He had literally handed off 

the family keepsake that labeled their existence as men of the soil.  “I know, I know.  Just something to think 

about.  Come on, I’ll drive you to the Post Office.” 

 Lucien waved to a few of the new workers and then told one to finish propping the trees along the row 

they had walked down.  Lucien slid into the driver’s seat of the truck, but noticed Lloyd open the door and 

hesitate.  Lloyd stood outside and looked toward the house that they used as a homestead.  It was Lloyd’s 

childhood home, the memories could never be taken away.  He looked back at the trees and up the hill.  He looked 

up at the sky and closed his eyes.  After a deep breath he slid in next to his father and closed the door.  He held the 

bottle tightly in his lap  Lucien didn’t say anything, he simply turned on the motor and drove to the parking lot and 

out of the driveway.  Lucien no longer used a chain to block the driveway during the day. 

 They made the short trip from Aptos to Watsonville and Lucien pulled the truck to a stop in front of the 

post office. 

 “Want me to come with ya?” he asked his son. 

 “No, I’ll just be a minute.”  Lloyd set the bottle next to him and then stepped out of the truck. 

 Lucien waited in the truck as Lloyd disappeared into the post office.  It was strange seeing his son as a 

man.  He had seen him grow and seen him make a decision to go to college.  He had seen him get married and go 

off to war.  But seeing him here now, heading into the post office on his own, felt as much of a send off to 

manhood as Lucien had ever felt.  His son no longer needed him, not even now in a moment of potential life-

altering news. 

 A few minutes later, Lloyd emerged and slid back into the truck.  He held the telegrams in his hand and 

looked stony-faced. 

 “What do they say?” Lucien asked in Croatian. 

 Lloyd shook his head.  “Haven’t opened them yet.” 

 Lucien didn’t ask why.  He nodded and popped the truck into gear, pulling the truck out onto road to head 

back out of town.  They drove in silence as they looked at the orchards along the sides of the road.  Watsonville 

was a boomtown of Croatian-owned orchards, but the prevalence of Mexican labor was a stark contrast to the 

orchards Lloyd had left behind just a few years earlier. 
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 “This war has changed things,” Lucien said, reading Lloyd’s mind. 

 “I know it.” 

 When Lucien pulled the truck back into their apple orchard parking lot and turned off the motor, Lloyd 

sighed as though the idea of further walking seemed a daunting task.  Lucien had one more thing to discuss with 

his son, but before he could speak, Lloyd swung the door open and gingerly stepped out.  Lucien sat in the truck 

and again watched Lloyd disappear, this time into the house. 

 A few minutes later, Lucien followed him.  Lloyd was nowhere to be found, but Myrtle and Mary sat at the 

kitchen table reading the telegrams.  Lucien walked past them and poured himself a glass of water in a new hard-

plastic cup and then joined them. 

 “What’s wrong?  Where’s Lloyd?” 

 Myrtle closed one of the telegrams and set it down.  “Oh, ho hum.  There’s no such thing as good news 

from this war.  This war.  I just really hate this war.”  She sighed.  “Perhaps this is for the best, though.  We may be 

sticking around a bit longer.” 

 Lucien furrowed his brow and picked up the telegrams.  His English reading skilled weren’t great, but he 

could get the gist. 

 The first telegram explained that Lloyd’s battalion had been shipped out on three airplanes.  Two of those 

airplanes never made it to the destination and had not been located. 

 The second telegram was a personal letter from General Mackenzie and explained how sorry he was that 

Alex was on one of the planes.  He knew Alex was a good friend. 

 The third telegram was from the U.S. Army Bureau of Personnel.  Lloyd had received an honorable 

discharge based on his illness and subsequent weakened state.  Because of his engineering skills, the Army had set 

up an employment opportunity with Lenkurt in Mountain View so he could continue working on radar technology.  

The one issue, the telegram said, was that the programs were becoming classified, and Lloyd’s father was not an 

American citizen.  In fact, the Army had no record of his father entering the country. 

 When he put the third telegram down, Myrtle asked, “How come there’s no record of you entering the 

country?” 
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 “Because I came on my brother’s passport,” Lucien responded.  He picked up the telegram and read it 

once more.  “For Lloyd to stick around, I need to become an American citizen.” 

 “Are you okay with that?” Mary asked. 

 Lucien nodded.  “I was telling Lloyd earlier that I had lived what I consider a semi-important life.” 

 Mary laughed.  “Of course you did.  Very subtle.” 

 Lucien ignored her.  “I should have said I’ve lived a semi-important American life.  If it keeps him in the 

area, if it keeps Myrtle and my grandson around here, I can become an American.  I already am an American.  

Might as well make it official.” 
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Chapter 25 

 

The drive from Redwood City to Mountain View was typically a nightmare.  Redwood City, where Lenkurt built its 

headquarters, was only fifteen miles or so from Mountain View, where Lloyd and Myrtle had purchased their 

home shortly after the war ended.  The two-lane highway that linked the two towns, called Alameda de las Pulgas, 

hadn’t been built for the crush of traffic that resulted from the post-war economic boom.  Lloyd had watched with 

a tinge of pain as orchards across the South Bay Area were bulldozed, the land sold to housing developers and 

business interests. 

 The drive to and from work had become the worst parts of Lloyd’s day.  Stuck behind the wheel of an old 

Chevy pick-up truck, he felt his soul being crushed as horns blared while he moved a few feet at a time.  He longed 

for the weekends and the evenings when he could work at the orchard and play with his four kids.  Ironically, his 

ire over his commute was the whole reason he chose to come into work on Christmas Eve.  Who else would go into 

the office on Christmas Eve?  It should have been smooth sailing, especially considering he was leaving at two in 

the afternoon. 

 Now here he was, the winter rains painting his truck in sheets of water, and a four-car pileup completely 

blocked Alameda.  He could taste the turkey that Myrtle would be cooking in the oven, the turkey that he would 

be carving if he could only get home.  Lloyd and Myrtle had hosted the Christmas Eve feast since purchasing their 

home in ’46, and it had become a tradition for the Tahmatoh family.  The whole family would gather.  Myrtle and 

her mother would put on a feast.  Lloyd’s mother, Mary, would make apple pies and apple sauce.  The days of 

eating pigs’ heads were over.  The Christmas Eve dinner was the best meal of the year.  And Lloyd was stuck in 

traffic. 

 He sat despondent in the driver’s seat.  A few cars had pulled off to the side and were driving backward to 

get to the nearest exit.  Lloyd followed their lead and began heading in reverse, taking an exit in Palo Alto.  He 

didn’t have a map and was unfamiliar with the area, but he figured if he continued to wind his way south, he could 

bypass the accident and be on his way.  As he turned at lights and weaved his way deeper into Palo Alto, he 

eventually found himself in a downtown area and stuck behind a busy intersection.  Frustrated, he pulled the truck 
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off the road and parked.  He’d have to call Myrtle and tell her he would be late.  Perhaps his father could carve the 

turkey. 

 He stepped out of the truck and ran to the overhang of the nearest building.  He didn’t look at the sign as 

he opened the door, but stopped on the welcome mat as the water dripped from his clothes. 

 “Merry Christmas, friend,” a voice said from inside the store.   

 Lloyd sniffled and looked up.  A series of gray metal desks lined the two walls.  The desks sat empty except 

for one man in a light brown suit with a thick black mustache.  The man stood and approached Lloyd with an 

outstretched hand. 

 “Welcome to California Financial,” the man said.  “My name’s Tony Browning.  Looks like you got caught 

in a good ole fashioned Christmas storm!” 

 Lloyd looked down as he dripped on the man’s carpet and then laughed and shook his hand.  “Ha ha, 

yeah, you know, I suppose I did.  Are you a bank?” 

 “Stockbroker.  Hey, the market’s still open.  How about I set you up with some great end-of-year trades.  

Set you and your wife up for the new year.  What do you say?” 

 “Oh, ha ha, you know, I really just want to use a phone.” 

 Tony looked disappointed.  “Well, it’s Christmas and all.  You can use the phone on my desk.” 

 Lloyd nodded and walked across the linoleum floor to the desk.  He picked up the phone and spun the 

dial.  Myrtle answered.  Hearing her voice nearly brought tears to his eyes.  He just wanted to be home for 

Christmas.  He could practically smell the turkey through the receiver.  He explained the situation and Myrtle of 

course understood, reminding him that she would be there no matter when he returned.  Before he hang up, she 

said, “Now don’t go wasting our money on stocks as some sort of tribute to Alex.” 

Alex.  He hadn’t thought of his old friend for years.  Alex the stockbroker.  “Just buy stocks!” Alex would 

say.  Knowing how to play the stock market certainly didn’t prevent Alex from dying in a plane crash.  The fact 

Lloyd got sick and sent home was just plain, dumb luck.  Myrtle insisted General Mackenzie knew about the 

deployment but wanted to keep Lloyd safe.  

Lloyd kept his hand on the phone as he looked at Tony’s desk.  Sitting on the top of a stack of papers was 

a brochure for United Technologies. 
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“United Technologies,” Lloyd said out loud.  Lloyd knew the name well.  It was the last recommendation 

Alex had made to him. 

It was the opening Tony needed.  He was standing next to Lloyd before he could take his hand off the 

phone.  Tony picked the brochure up and held it in front of Lloyd. 

“Now listen here, Sir, I know the type.  Work hard, play it safe, return to your wife’s home cooking.  This 

here is the stock for you.  Now the Korean War created volatility, and savvy investors took advantage.  However, 

other investors simply buy safe, reliable companies.  The war also gave rise to some of the finest technology 

companies in the world, and those are safe and reliable, just like you.  This here stock, you can’t go wrong.  Best 

damn way to start a portfolio.  You want to build wealth, it starts right here.” 

Lloyd looked at the brochure.  “How much for one?” 

 “One?  One what?” 

“Just one.” 

“You mean one share!?”  Tony began to laugh.  “No no, Sir.  You buy ten, or hell, be bold, buy a hundred.” 

“Ha ha, a hundred.”  Lloyd continued to look at the brochure.  “No, I’ll buy one share.” 

Tony looked confused, but when he realized Lloyd was serious, he nodded professionally and sat at his 

desk to begin drawing up the order. 

An hour later, Lloyd was back on the road with a stock certificate sitting on the passenger seat.  Myrtle 

would almost certainly be angry that he threw money away at a piece of paper.  His father would call him 

downright stupid.  But it felt right to Lloyd.  He couldn’t take care of his family working at Lenkurt and picking 

apples.  He needed a financial future.  One share of United Technologies seemed like a reasonable first step. 

The rains had lightened up and the crash was cleared by the time Lloyd found his way back to Alameda de 

las Pulgas.  He continued to drive south, enjoying the light traffic he had expected to find when he left that 

morning.  From Alameda, he turned East into Mountain View, taking side roads through the remaining apricot 

orchards and looking at the new construction.  His street, which had been all apricot orchards when he first 

purchased the home for $25,000 (his father gave him a small loan and Lenkurt provided a signing bonus), was now 

filled with little ranch-style houses.  The orchards were still prevalent, but his street had become a community 

practically overnight. 
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He pulled into his driveway and parked next to his father’s truck.  He picked up his briefcase and his stock 

certificate and stepped out of his vehicle.  He held the certificate in his hand and took a deep breath of air.  He 

smelled the fresh rain and the scent of turkey hovering over the house.  Kids were running around the street, going 

house-to-house for Christmas treats.  He had made it home for the Christmas Eve feast.  He put the stock 

certificate against his mouth and felt awash with excitement for the future.  He didn’t have any specific reason for 

the feeling, he just felt like his life was pretty good. 

 

 

Myrtle pulled the turkey out of the oven and set the black enamel roasting pan on top of two silver trivets.  The 

smell filled the kitchen and made her stomach grumble.  She pulled out a thermometer and plunged it into the 

juicy breast of the bird and waited for the gauge to let her know if it had cooked through. 

 “You know,” Gertrude said from behind her, “when I cook poultry, I use my good sense when it’s cooked.  

Never had to use those fancy contraptions you use nowadays.” 

 “Oh ho hum, mama,” Myrtle said.  She then chuckled.  “You tell me every year.  Maybe I’ll buy you one so 

you can see how useful they are.” 

 “And now I need my daughter buying me my kitchen utensils?  I’m just fine.” 

 “One hundred and sixty.  Perfect.” 

 As Myrtle pulled the thermometer out, they heard a ruckus in the front room as several kids charged in 

the house and raided the caramel apple slices that Myrtle had set out. 

 “Oh!” Gertrude bellowed.  “How do you get used to that?” 

 “Oh, Mama, it’s a nice tradition.” 

 “It’s a Slav tradition, Myrtle.  It’s weird.  Don’t forget you come from a nice and proper upbringing.  

Straight from the Mayflower.” 

 “The Mayflower!?” John shouted in shock as he walked in the kitchen.  “How old are you!?”  John walked 

up behind Gertrude and picked her up from the waist.  As Gertrude screamed, Myrtle and John laughed.  He set 

her down and she turned and slapped him on the shoulder before straightening out her dress.  “Gertrude, do we 

have to do this every year?  When will you admit your love for me?” 
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 “You’re a foul man, Mr. Tahmatoh.” 

 “Mr. Tahmatoh?  Now I’m Mr. Tahmatoh?” 

 “Relax, Mama, he’s just having fun,” Myrtle said. 

 Her voice was drowned out by Lucien.  “John, that’s enough.”  John immediately rolled his eyes and began 

to walk out of the kitchen, but Lucien stopped him.  “Hey, get over here and talk to us about the orchard.”  Then 

he turned his attention to Gertrude.  “Sorry, Gertrude.  I think his mother might have had some fun with the Greek 

milkman about nine months before he was born.” 

 Gertrude didn’t understand the joke, but George laughed and even Myrtle cracked a smile.  Lucien and his 

two oldest sons walked toward the backyard, weaving their way past the mess of kids that were playing around 

the Christmas tree.  Mirna, currently holding a young baby and watching over the rest of the children, stood from 

the couch and walked to the kitchen. 

 “Anything I can do to help, Myrtle?”  

 “Believe me, holding little William is enough.” 

 “Four kids,” Gertude said.  “It’s not right.  How you figure you’re going to support a family of this size?” 

 “Lloyd’s working,” Mirna said, inadvertently coming to Myrtle’s defense.  “My brother has a good job.  

Plus, we always have the orchard.  Keeps food on the table.” 

 Gertrude didn’t know if she could argue with Mirna, so she simply looked at Myrtle and said, “I’m just glad 

you’ve accepted your place in the world.  Your boy phase nearly killed me.  College and jobs, traveling cross 

country by yourself.  Just happy you straightened out.” 

 Myrtle began pulling the dressing out of the turkey and nodded.  “Yes, Mama.” 

 “I wouldn’t say she’s settling down, Gertrude,” Mirna said, seemingly appalled at the notion.  “She hosts 

the local elections in her garage and is head of the PTA.” 

 Before Gertrude could respond, they heard the front door open and heavy footsteps walk into the 

hallway.  Lloyd Jr. came running from the living room. 

 “Is that Father?” Lloyd Jr. asked.   

 “Well I sure hope so or we have an intruder,” Myrtle responded to her oldest son.  “Now get Jim and go 

greet him.  Lord knows we don’t want your grandfather massacring our dinner.” 
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When Lloyd entered the house, it was bedlam.  Kids from the neighborhood were in the front room eating 

caramel-apple slices, greedily taking hand-fulls before running off to the next house.  Treats for the neighborhood 

children at Christmastime stemmed back to Lucien’s childhood in Korcula.  Families opened their households to 

share good tidings with the children.  Lloyd hadn’t intended on moving into a predominantly Slavic community, but 

one new neighbor after another had Croatian blood.  Apparently, Croatian-Americans stuck together, either by 

preference of through some mysterious force that drew them together.  Knowing his neighbors hailed from 

Croatian lineage certainly helped soothe Lucien’s heartache about helping them with a down payment for such an 

exorbitantly expensive house.  A few of his nephews were among the hoard of kids, but didn’t notice their uncle 

enter the house. 

 Lloyd walked past the kids who paid him no mind and then saw Lloyd Jr. and James come barreling toward 

him.  They both hurled themselves through the air, forcing Lloyd to catch them. 

 “Merry Christmas!” Lloyd Jr. said as Lloyd set them down. 

 Lloyd Jr. shared Lloyd’s dark features and bushy eyebrows, but James took the physical qualities from 

Myrtle and was already a spitting image of Stanley.  Despite being two years younger, James was three inches 

taller than Lloyd Jr. and had already overcome him in athletic capabilities.   

 “Now, wait awhile, is it Christmas?” Lloyd asked.  “Huh, you know I had forgotten. Go get me an egg nog 

to put me in the spirit.” 

 The two ran off as Lloyd walked farther into the house. 

 “Ha ha,” Lloyd said out loud as he saw the extent of the family gathering.  “Holy smokes, would you look 

at this.  I think this gets bigger every year.”  He walked into the kitchen to greet Myrtle.  “Hello, my wife.  Can you 

believe I hit traffic on a day like today?” 

 “Of course I can believe it,” Myrtle said without looking at him.  “I told you this morning that you were 

bound to hit traffic and you should just stay home.  But why listen to me?  I’m just your wife.” 

 Lloyd smiled and kissed her.  Some family-members made “ooh” and “aww” sounds. 

 “But now you’re home, so you better sharpen that knife and get to carving.” 
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 “Ha, I know it.  Look, I bought a stock.” 

 Lloyd held the certificate up.  He beamed proudly, but couldn’t hide his concern that his wife wouldn’t 

share in his enthusiasm.  Myrtle confirmed his intuition. 

 “You spent our money on a piece of paper?  We’ll talk about this later.  Start carving.” 

 Lloyd shoved the certificate into his shirt and dutifully carved up the turkey, placing each piece of meat 

delicately on a serving platter.  He framed it all with the two legs and two wings, separated the white and dark 

meat, and then explained that the bird provided too much meat, so he has to eat a few of the slices.  When he 

finished, he washed his hands, took a sip of egg nog, and then took a moment to enjoy his family and the smells 

and the moment.   

As Myrtle carried a stack of dishes to the table, she said, “Your father and brothers are outside.  I’m sure 

they want to talk to you.” 

Lloyd nodded and sipped his eggnog.  Two kids he didn’t know ran into the living room, realized they 

didn’t know anyone, and turned and ran out.  Lloyd smiled at their youthful innocence and then began to walk 

toward the back door.  Before he stepped out, he heard Myrtle shout, “Not too long!  Dinner’s nearly ready.” 

Lloyd didn’t respond and walked out onto the new wood deck that he built with his father.  Because 

Lucien had helped build it, any chance he could get without fail he would stomp on it and nod his approval. 

“Lloydie,” George said, “be honest, how much of this did you build and how much did father build?” 

“Ah hell,” Lloyd responded.  “Least he could do after we helped him build the orchard house.” 

They all laughed.  As Lloyd approached them, Lucien said, “Least it gives this yard some sort of purpose.  

Don’t know what you’re doing with all this private land.” 

They all looked confused.  John said, “Shit, father, you’re the one who always insists on us working on 

your ridiculous orchard.  Bought up land like a madman.” 

Lucien shook his head and tsked.  “Been sniffing baseball chalk again.  That was working land.  Made us 

money.  This here is private land.  For what?  Doesn’t make money.  Hell, Lloyd has to pay to keep it up.  Pay taxes 

on it.  And what’re all these?” 

 He turned and pointed to the fruit trees Lloyd had planted. 
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“It’s my own orchard,” Lloyd said.  “Got some good trees here.” 

 “Your own orchard.  Hell, we own and operate over fifty acres of apple trees.  The hell you need some of 

your own?” 

The three boys laughed.  Lucien had gotten more irritable and grouchier over the past few years—George 

would say since he became an official American citizen—but his outbursts just made people laugh. 

John pulled out a cigarette and lit it, blowing the smoke above their heads. 

“Probably why you can’t play anymore,” George said. 

“These are Marlboros,” John retorted.  “Doctor recommended.” 

 “Not this doctor.” 

“Give me one of those,” Lucien said.  He took a cigarette and let John light it.  After several drags, he said, 

“Seriously, Lloyd, you don’t even like working the orchard, and then you come home and work on fruit trees.  All 

my boys are going crazy.  You boys don’t even know how good you have it.  Where I come from—Croatia—not that 

you boys would know anything about that, you don’t have private trees.  You have working land.  Don’t know how 

good you have it.” 

“I’m going to resign from Lenkurt,” Lloyd said suddenly, as though the words were burning his lips. 

Lucien, John, and George all looked at him as though they were expecting him to continue with another 

comment.  Lucien started to rub his shoulder and grunted, old age catching up with him as his muscles tightened. 

“I became a citizen for you to get that job,” Lucien said. 

“I know it.” 

“The hell you giving up a good paying job for?” 

“I want to work the orchard fulltime.  I want to take it over.” 

Lucien nodded approvingly.  “I can live with that.  You tell Myrtle yet?” 

“Not yet.” 

 “You should tell her.  It’s an important decision.” 

“Okay, I’ll tell her.” 

“You boys don’t even know how lucky you have it.  You have a choice.  You have good jobs and can give 

them up for other jobs because of your preference.  Don’t even know how good you have it.  Wish you all could go 
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see it someday.  Korcula.  I miss it.  I really miss it.”  Lucien looked off in the distance as he thought about his 

childhood.  When he came back to reality, he looked at Lloyd and said, “This is good.  I’m proud of you.” 

They all heard the back door open and Lloyd’s five-year-old daughter Suzanne poked her head out.  

“Dad,” she said, “Mom says you need to come in for dinner.” 

“Oh, ha ha, did she say that?” 

Lloyd walked to her and picked her up and all five of them walked in the house.  Once indoors, Mirna 

approached and handed William to Lucien.  “Here, Dad,” she said, “get to know your newest grandson.  As Lucien 

reached for him, he suddenly grabbed his left shoulder again.  He groaned in agony and began to shake.  Lloyd 

heard his sister scream as their father fell to his knees.  He rolled onto his back as his whole body tensed.  Lloyd 

had heard of this before.  His father was having a heart attack. 

 


